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mpb2 NR. PLEISCHtQKR: At page '9.
4

.. five:

on the Hosgri is a very conservative esti-
/ 4

n

mate." „

BY iso PLHXSCHAKHR-
I /

Q The. conctusi.on which 's designated by number
I

I

A peak ground acceleration'f 1.15g t,
at Diablo, Canyon for +Me m~~imum earthgua.ke

4

I
44

4

Now 1.15g is used there. Is that peak ground

acceleration as measured in the free field?

14

(Nitness Smith) Yes o
/

In your opening st tement, Dro Smith, you notedQ

that we could approach the determination of the inistru~'aental

„" peak acceleration taken in the free~field by either a st~.tist caL
/I

—'pproach or a modeling approach, is that correctF
4

Okayo

And in our d'scussion yesterday we got off on

USGS Circular 672, and I have a series of questions for
Dr o . Bolt regarding his,testimony on the USGS conclusion.a o

Dro Bolt., at page 5846 of the transcript of

yesterday you stated Blat you disagreed with ~Me procedures

utiliz d by USGS to derive the figures in Table 2, I ba..'.ieveo

(t'ritness Bolt) Yes:

Nhat is your opinion regard'ng the scatter of





5c~gg

peak instrumen. a3 accelerations ~="t have been recoxded for
I'he

magnitude range"5.5 to 6,5?
-l

A The e is considerah1e scatter. '.
And do you have

many measurements do we have

tions in the range of 6.5 to

an opinion as to -- well, how

for instxumental pe~~c accelera-

8?
'i

6.5 to 8?

11R MORTO5J: E:ccuse me

~-

Peak instrumental accelerations in
N

Z didn't realise that i;here were any

v

Qle'angB .Cf'.',l:

peak accelera
'

tions .over 6.5 ox a ytrhero near it.
NR. FLZ~'SCHAKER: I'lwithdraw the question.

B~ HRo F~EXSCEUQ(ER.

9 How many measuremer s do ~re have of peak ac".celer- '

ations, instrumental pea3c accelerations of earthoaakes in
tlxe,'agnitude

range 6.5 to 8?

IA ((fitness Bolt) Ne have very few This particu-
4

lar cixcular tabulates them in the appendix, som t:xing of. the
I

order of, vrhen 'his was done, of +so, X think, and maybe

three now

Nhat are those thre ?

Nelly X m think'ng about the eartnqvclges that

are fai ly neax to Nxe source. One would .bc. the 1952 Kern

County earthquake wh ch at the time the circular was written

was allocated a magnitude of .7.7. Hut work at Ca" Tech, ance

my won rereading of the Mood-Ande'rson records has now adjuster
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t'

that magnitude, revised that magnitude really to 7.2 on the
4

Richter Scale.

Ne have a record from the Tabataz earthqualce
\ a, <'

1.

in Xx'an that X mentioned yesterday, its HS magnitude was

7.7. And we have a =ecord-now from the Soviet Union near'
".,',;r...-..'-'~:-'he

town cf Gazli, G-a-z™l-i, which has a surface wave mag-

nitude of X believe about, 7.2o That was no= available at.
l

the time of the writing of'he circularo

Q How about Pacoima.
*

Nellg Pacoima was availabl e. Xt' 6 . 5 magnitude.'

Q So that gives us a total of four data points
Ef

kfox'.5 and aboveo

A

Q Do you have an opinion of what we might ezoect
h

C

ta see in terms of the scatter of data for instrumental peiJc "*"
A

accelerations for the magnitudes 6;5 to SP

A Yes. X thinJc that we found the scatter on
I

both sides of about acceleration .7g. There will be some

19 found which are less than that and some gx'eater. And some

of the scatter ~rill involve the topography on which the

instrument is sittingo Some will involve the surficial

22

23

25

conditions, 'soil conditions. Some will involve the mechanism ',

of the earthquake.

So there are a numbex of reasons why there vill
I.

be scatter about this central value
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Xse~ 'me see if 7. Qnc?GrstPMd o
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0 Nelly I d'3,ike to limit olzz'i Ques- ions 'to '+NB
L I

in'strument:a3 peak accelara+iozls recorded,
V'

' was spealcing to tl:at.. .*' 'I'

Q T~le 'f3.gure;the%4 yQQ gP

very

~ Vg ~ Goes 'phcUQ repre

sent. the instrumental peale r;acorn'ing~c" '

A Zt, ~mule. be, yes.
I'e.today I spoke about, the peak acce3.erac;ion

1

becoming asymptotic to some value batmen .6g and;.Sg bo" ", ".,')."',',

i',that 1ijht; I m speculating that; Vlere ~chill be so.-ne,. average
t

7

level '~ t21G scaC'her around 833ou"t o Vgo

0

Th's inure .7g .Rat you'e t lking ~~'ut, does

this represent your estimate as to che instrumeni:al paaJc

ac.ce2.eration -- excuse me, as o the expected mean instru-

mental peak accelera~mon as measured in the free field'P

A That.'s correct.'nd I'm address'ng +ae range

o2 magnitudes Ghat. you specified.

.h~ld to be clear> it'oss not represent'« teen <

your estima'ce as to me peak acceleration a'" Qle,";puree.

That 's !".cr..ect.

Xt does F108. represen'Go

J-t- dpes Qo~a

)3 oka.y,

Mba's ycu est.imate a". to t'1~,. range of sc="..~..er".

25
'set S De GPSS.;-2.C no>Zo Ti'pv magna't'Qe
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magnitude 7.5, and magnitude. 8, what would you expect. the
k

h

one. sigma, the values at plus and minus one sigma to be2,
» y

,A I would suppose about ol5g.
y K

" How to get a one sigma value —you'e being
y

quite specific, of course, in terms of a statistical par'a-

meter, and that. carries with it a certain probability of

exceedance, and so on. To estimate a standard, deviation

one must have quite a'number .of observations so 'Mat that, . " „"
k k t

k

cannot really be done at, th'e present time

0 'X understand that. lee only have four'data poinM
r

And I'm drawing on your exper'ence. to —Do you have an
esti-,„.'ate'-

MR. BORTQM: We'l object. Eke says it can't bs

done» And speculation is not what. tre're hera for,
MRS» BOWERS Do you Hant to respond to the

objection, Hr. Pleischaker2

17 KR, PLEXSCKQCER: Yes

18

20

22

Xt seems to me it'lear from the record that
Dr. Bolt has given me a mean value, and it seems to me that
if one can give a mean and can speculate as to a mean that
one ought to be able to speculate as to a standard deviation

So I would 3.ice to raput the guestiono

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, that may be. But tne

witness has said it can't be dona. And he said it would be

speculation, There aren', enough data points.
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+ C. '„rag

~ Xf'-I4r. Pleischaker wants to object to,his own

, earlier que'stions,- X 'guesp he'can do ihat.. I di'dn t choose;.'" .".',

" to'object, t'o them '. I'am object~~" g to this„ one.
4

'I

PLEXSCHAI(HR: . hei , I understand that i:i: -'$,"''
~ ~ ll

4 -
r'an'tbe done given the- data,bas'e. The data base is only

, foUr points»'hat s our problem» '-
' '

„,. „„';;:;.s,

But what I'm asking this witness is given his

knowledge as.to accelerations and all'his knowledge in
1

seismology generally,- if he has an op nion as to what he

would expect to see the mean -» what values he would expect
,\ = 1''

E

, to see as the mean plus and minus one standard deviation
* „" »,

for th'ese Inagnitudes 7, 7 ~ 5, and 8 ~

e

MRS. BONHRS: Does the Staff have a position on ''
C

this?,
I,,: 't,

1a'H.»
TOURT~~'OTTE:, Mo».

II

(The Board conferring.)

DR. K~RTI~l: I thin'c we need

regarding the possibi3,ity. of .calc~>3.ating

1 ~

C

'I

SQES C1R 3.f iCrlt 1.OQ
I

the u'.ean and ~~re

$ 9 'standard deviation.

By sigma, if you have a set of numbers you can

calculate'the arithmetic mean of that'group of numbers, and
C

I
t

with the same numbers you can ca3.cu3.ate the standard devia-

tion. Xt',s simply a'matter of applying some o mulas.

Mould you give us some clarification o-

intent of vour statemant?
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P

WXTHESS BOLTs The intent of my statement .was
~, ~ *

»'hat,—and X would point out, that X'.ve already answered the
»»»

question, what do you think or how. do you "speculate the" '",'"" '-'

standard deviation would turn out;, X said .15g. So that',
I

already on the r'ecord, you know.

But. then X went. on to say that so far as getting;,
II

»

'a stable estimate of the standard deviation concerning tile»; "., ~
"

,I ~ »t' 'g ',, I

»

;scatter, X would expect,, and X'm sure you wou3.d', that. one'';" -.'-"',-",;
' '

would need something over six data points. Xf you'ut just. -''','
»

three data points in o„the formula you'l get; a number, but.

most people would think it.'s not a very stable value. Xt
I

is likely to change drastically even with the next pair; that,;
'omesalong.

That was the thrust. of my comment.

DRo MARTXM All right.o

So you'e saying you could calculate the standard

deviation, but it. wouldn'. be reliable.

$ 7XTNESS BOLT: That's correct

20

DR. HARTXN: Thank you.
»

MR, FLEXSCHAINR: Can X

MRS. BOHERS: Hell, we still have this objec-

22'3

tion pending.

The objection is sustained.

LK, PLEXSCHAKERs X thought, he gave an answer.

NrSo BOWERS- - He gave his opinion and then he
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t A

explained ~rhy he could'not do it, reliably..
3

*

DR. MARTXN: He cduldu 8 xely on, the'esults,,'.," '.;,~,

1

so he couldn'0 do it.:-, '

I

liRS . BOMBS: Xt. would have no meaning
r'

~ B'Z HRa. PJ'EXSCHAMR
\

1

0 .; " By'-a tze~d of'.mean from the current.-data seC, ',':,;;"; '"-;-:
F '

V

can you drat'r some conclusions trith respect to'hi Mead of '.,".:.-,„"',

th
j

(Nitness-. Bolt) The,-tx'end against. cuhat,'P
1

'he tzez.d means tha~ @re have to correlate the.'
I

'mean against something.'

The mean of peak accelex'ations agains't magnitudes
'

Peak accelerations *on=.one bar and magnitude on the other, 6 5
\

to 0 ~

s

A . - Nell, my-,corn vie~r of that is -0™ this is based
'b

mai.nly- on the theoretical model that. X mentioned yesterday

in the testimony ™--is that. there may be a. sligh+ increase

in the mean pea1c or rnhzimum acceleration as'he magriitude
I

increases.-. But iC mou1d not. be neazly the s'tzaight line type
~ ." q

I

of extrapolation that. the people invo3ved in the USGS
V
1
II

circular adopted aC thaC 'particular time.

Q ',
. Utilisihg —Do yon have an opinion as to —Zo-

the magnitudes 7, 7.5, and 8, do you have an opinion as to

the value'f trend of. mean plus one standard. deviation in
instrumental pea1c accelerations as measured in the field'P

A s.
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mpbl0 2 MR. NORTON: Excuse mao

Q No Th

standard dev iation.
t

4

(Witness Bolt) Wall, I'e already indicated my

Dr. Bolt, tha question i.s Do you. have an opinion.

Could you answer that. yas or no, 'please..
I l

WITNESS BOLT: I'm not sure that. X do have an
A 'I

a v I

opinion on that. It's i bit. complicated.in the way you put'
b

ito X'm not, able to follow exactly.
I

, You said the trend of'he mean and the standard
'V

* davxation, is that correct2:-
Il

BX MRo FLEXSCHAKER

a trend of the mean plus and minus ona

I

gJ

F
E'

opinion as to the trend of the mean.

I

2S

My opinion as to the tzend of the standard
A

deviation would he that there ~iould be no trend of the
( R

standard deviation because that goes to the scatter about

the mean. X sea no reason why that scatter would be different

19

depending on the magnitude range of the earthquakes..

Q Xn the discussion between Counsel, the panel, a'nd
„

20.

21

24

the Board and yourself, I lost the significance of'our
reply that the standard deviation would be .15'

Xs it your testimony that, that estimate is not

reliable, is that the thrust. of it?
S

A Yeso ,Xt.4s a speculative value based on calculat- .'

ing standard deviations for'the peak acceleration about the
I

'' ~
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'I

mean for low magnitude earchqua3ces, and consequently there
I

is an assump."ion th'at. some sorh -of scatter,<u,ll be seen vihen
lt.

h ~

one gets up to bigger earthquakes. And'ou have to be aware'
I

of that. assumptiono
I'

X can'5 prove Uxac in'ny Cay. 'obody'an test
I

-ic because we don""t have the data.- But. I offer it: for what

its worth'to your question.I, y '* I

Q That..value, 15,",9.s tha4 .'o be, applied at.'each

of, the magnitude ranges uniformly'.

2t uniform description of the scatters

Yes,

Bolt, yesterday X ~gas asl-ing you about the
—whethex there was any statistical significance to the

values Mat were set; in Table 2—
"YBS»

—- of. the USGS Circular 672.

Yes

Ar'd you replied that you weren'. aware tea they

went canto an~j statistical discussion at page 5862.

"Certainly noh," is your response.
I

"X'm no- aware tha'c Mey went into any

statistical discussion, certa~~ ly not in the

papero Zs you twoav, calculations are based on

statistical formulas or distzibutions.'"
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a

7

Yeso
I

--, They do give graphs with the points available
I,

I

to them at that time. These show a considerable scatter.''
p

But X don't see on any of the graphs any 'indications of
'measuresbf dispersiono There vere axrovs and that sox't of

thing indicating .uncertainties-in each of the points. That .

is a kind of s~tistical, elementary statistical treatment

of the rav datao* .'- „'."., ', "'.*
I

I,

Q I Okay e

'e ~
I

Jp

10 Nell, I'd like to draw your attention now to

12"

page 5847, and your observation that the .8g measured

xecently at an eaxthquake in Xran, the City of Tabataz, is
4

a flat contradiction to the extrapolation carried out in the

USGS c'rcularo

15 Po you have that in front, of you?

Thank you, yes.

And asl ed the question: How do ve know it's a
'ri

'

19

20:

21.":

22

~ 23

24'lat

contradiction to the extrapolation carried out?

A Nell, the extrapolation as specified, in Table 2

would give a value fox an HS magnitude of 7.7 of somewhere
J 'I

between 1 15 and 1 20g Thatpa the value that they necommend-[

ed to be used, at least for this purpose in the pipeline

design, and this circular is now getting into N:s'cussions of

nuclear power reactor designo And yet a 7,8 magni'tude eartA-

quake ,in iran gave a peak acceleration of o8g, vhich is a
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h

considerable way from that px'ediction of theirs,'nd to me

that's a contx;ad'iction. That', against. their pxediction.
k W'

*

Q 'ut we'ye agreed, haven'0 we, that. we don.'t. know,

that the 1 ~ 15 might rep'esent a mean or a trend of mean,

estimate of the trend of. mean.
I 7

X'm got sure that you and X evex'greed on that

point~"

A

Okay'an

you state that the .Sg doesn'. fall within...

Well, X can state that if there is a standard

A

'age
'„n,~ g

~ 1

deviation of ..15g, then the ~ 8 would not

within one standard deviation, ih wouldn.'.t
l

.standard deviations.

fall,not only

fall'ith~~ 4:1o

That helped ma foxmulate my question. Thank you.

Do we know what the standard deviation —whether

or not. the USGS contemplated a standard deviation for the
T

range -™ for the peak accelerations in the range of magnitude

7 .5'?

X can state that X can find no refe'reduced stan-

dard deviation in connection with th .~ point in tnis paper.
'I

Then how do we know that. +Me .8 is inconsi"tent.

with the value identi=ied in the ta'~le2

Xt',s inconsistent to xe, and that's all " claim>

based on my own analysis of the data.

Okay.
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mpbl4 i By tha way; Dr. Bolt, i.s it your testimony '; ~ I',";

that the one standard deviation for magnitude equal to six
'I

is .15g', the standard deviation for peak acce3.eration, <be
1

value fal s'ithin'the .15gP,
I 7-

7

lfas my questi.'on 'oiear2
l7 7 '

A No.. 1'm soiry, would you mind repeating that? I,.
Q, .What is the mean value for peak accelerations,, j ',

f

instrumental peak. accelerations measured in;the free fie d '''..;;-:'
7"

for magnitude siz -eaithquakes2
7

7

MR. NORTON: Excuse me.

Xs this in reference Co Circular 672, Dr. Bolt,'s .

opinion, or the Hanks and Johnson op"'nion, or what2

7

t1

MRS PLZXSCHAKHR: -Dr. Bolt's,opinion

NXTHESS BOLT: X've never calcul.ated that. X

have calculated a mean for what X call e*rthquakes with
low'ntensity

and earthquakes with h'gh intensity But. X have

tried always to group earthgualfas in ditrerent ways, depend-

ing on their fault, mechanisms and other charact'eristics that

mighh7 go to them being strong ea~hhquakes and'enerating

rather high frequency waves, rather than classifying things

in purely magnitude terms, which X think X indicated yester-

day X find 'not terribly valid.

Magnitude is just. one nvanber to do wit!a an eazth-
7

' quake. And X don', believe that it's the number -to rely on

completely when one 'is trying to discuss peaEc,. ground
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accelerations.

BY MRo PLEXSCHAKER . ',,", ',, ';"'',, - " '-',; "',- ',"„'" ] '-,'-

. Q So you haven'8 done it2
A '(Witness Boih) No, X don'0 believe X'va avsz"..;:"-,:f,;-':.'

tried to do just that exercise that you'e put to me "- ',:,.",~j "=:;:,

t" e

Q Dr. Smith, have you ever done it2 "Xt" meaning". "<;

derive a mean for the 'nstzumentally determined peak acceleza~ ";:".-

tions in.'he fzee field for the'magnitude six '™- in the

range magnitude 62

A 'Nitness Smith) Range magnitude six to what'.?

'Q -'agnitude six to peak accelerations..

A NelL, in the tetiimony X give a mean value for /

eazthquakes in —above magnitude'5 5o
\

Q My question> however, iF> Limited to magnitude 6o

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bower's.

The testimony is clear from all of these wit;

17

18

19

20

21

22

nesses that there isn4t any difference once you get above

magnitude 5.5. So it doesn4t make any difference whether

you'e asking 6 or 6.5, as X've understood all this last
half-day's testimony

X think that's what Dro Smith is trying to tell
Mz. Pleischaker right. nowo

MRS. BOWERS: Dr. Smith, is that correct; that
it doesn't make any difference if you get above 5.52

25 NXTBESS SMITH: That was my testimony, and that
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V

is my opinion. But I don't think'. &at vas specifically the

response that vas being sought here. Perhaps that concept.
1 C'

I,l
'sbeing challenged, I'm not sure.
r

BY SIR . PLEXSCHAKHR:
I

C 1

0 . I think there'.s' diffex'ence betveen the magni.-"-

tude at the source —ezcuse me, the peak acceleration at the

I

I

'

'

.source, which is where there may be no difference, and I
,believe that',that4s the thrusrt of'the,'testimIony

* „, I

.and the peak accelerations tha. have been measured, instru-

'''mentally determined in the free fie'd, which is'what I'm

1'l

$
:,.r,.rl..g

I
C

t2" asking about..

Letos clarify.
I

Your rexerence to peak accelerations~ there
I

being no difference —no difference with x'espect to what2

25;

magn itude o-

(Witness Smith) No difference=with respect to

For vhat2

Por the peak instrumental free'field ground

motion measured- at. close-in distances near. +We source.

Now we'e not talking about. things hundreds of

miles away because there there's a very pronounced effect.

Laxger earthquakes produce larger ground motion at large

distances o

t

I'-

Nhen one is dialing vith distances og vhat. we

call the near-field, within five to ten kilometer's, say, in
A





I

to be any magnitude

free field gx'ound motion<

measured on top of a

what we would infex'o
i

that, range, there does not appear

dependence on the peak instrumental

Now this doesn't mean gxound motion

flagpole or anyplace els , it means

be in a flat undisturbed region without a large stxucture

thex'e to perturb or to disturb, the ground motion in some way.

Then you'e excluding possible topographic

effects?

Yeso

And are you excluding possible amplification by

directivity or focusing?

Noo

Xou're not?

Noo

Heat directivity and focusing are part of the

physical process of the source that give us different ground

motion and at different positions, azimuths and different

positions from the faulto

Okay

Dro Bolt, the range of figures that you gave

me for ™. let me direct, your attention to the testimony.

think it,'s page S877, lines —okay. Let me first backup to

5876, at line 13

I asked the question:

"What procedures would you use to dex'ive
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I

the expected, peak accelerations in the free field

for magnitudes of the earthquake range 6.5 to 82"

Xn ansver to that question on Me n~a;t page on

lines 9 through 15 you stated as follows:

"So on. neat model X think that there vill .

V

be a fairly sing limit to the peak acceleration

on t¹ average that the pliysics of the sitqatian

indicates Chat the stxong shaking at the site neax

to a soux'ce in the frequency range of ten hertz to

one hertz vi 1 not be vexy different on @Me""aver-

age fox magnitude 6.5 than it'illbe for 8;25

earthquake."

As used ~&era, what do you mean by '"st'ong

shaking"2
A

*

(Witness Bolt) NeU., X'm speaking about acce1-

erations of the ground above amplitudes of about .lg

So as used in that sentence we can substitute

"instrumental peak accelerations" for "strong shaking"2

Nnere strong shaking is concerned -- yes, X

agx'e'e with you. X hhink it. would be appropriate there to

substitute for "strong shaking" in th"=t particular ser
tv='zc'peak

acce3.eration"o

Xnstrumenta~ peak accela=ations as determined in
'he

free field2



1
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I

A Vas. That's corracto
k'';

Q 'ell, would the peak accelerations at the site
4

near to the source in a frequency range greater than ten."

thertz be very different cn average for a magnitude 6.5'earth- q,',",

quake than it, would ba for 8,"25 earthquake?

A Now the answer to that question is going to
\

r

depend to a large extant on tha kind of geological structure,

and surficial rock and'oil conditio'ns'.that ona is speaking
~ '

about, because the higher the,frequency the waves,'he.

greater the attenuation. So that, if one is taM1 ing about

13.

20 hertz waves, 20 cycles per second,. that, is, if they can

J'ravelthrough some hard rock liks granite, tha're 'is not

going to be vary much attenuated.

So there could ba,soma zathaz high amp3.itudes

in those high frequency waves, But if they'ze passing through
A

deep alluvium then they may not be vary high. They would be

17
damped out rather quickly,'ven in a matter of thze or four

kilometers,

Ne have very little guidance there except

20 laboratory work on passage of rocks through —passage of

waves of high frequencies through rock in tha laboratory

conditions, and also theories.

Q Nell, how does the attenuation of high fzaquency

waves through rock of different properties relate to what

we would expect to saa on average as the instrumentally peak
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I I

acceleration in the magnitude range 6 ' to 8.252
F F II

A You are. now reverting to;our earlier discussion
l

I

this morning,'I,to the'answers,X gave at that hime..
'I

I

Q .'o, X ask'ed the 'question in the frequency range
I

I

beyond„ ten hertz '—
.

'"
I'esi

r +*
'I r r 55

II

Q
' —would we expect to see on average not very

FF

different peak accelerations for magnitude 6 5 earthquakes
I

F

,than for 8.257 That's the question.
F

.A.. My answer to that is that. X would ezpect to see

on average somewhai. higher values for peak acceleration,
r '

Q „. PozP
' '

A ~
- Por these waves which you say have'fx'equencies

greater %ban ten hertz. But it would not be a function of
5

magnritude ~ Xt would not be a function o'f magnitxxde. X

cl

guess it's to do with the local bzeaking of the rock on the

fault,. and as X porn~ted out yesterday, that thai, local be-

havior doesn', depend on &e.'fact that the fault. ruptures or.
I

for another 100 kilometers or not.
I

Xt's to do with the strength of the 'rock locally.
I r,

All right.
At, the bottom of page 5877, in response to the

question, you gave me a range of .6 Co .Gg.

'P4 Which page was
that2'877

to 5878o'
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Now let me be v clear:

Does that range represent your estimate of the

expected instrumental peak accelera~~ons in the free field
I

for the magnitude range 6.5 to 8?

Yes e

MRSo BONERS: Mro Pleischaker,. I apologise for
l

interrupting your train of thought.

But looking at. the question you asked, it seems

to me you'e just asked the same thing: expected peak

accelerations in the free field?

MR PLEXSCHAKER: Nell, I asked what'procedures

he would use, and. that.'s right~ I wanted to make sure that,

we were meeting head-on.

BY MRo PLEXSCHAKER:

How does that range of o6 to .& represent .@he

l7

18

)9

20

range of expected values?

{Nitness Bolt) Yes.

Now, Let me go back to the question I initially
askedo

I'd like to gust add to that —and I think

22 you'l clear it up —but I would like to say tha X'm speak-

ing here about the amaximum accelerationso That's the peako

By "peak" I mean the maximum.

25
On the time history?
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Q

.A

Q

That's cor'rect> yes.

Right. — '

. ghat's what I wanted to know.
1 J

Not tha.mean acceleration.

Right,

Nor the affective acceleration?

-,5922;.. '

VJ;, J

'PJ:,",

'l

J t

jJ

gJ

E
,J J

'J
$ ,

J

Jt

A 'og but 'KQe maximUP acceleration~
-

Q ~ Right.
t

Lat ma go back, then, to the, <question, because
kJ

X think X got an answer to what you would expect ho sea, but

.Hh tpo uraw

utilize to derive that. value?

lat ma ask you:

a r ced ould yowl utilize, or-'do you

A knell, my own procedure is
J

horizontal pea): accelerations, maximum

against distance, and to then start to

to plot the'bserved

peak accelerations

extrapolate 3.n towards
/

zero, 1st.'s say zero distance from .the source of t'ae fault..

Ne have quite a lot of such observations. They

are at some distance away from the source.

within five. kilometers, as X mentioned.
h

C

..One.has, to make a choice then

MG have VGA' Gw

as to how to make

the. extrapolation towards zero. T. think there is some indi-.

cation in the data points as we have them that the curve

that one. would usa for the extrapolation does 'turn down ox

flatten off as one reaches tha'ault, and'.. wool'd be guided
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h

I'«

the general theoretical considerations, mechanical con- ".

I
8

1siderations that X've spoken about a couple..of times already-,."

i to deal with the limiting nature of faulting» And so X would
( J

r

use a curve which is a quadratic of some kind, which would

tend to curve down,"to flatten offo'
4

A'nd the result,,then, would, give me the answer .",

X. desi edo

,.' . .. So'it's'an extrapo2.ation from. observed data'';; '';'
A Observed data,'lus the theoretical. considera-

tions that X.'m holding to. Xn the USGS circula'i-.'g teLey
C

followed a different theory and somewhat X think circular
P

. argument because they start with the assumption'of, a, 1,25g '.

for large magnitude earthquake, and, then extrapolate beimeen

35 ~

that —interpolate between that and the Pacoima value» And

that, it seems to me, is forcing the data to. go 'th'rough a
f

point which is itself being extrapolated in som'e way which

l7 is not clear from the data of'maller magnitude earthquakes

You see> eo get the "-
~ 25g, since we have no

observations for a magnitude 8.25, they have had to do soma
1-.

m'Crapolation anyway somehow..

They then lay down that that will be a point

23

25

which will guide their interpolation back to the observed

valueso So it. seems to me there is a certain amount of-

ci'x'cular reasoning there

Q Do you argue with the use of the Pacoima Dam
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A . le.' would'ant, to certainly include Mat.

Zt's 'be~m very much studied. Z would pant.to make allov-

ance for the topography at the site. And if Z was correlate« .

ing, X would prefer to try .to'separate.. out the effect, of the='
4 ~

,thrus'Sing there '.That was a thrust earthquake which in my

view is likely to have larger peak accelerations 'in the near
*

e 4
I

.field because thrush faulting involves compressional forces:""
k

I ~

,which are squeezing the sides of the rupture together. 2tnd X
A

would suppose that there srould be a reason t.'o "allow the
t.

extrapolation curve t~ fall somowhat below that, Me actual
,>, n w

observed value.

y S"„-

t E

7

'As a ma ter of fach, the USGS people also in

.their'ork reduced the l.15g which was actually "'che l 25g--

'different people measure iC slightly differently, down to
9g" for a number of reasons which they set out here in the

"papers

Q 'ou.@tean when the correlated i thr u a a—

Q So in a sense in terms of thai extrapolar~"..',ons

Mey took into account the anomalous topographical ef= cts of

ogh mg

nitude 6.5, 'which is what San Pernando was measured later~

they reduced''o' 92

II

A ': Yes
*

the —but related, to the location of the accelerometer in

that c'ase?
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mpb25 4 X think that their reason was different. Thev

2 felt that the frequency of that peak acceleration measured
7

from Pacoima was higher than might. be of importance for

engineering purposes. And so tney put the records through

a filter, which had the effect of removing the higher

frequencies somewhat.
*W

And that reduced t81at spi3ce, that high frequency

spike down to that o9g. X think that goes to their feeling

$ 0

of the use to whi.ch this work was going to be put,

Q Nell< the —wouldn't that high frequency con-

tribution to the measured acceleraticn at. Pacoima be in large

par+ due to the topography underneath the accelerome¹r2

Xt could well be, yes,

But X don't think that was the explicit reason

why they reduced it Xn other words> they were not making

that, assumption

Hould you expect. ™- what was the topography

underneath the accelerometer''

j'9'0.-,

Xt was rather a sharp reach. The acce3.ero-

meter was at the top of the reach.

Xt was granite2

Xt was g'niteg yGso
L

23:

24

Q Would you expect such a topography to con-

tribute significantly to the -» or make a significant contribu~.

tion to the high frequency component of the peak acceleration2

~eso
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NBS ~ BOWERS: Nr. Pl ischakez, before~ou leave

this Gao3.ogical Survey Circular 672, X'm surprised /he
g

Anchorage earthquake is not. listed with these, Mes it
P

E

smaller than—
l

r
"'NXTNESS BOLT: No ICrs. Bowers". Unfortunately

wa had no strong motion 'nstrumants in Alaska at. tha time.

The history of the placing of strong mot'on instruments in

the United States doesn't bear'too much of'a,close look.:""',"-'',",;~'
*

There was gust no money'available for a long time, despite.
I

great pressure, from the, engiqeers, including Dr. Blume

sitting here in this zoom; to get these instruments out.

Ke tend to put these instruments ih after the

big earthauake has occu~ed, so we have some measurements'f aftarshocks from Alaska but not tha main shock.,

EBtS. B03&RS Nell, X was there shor'tly after it
f,

occurred and X saw the extent of the damage, and ~ thought

you would consider it a great earth@cake.

MXlTKSS BOLT: lt was a gr=at earthquake indeed,

but there ware no strong motion records obtained for that.

earthquake that would go toward settling many of the argu-

ments we have, had wa had them.

23

BY l1R FI EXSCHiQCER:

br. Bolt~ wa used the term this morning a couple

of times, "naaz field," and X don'. think we have y " a

RS; definit on of th t term.
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7

Could you please define for us the term "near

field"?, . =, --, -'; ....,,., ',„- -t,...-;

'A'Nitness Bolt) I 'think for the purposes of theu
u V

7 J,

discussion that s been going on here,.one would define the

"near field" as being within a wavelength or 'two of the,
T

source of the wave. That, is to say if we'.re talking about.
*

one-second waves and the velocity of those'aves is,a few
V

kilometers per second, say'ive Rilometevrs'er 'second,,'then':

this would give us a distance from the source of roughly
7 ~

ten kilometers.

'l2

There are other definitions that theoreticians
7

II

use. I think they are not too helpful in this general

context. —
. Nith my apologies to Dr. Prazier.

u

(Laughter.)

7

i )'

D might become, useful—

Dr, Prazier,u do you have another definition?

(Nitness Frazier) I moulton'0 use the word as

Dr. Bolt has used it, and other colleagues including

ZO

~ a i

theoretical colleagues of mine. I wouldn'5 use the word in,
'\

the sense they'xe using it.
. Many people define the word slightly differently,

23

"near field," slightly differently than the way Dr. Bolt"-

Alternate definitions of the word are any distance within

2S

the minimum fault dimension. The fault. has a length and a

width chaxacteristic. I't's irre'gular, but you take some
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1'idthdimension and, that reckon within the ~ridth'imension
ll,

1 1'f the causative- rupture is,often defined to'e near field.;;-;--''f-.,:.,<'-.
e

e 1 1 1,

Xt seems to me. for the purposes of the discus»";'„
e.'

I''sion here and the reference to„ the Ha>Q."s'nd Johnson paper
1

*

yesterday that something of the. ordez of ten kilometers or,

closer mould be defined as near field. X would be 'a littl'e ..',':t-,,-"

hesitant, though', to use the word.

MR. HOHTOA: 'xcuse..'ma', ',E~ws.. Botrex5;,";:-,,-Xt. seems -:,; I .;~««,

t

to 'me that if we'r'e going. to. spend a'lot of'ime on defining

near field, X don't think th re is 'any reaI, dispute but what
1

Diablo Canyon would be within the near field if a rupture
1 *

11,,

occurred on the Hosgri 1'ault immediately adjacent to Diablo
e

Canyon. There has never been any dispute about that by any

of our experts or anyone else that X'm aware oz, so X don'

see much sense in pursuing this an awful lot.
E1P> ~ BOWERS: Nell, the record will show the

l

witnesses indicated by nodding their head "Yes."
e
V

MR.- PLEXSCMZER." '

Dr. Prazier, do see.'find that the wave propagation
'I

in the near fie d is different from that '.:rhich we might

'ob'serve in the zar field'P

(Witness Pgazier) Let m make a suppos't'on on

your question. The supposition is that you are ta king about

suave propagation, not earthquake'phenomenology. Z~d the

25 'answer to wave propagation,'being a 'theoretical quostion,
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'I

I

10

12

'13

'I

, Q What's the difference?
R

R
I

I ~

" A , Dr. Bolt's definition of the near field dealt
'I R

I
il

with war lengths, and when waves propagate in elastic media, '

I rr
I

the mathematical solutions we get for these kinds of probleins
I R

have two texms in them. And one term is what we jargoniz
a

or whit we call "near field," and these terms behave a little
I

differently.
I ,I

r

~ . The main difference in how'they behave as opposed

to far field is that the near field terms tend to decrease

with distance more xapidly than far field terms do.
R'

~ What is the difference in the earthquake — Xs
I

/
there a difference in the earthquake phenomenology in the.

near field 'and 'n the far field?
I/

A X think "near field" with xegard to earthquakes

has to do with when your observer is setting —is stationed

%J

R

RJ

.„'

r

RJ

II

17

18

very close-to the causative rupture, and if you'e talking

about. one hertz, one cycle per second signal, then that would

be mathematically in the near. field also.

20

?1

Xf you'e talking about 10 hertz, 20 hertz, that'

not in the near field; it's borderline, not being in near

fieldo

23
Q Pr. Smith, when X began this morning X began by

identifying the two ways that we might seek to determine the

peak instrumental acceleration in the free field to be
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expected at the site. One way was .the statistical hpproach;

the other way was a modeling approich . You mentioned both in,:.'
E

youx opening statement..
(E

A.: (Witness Smith) Yes.
E

1

'
1

Q' "Nhat is the mo'dele.ng appxoacM '

*
*

A. 'By "modeling .approach Z meant one would attempt

to t'ake into account. as much info~~tion about the sppecific .
*w

'

source at hand as possible. For example, if,one vere con-'„...-".',-.",-'", I

'E

1,

sidering a site that vas close t'o a thrust fault, perhaps on

the upvard bio'cL of a thrust fault, then one vould look fox.

generally higher accelerations than on other kinds of faults,

ox .if. one vere designing a structure fox the top of, a
E

mountain n ar such a feature, then one yrould take that. into
'j

ace ounl ~
4

'j6

. You try to take as much
'E

=account..as you can.

of the rea1 physics into

, X think almost. everyone in the field vould agree

that great progress has been made in &is in recent years,

20

but 'also there remain re'sidual uncertainties and so it.is
1

1

-also appropriate to take the Viev that, 'perhaps sortie of the
E E

physics is uriknovn to us and therefore ve should look at the

statistics of the data.

And vhen ve do that ve obtain a great deal of

25

confidence by the general consistency of the tvo approaches.

'As vas pointed out earl%sr this morn'ng, there
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To illustrate how this might work, let's take

the Pacoima Dam record. Xf we'e going to use the statis-

-5931..i.
I

~ " ' * I

tI

are not many recordings of large earthquakes close in, and so
I

it is for this reason that we have to take as wide a possibleI, -, I ly" 4;
P

view as possible in interpreting this data to account for"
all possibilities.

k l n, ~ Fj" E

9 Let 'me see if I'can identify some of these
, a "jc'

t

factors. Nhen you mention — Xf we are going to madel we

want to look at the type of faulting, .I suppose, that
M

yacc.cal thing you'e'ooking at" there is the rage of
1

ted'stress dropsy
x '- 'r

A That's one of the parameters, yes.

la

'I6

'j7

;. 20
e
I

; 21
gl

~ j 22
I

! 23

'" 24

h5
~ '5

1

~ ~

tical approach then we can'0 put any of our knowledce of
1

physics into the prob~~'em. He simply say that, well, at

Pacoima there is an effect we can see, the instrument is on
1

top of the ridge. In other earthquakes there may be effects

we can'. see and therefore, to be strictly legitimate in a

statistical approach, we put in le25 or. 3..2g for the Pacoima
E

record in t¹ statistical hopper. OkayP

~ In the modeling kind of approach we would look

.at Pacoima and say what would be the ground motion if this
had been a flat, undisturbed region near this particular
fault? And many people worked on that. problem..and -I think
the consensus in the technical field is very clear that the

motion would have been about perhaps Sg above the'

D
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San PHrnando -earthctuake which is the sourc oS the
Pacoima'ecord.

Xsn'.0 it also the case, though,"that vitl:
'4

I
I

respect to Pacoima, the highest instrumental peaR aqcelera- -,.

4

tion is 1.15? Correct?
I

A About 1.2.
Il

0 „Xsn't it al'so correct that the modeling thah's
I

been done would, indicate that ther was- actually a higher',"," ".
C ''I'J

peale acceleration south of the instrument. because of
I 'I,

direct ivity?
I don't believe so.

'esterday we discussed the work of a man named

Heaton. Are you familiar with his work?
I

A X'm generally familiar trith it, yes, the

modeling. Dr. rrazier points out that Heaton was modeling
\

primarily velocities, i believe, rather'han accelerations.

This gets back to that really subtle point "hat

X'm not sure you understood yesterday, that the peak

20

acceleration and the peak, velocity on the Pacoima record
I

occurred at different times.

'
X understood that.

Okay, Zine.

Dr. Praziar, are you familiar 'rith the Heaton

worlc?

(Witness Prazier) Zes, as 2: testified yesterday.
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*

Q Do you recall whether he reached a conclusion

that the peak accelerations associated with the rupturing "„„.-.. ".
t

I

along the fault at San Fernando could have resulted in a
k It

higher acceleration couch "of the Pacoima Dam accelerometer. -,

't

due to focusing effects?
iV

MR. HORTON: Excuse me. Did that question say.
'.

F
k

"could have" or "did have"? ~

'R. PLEXSCHAHERi;,Could have.
k

NIRTESS FRAZXER: The material we'e talking

about is a graduate student at Cal Tech's Ph D. thesis

which was turned in about two months ago, and in hi's thesis
k

k

he did not model acceleration~. His model isnot suited for '»-
.'.,'3

or his proceduie was not geared, was riot intended for ez-

I'lainingaccelerations.

He may have extrapolated such a conclusion.
I"=

I'm not familiar with him making that. conclusion.
II'Y

HRo FLEXSCRGKER.

Dro Smith, let me get back and see if X can

"F

20

identi y the kinds of physical phenomena that, we would seek
k
I

Ik

. to model in trying to determkine the instrumental peak

accelerations.

One that you'e identified is the range of

23 expected stress drops.

246
25 Q

(Witness Smith) Yes.
I k

A second would be the effect. of topography?

I
c
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„.'Joperative in a region of severe topography.

5934 ~

I
I

A ln a general way, yes. X think there. are in-
I

stance's where topography might, be extremely- important.

9 =b'ould that relate primarily to attenuation and

scattering effects2
'I

I I
r

. A ., $>oil, "it cquld he— Tt4s a very complex procesS'I'",'
I,

but'you couM X think compare it. with the amplification
'I

'ffects of a structure. Certainly the motion recorded at the
t

*'
I

top 'of a tall building will be very much different'than at ', ~

the base. And some of those same general effects wouM be

So that topography we would separate out, from

%3

, attenuation2

A Yes, in a general way.

Q a%at other phenomena might we seek to model2

Agraphy'h,
let's see. Re have st,ress drop, topo-

Attenuation.

The type of faulting I think >gould be very

important.

Doesn4t that relate to stress drop2

Not entirely. V7e are not— Let's see, t¹
term. modeling as used in this context is perhaps a little
mksleading Xt would be more characterizing than b< cau e

we are not. px'oposing to make a specific, analytic model

because we don't know how to include all these things.
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V

V I

But in a general kind of way, if you'e going Co

design something for the top of a ridge like Pacoima Dam vyou „.„
~ V

would want to take the topography into account in some way,
V

you'd want, to Cake into account the style of faulting,

whether it's a thru t fault or. a strike-slip fault.
V

Ov Nhat would that relate to? '

THe level of motion. X think the evidence is
d V

clear that motion associated -«close in and associated with '
V

VVV
Vt

thrust faults is larger than with, other types of faults.

That's partially a result of the stress drop and there may

E

y

/

V

C gV'4

.V,

be other, more complex features as well.

Q Would that go into our model in some sort. of

estimation of stress drop?

V,'

That would only be p'art of the picture.

So sense of motion is one of the things.

to the site?

How about the location of a fault, with respect
V

Yes. X think the geometrical relationship of

the fault to the site would be important as ssell.

21 break?

How would we estimate how the fault is going to

I

I don't thipk we would attempt to do that. I'm

23 not proposing a specific detailed mode'1 whereby one does that

type of calculation. You would have to assume'all possible

types of rupture might be possibleo

1
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ebll %Jell, is that an important parameter in trying

to determine whether there is going to be focusing?.-.
h

Xes..
4

Has this modeling been done in the case of

Diablo?

No.

MR. PIZXSCEDKER: Could we have our morning

break?-

MRS BOHERS: Yes.
*

Zet's take a ten-minute break.

.. {REcess.)

NHS; BOHHRS: ..i~Ay we proceed?

MR. PLEXSCHAKHR: Xes.

BY HRo PLEXSCHZQCHR:

~ 'or Q 'Dr. Smi„th, I wanted to see if Xcould»- X'd like

.to ask you some quest'ons about your'estimony yesterday

relating to'anks and Johnson, which is Joint
Xntezvenors'rAibit

47.

A {Nitness Smith) Xes.

Q M page 5896 I-'m asking the question which I
really never got out. The question I was going to ask

related to whether Har'm and Johnson in their ar icle con-

eluded that we can'i>i ect to see higher —we can expect to

see more often the ma~mum peak 'acceler tion with a maqn.'.tude

8 event than with a magnitude S.5 event.
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h

Xn part, yes. E

And, each discrete event could have the maximum,

And so the larger the erent thecredible peak acceleration.

more chances you have to Reach the maximum—

59:37

A 'es.
=

Q Let me ask you, do you have an opinion on thatP

A Yes, X agree with that;
I 1

I

Q Kith whatP X'm not sure.

A'That. you would— Xt's more probable that you . *'

I

would have a recording of a high peak acceleration for a
I

large earthquake than for a small one.

Q 's that'ecause" a large'Earthqual e can. be seen -,-..

I

can be modeled as a neer of discrete events'P

E
I

I

I, '

5K. NORTON: Again I'm going to object because

that question is misleading and vague. Iet me explain my

objection.
I

, Xf you'xe talking near field discrete events,

then I think by definition that's obvious and that4s where

my confusion is. In other words, when you have a description
t

of near field,it4s a distance-» As I understand it'.from all
the testimony, ne'ar fielct can't be 400 kilometers away or

ik is no longer near field. And that's why your question I
think is misleading.

MRS BONERS: Do you wants respond to the

25
objection'P
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1

liR. FLEISCH QKR: I'lviithdrav the question "and
e

I

4 *

note that X think the objection mischaracterizes the testimony''',

describing near field as. a distance.
4

r h

$VTHESS ~81TH: If it isn t distance. @hat is it?,,, „.

>K. PLEXSCHAKER:. Let. me-move on.
~ I

BY NR. PLZXSCHSEQR:,

f;
Q Nbat is vou reason fox concluding: that. thex'e is ,-

4

A

a higher probability that ve vill see the mazimuem p'eak, as,v'eo', '.;.

move toom magnitude 6.5 to megni use 87

E4R. TOURTELLOT E: That que tie'n has already b en

asked and answered.
g h

NRSo BOHEHS: This mor ing, Nr. TourmllotteP

to check.

NRa TGURTELLOTTEs Yes
k

,-hfRS ~ BONZRS: So ve don't have the transcript
~:

MR. TOURTELLOTVE: I guess I'd, hive co— X

think that was asked and ano~rered to Dr. Bolta Nayb this

critness has the right co anger, though.

=1M. PLEXSCH2GKR: Ny reply is that this questior
f

has not. been answered, has not. been asked today to Dz. Smitz.

l'4RSo BOWERS: Do you recall the question,

Dr. SmithT

EGTIKSS SMITER: Yes, I do.

8
G

A2 s I indicated yesterday, it is partially a

sampling problem. The ground motion effects of earthquakes
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I'f

any size is a highly variable function, changing-- gx'eatly
h

from one position to the next around the earthquake source.

~ The size of'the region that is subjected to highh accelera-

tions is simply larger for a great earthquake thaw it is for
k

a small one.
h

Xf you had .a 300-kilometer x'upture along the

San Andreas Fault, -you would subject a great deal larger . j„:
hh

section of California to large accelerations than, for
k

h kk I

example, a small earthquake of magnitude 4-1/2 or 5. There-

J2

13

fore, given the distribution of structures and strong motion

instruments and so forth, you would simply ex~ect to find

a larger number of data points in your sample representing

large peak accelerations.

BY NRo PLEXSCHAKER:

, IBy "sampling problem" do you mean that it relates.'"

l6 the probability of our seeing these high accelerations

relates Co the placement of accelerometersP

s8 (Witness Smith) Xn part, yes.

Does it relate also to the physical processes

20
h

212-'hat
axe happening along the fault as it

ruptures',

'es,
What are those physical processes'

A ln my opinion focusing is one of them. Local

inhomogeneities or barriers on the fault zone, the roughness

of the fault zone would be another parameter that would





N
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Iaffect this, There are a large number of parameters that',
lj

control the complex ground got3.on associated with an'earth-,',
r~a

quake.
r 1

)|

Q . So there is a, 3.arger probability„ of getting. Che',",

maximum acceleration from a larnge earthqi~ake than a 'smaller ''',.'',
earthquake, notuithstanding our ability 'co record i.t, —l

~ -,lf
mean not withstanding Che existence of a machine?"

A , Yes, I-think th'at.s true- also..

Q Dr. Smith, do you',,have an"'-opinion as'to the, '„', ',
--':,'„'pper

bound for the max'mum 'instrumentally-detemv~ned peak

~

~ ~

~acceleration in the range of magnitude 6.5 Co S?

f
A Not really.

A unique expert.
'o you have an opinion a= to the expected ...

peak acceleration, instrumanta1 peale acceleration determined
~I

'I

in the free'field in the magnitude range 6.5 Co SP
\

A Yes. X think items about .5, the expected value.

Q Do. you have an opinion, of the expected valu:.
/

for the mm".imux« peak acceleration for magna.4ude'7.5 earth-

quakes'?

The expected value of th peak motion from

magnitude 7e5 earthquake. So the assumption is that ta~e "e is
a class of earthquakes all of magnitude 7.5„ and on wonders

what is the expected value of the accelerations?

Q Bight, mr instrmnentally determined peak in <he
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ebl6 near field.
In distanc '?

Yes.

Yes. I believe that value is what I'-just quoted

about -.S.
e

I generally agree with Hanks that the processes

which control &e peak motion in the near field, within 10
t

kilometers of a fault, are essentially independent of magni-

tude. There may be some slight statistical variations in
'to this, but considering the data that we now have„ I would have

to say that. there is essentially no change in the expected

values of peak motion as a function of magnitude.

<4

How do you arrive at that conclusion7

The conclusion that, there is no magnitude

dependence on peak
motionV'o

f the conc lusion that the expected peak

17 acc leration for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake is .5g in the <--

near field2

19 I took all of Hanks'nd Johnson's data above

20

23

magnitude 5 ~ S and I added to it all the most recent data@

including. earthquakes as recent, as several months ago, and

find that without any corrections for local effects such

as the amplifica ion that produced the Pacoima record, that

any modification of the data whatsoever, the mean value I
25 believe that I quoted in my testimony is somewhat less than .5.
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Q Ho<'r many earthquakes did you have, houri: many ',.;—;,-
I

~ data'oints, did you'ave. -for''earthquake'es.magnitude',:6.:.5', -;-.;;-;,'„; ';
I

'trike that questiqn.
'

Could you give me %he number. of- data points.,:." ..',-,'",',,",';.':

II

that you had for each of'hese magnitudes, .5.5; 6,'.5",',;..-=."',.q '

1,

'7.5 and 8?
r"

A...i can' give, you,-that iriformation r9;ght he're" '-'-""8"-'-'0

O'4

.-The balk of the data is repored in'"' -i'll:appear in Tabl'e".":";,"~.".:.',
I *

I

One of the Hanks and Johnson paper that you mentioned and

''3.so.somadditional data «- a data point from a table p e-
'

pared by Ambxaseys w}erich is listed, among your re'ferences'.
\

Xt would seem to me they'e of the order'f-—
U

II

my recollection is it's of the order of 20 to 25 data points. '.-.

You see, each earthquake nay produce several
II

,data points because severa3. records may be read from --.

several'omponents

of motion will be 'measured in any one site.

9 'ow ma'y data points are there in addition to

, ="the ones listed .in Tab3.e One that. went into your computation"; ~

P

A I. would guess there might be an additiona1 -six
r I II

or eight or thereabouts. That would include the Gaeli

records and the tJaghan, iran records and Taba.". re"ores.

believe those are the principal important .ear'=.quakes t~at

have occurred since the time that Hanks'nd Johnson's

'P5 ~

table appear d.

9 Tabaz, Gael and. what. was the other'
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Tfhile he's looking for that,: I would like to mark

as Joint Intervenors''xhibit 48, Table*One from hanks'.:".''.",',",.'
I

and Johnson's article and offer. that into evidence.„
4 'J.'t

FI

- MRS; BONERS: Hell now-we'ave th'e EIanks'nd
I

Johnson article, the entire article wiarked as Joint I'nter-

venors 47.

.,LIR. FLEISCHAKER:,.Nell I wias--being'strict but;,','„-;

we can introQuce the whole thing. -" X gas-only 'going to
It 'r

F

introduce -this table because this table was utilized by this

I,'I44

'F

witness in his testimony, in preparing his testimony.

DR.= MARTIN: He said only in part, however.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Only part of Table One?

DR MARTIN: No, he said he
4

had additional data.';

. IIR. PLEISCHAKER: Right, and I was go~ng to ask

if he could'rovide for the record the additional data

which we could have marked as an exhibit and introduce.

MRS. BONERS: Hell I just, wanted to remind you

that the whole article had been iQentified.

20

"'HR. NORTON: Ne have no objection to the whole

article heing introduced into evidence.

MR. PLHISCHAKER: Okay then I move Joint In~er-

venors Exhibit Number 47 into evidence at this time.

MRS. BOWERS: Joint Xntervenors have moved that

their Exhibit Number 47. be accepted 'n evidence and

Applicant has said they have no objections.
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the Staff have any objections
gl

'v.'fR, TOURTEL)MTTE '. „No ';" .. '. ''„'
1

s l

JARS.. BONERS: ,Nell, Joint Xntervenors Exhibit,"=."
o-

k

Number 47 is admitted in "evidence.
j

'1Tnereupon, the document
U

J
4

V 'previously marked as
r

P
'~1's

. Joint Xnterv'enors <,„'<.'j ..',;I'--'.-':.:

Exhibit 47 sea,s"'races.v'ed -
>,,',,;

'

in evidence; )

FA. PLEISCHAKER: Now, let me ask counsel, can
4

we obtain h copy of the additional data points that have
e A

'een used by, Or. Smith and have those introduced into eve.dence

HR. NORTON: I don't know if they exist in
I ~ ~~

a form 'chat is in tl a fozm'of an.eshibi . They ann ca)cola- j.
I

ti:ons and data and I don't know that the ca3.culations are

in the form o an exhibit. .zYnd I ll check with him during

39.

the br ak to see what. form they'e in before I answer
U

the question.

HR. PL'EISCHAKER: I'm not looking fox calculagiona

~fg

Rather .what I'm looking for is the data points which are

earthquakes, designation of the time, pl.ace, magnitude.
h

HR..NORTOiiT: Nell I thirk data points are very

difficult to put into evidence but I th='nk you could g t
testimony as to what, those data po"nt ar..

BY NR. FLEISCHAKER:
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Q Dr. Smith, do you have before you a document
P

)

that will permit. you to identify those earthquakes .that were
)

I

'utilized in 'your calculations, other than those that appear '„
I

'

'n Table One of 'the llanks 'and'ohnson article?
)', )'

. ('Aitness Smith) Yes. I believe that, X have

all of them, it's possible I might not have a +eference to

one or mor,'e of them.

Q '.,'Could, you read those into'he 'record?;™-'..."'.
I

g

A , An additional earthquake on Apxil 6, l977

in Xran; the three data points from the Qazli earthquake

pC."

N

< r

P

in the Soviet Union.

Q X need a magnitude, I think, for each of these

data points.
r

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, the magnitude for
those earthquakes has been stated at least five times by

l7

these witnesses in the past two days. The record 's full
of them.

18 MR. FLEXSCHAKER: Nell X think it's appropriate

20

that since X asked this witness the question of how did

he arrive at his estimate as to the maximum peak acceleration,

P3

and he indicated that he took a number of earthquakes
and'dentifiedthis table and sone other table that X should be

able to obtain at this time, a listing of those earthquakes

and the magnitude of those events.
I

DR. MARTIN: Do you have such a table?
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UXTNESS SHXTL5: I'm afraid:,I',m. not;.going to .be.': .;,'„'.

Mle +o provide a detailed listing 0 this. 'u't Aiy reading,;
F.

, ~
k

of the direct testimony of the Xntervenozs's that they'e
, 2.

, e.

using the .same kind of references =I am and I 'd6h't "see that:.-..'-'.
4

Eit's necessary to try to reconstruct data points in this
1

h E K

fashion. There's no question as to what'arthquakes have "

~ 'occurred where, nobody disagrees about the magnitua~s 'or.'„.<:.'-,~;„,'
q 4

)

" the accelerations or=any of these is~~ues.'-

NHS. BGNEHS: Do you happen .to have the references ",

':,t'o 'when this information has appeared before in the record'
F

'

l g- * a": <»

HR. NORTON: Mo, we can do'it," it's just a time .'„.";

thing. I -can remember Dr. Bolt. rattling off those earthquake<,
E

\

and their magnitudes. X guess he could do it again.
'I

You know, I can give you the page re erences in the transcrip

X,just know that they'e ther'e;

DR. K%RTXN: Excuse me, I thought the question

was directed to the mean and standard deviation given in the

testimony. And what was heing sought was'the ac ual data

19
n

,set used in calculating that;

NXTNESS SHXTH Perhaps if I had a moment., I
might. be able to dig that, out. from my notes here.

~<iR FLHXSCHAKER: I don't care Bool ve"'o it<

I just want to do it in a way that's reliable and Dr. Smith

feels comfortable with, it doesn't matter.

(Pause.)
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. IlITNESS S"fITH: 'I'uess it's impler than I
thought. I have an annotation3 of the,tab:L'e here.

a )4

It consists of Qa~ a on Table One of Hanf;p„plus'.

the magnitude 5.5 earthquake 'in kfaghan,'ran, which'&as
'k

q,

51, I believe, 5.5, and tbe Karakyr, Boviet .Union recor)l
5',)

from the Gazli earthquake of k'lay 17, 1976 'with a magnii.u)de

)*

K~d in tnis particular instance, only those data:
3)r

po'nts from Hanks'able which corresponds to earthquakes

greater than or equal to magnitude 5.5 were used. That'
3 I

'the basis of the statement ir. the direct testimony as to) the
'3

)

mean and the standard deviation of the near-field strong
3

mot'nn data set.
3

Since that time, there is circulating informally

in the scientific community some fairly reliable information

about the most recent earthquak in Iran which produced

accelerations of 0.7 anQ 0.8g. And if I were to rep=-at this
table toQay, I would include those. I'm x'eferring to the

C

Tabaz record which is not yet published, but is circulating
informally vhich vas the magnitude 7.7 earthqu ke on

'ovember8, 1978. ad if an earthquake were to occur t;his
'

l

-afternoon, I would also include that in the data set.

Excuse aa, the.e's an error in that date. tha'-

I just quoted. Hey could refer for the Tabaz earthquaree—

Septan&er 16, 1978e
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5

Okay".

Q How let's see, turning to Page 20 of your
* c/ /!)

, testimony, at .Line Five you "say:

'The

average. of- a13. peak'accelera-
r/'" tions from earthquakes above magnitude 5.5

'recorded in the near field is noir 0. 49g with a
~— I

* — t
k

; c..a",
':'standard.deviation of 0.40g."

~ ' *-"*'/
I

; That statement: is =-the one that you'e. just "
'";~,-..;",-",~,';"",

'I 8
'h,', ~

I[ '"A, Yes', X see those data points right: here in -front, ',"
'I

l I

-".of me.

" 'Q nlow. how did you determine that average2
/

A I just added them up and divided by the number.
'~t

Q
- Bo. it's an arithmatic mean?

I

A . That's an arithmatic average, yes.
/

0 And th'e standard deviation, how do you determine

,that2
/

%' * /

/

The standard statistical method.

1 I

$8'kay. So that would be 0.49 -- the 0.4g is the

s3.gma?

20 Yes.

Okay.

.Dr. Bolt, X understand that you have recen"ly

published an article on accelerations in the Pwerican Geo-

physical .Bulletin called EOS.

(Hitness Bolt) That was a general article on
ll
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f2

earthquake hazards in EOS.
*'

~

Q , Do -you have a copy of that with you?

.'' A , No, I'm afraid I,don'. I could. send you a copy..
I

(Laughter. )

F,

Q I hate'to ask questions about it not having seen '~,

Iit but, only having heard about it.
HR. PLEXSCHAI<ER: ,I think that s all the question

I have. Thank you.'

MRS. BONHRS: Do you want a short break, before
l

you proceed, 51r. Tourte11otte'P t

~"

HP. TOURTELLOTTE:, No,.

f4

15

f6

19

20

2f

22

23
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Dr. Bolt, we'e had z great. many opinions

expressed in your. testimony, and boD >rntten and orally in

the past few days about seismology, md T.'think it, helps us
/

to understand seismoXogy a little better if ve can describe

gt

That xs g is
j1'I

I t'*"-$':
the nature of it in terms of its exactitude.

indeed seismology an exact science,'z is it a science that
/

/ I

relies heavily upon interpretation of data'P
/

A. (Hitness Bolt) Some aspects of, seismology are
It

30 very exact. Seismology is used in the ezplo ation business

to find oil, for example, and Z'm told that it's the best

technigu that people have, to use the seismic waves and the

interpretations of them.

Other aspects of it, because one is not at

liberty to make the recordings one's self, that is to say,

one depends on the natural occurrence of earthquakes.;of

various mechanisms and sizes, has to be by its nature intez-

pretive, hut I wouldn't say that

characterized 'n,its entirety as

the science could be

heing interpretive or not

exact.

Mould you say it's a combination of art and

science~ the azt being the ir.terpretatiorP

24

Twould Bay a QG i&ination of
and theo~. Z don't ...'uch like the notio..

the dichotomy which h-s been used.

observa-.=ional ~vnrk

cf art. and science,
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h t.

Q Observation and theory, scientific theoryT

A . Yeso

g ~ Can you give us a brief statement about the
II I, I

i,'istoryof seismology as we know i.t today? When did it start?
I

I I 1g

Her- is-. it developed?

A 'eople have long been interested in earthquakes ..

.I8

and in th'e last century, crhen the development of the theory.

=- of waves was being worked out<, people*start:ed to realizehthat""",
t

I

the.earthquake's shaking cauld be interpreted in terms of
II

h

various kinds of wave motion, P-waves, S-waves, and so on.

i2

)3

f5

26

I'7

Xn the last century people, engineers and
I

physicists, would go out and characte'rize .damage and draw

isoseismals and attempt to say something about focal depth

and so on. However, it wasn', until the beginning'of this
i

century that seismographs came into common use, were developed.:~
I

I
*

And as in'll sciences, when.-the instrumental side advances,

so does the theoretical,,so that at last one could have

records of seismic shaking rather than people's account. of
them.

1 ~

21 '-,

22

* And so rapidly from about 1910 through to the

Second World War, there was a great increase in knowledge of
wave forms, what occurred on seismograms at different. d'-

'

tances, and her to locate earthquakes, and the development

of the fault plane mechanism .systems that I mentioned earlier

25-;
in testimony.
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After the Second, World Wax.'ith the coming of the
1 1

high-speed computers, theoretical modelirig, more comp3:icated

than realistic earth models', advanced rapidly. And during

.the sures time there vena a greater number of strong motion-

instruments" placed. out inthe: field. And so'in the last
* . 4.

V '

decade or two are've s"arted .Go get good observations of,'.;'„;,,"
I

V

I
earthquake shying near to earthquake sources.

,'And so in the -last ten'years there has been
JJL

fy
tq 4

1

considerable advance in seismology of a much moxe physical

and quantitative kind to do ~rith the types of eaves and their, .

','nteractions

Eente
I

P

Q

near the source.

So that's a, ver~ brief account of the develop-
h

So the'ind of analyses that ve are talk'ng about

e

P

today",really have been,developed in the past=20 years'?

A That s correct ~

Q As X sat. here the past couple of days, one of "he

things that seemed to strike ma, and X'm not suxe whether

23
I

2f

?g

25
l

Il

it's pn accuxate representation or not, but I'd like ~ fcr
1

you to comment, it seep@ to me'hat seismology reaches -- or

rather, sei mologists reach conclusions and develop con": dence .

I 4

levels on multiple ramer than singular analysis.
0

Ts that a fair represontation of md&:ods of

arriving at conclusionsP

Xf the question isn-t clear@ let Fie know ~
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A X would lige you to say a'ittle more about how -""',,g.

P

this struck you so that X.can go to the point.

0 Hell, specifically what X'm talking about, is .a'

singular analysis would be like a'wo plus two analysis
F

P'

equals 'something whereas multiple analysis, would be that. you.'-re".
'F

not quite certain of how to go about a singular analysis so.
F ~

you take a number of approaches anQ develop a confidence

P'eve3.,by reason of a sort;of. a',."commonality.'of answer. "'."'"";,'~„",-,"-'-.".;-'.:

PP 4

Mould the practic'f seismology be more 're-
P P *

l'

lated to that sort of'multiple approach rather than'the
tt

singular approach2

A That's absolutely correct, and that leads to its =''-

great interest to many people. It's not quite the same as
PF l tt t

P,

some parts of biology or some. parts of physics where one can

do a good deal of the observational work undex strict control 'I
l

in the .laboratories. But that Qoesn't mean of course that
l

by extending the methodology" and by comparing the lines

of evidence, one can't reach inferences which turn out to be

borne out very closely by future tests.

20
'. 9 I would like to ask Dr. Smith a question about

a line of questions that was di.recteQ toward him yesterday.

When we were talking about your 1975 methodology

25

and how it had been developed and how you had not, used. it in
P

this particular instance, is my understanding correct that
Pin the case of making the present analysis, you used a sort
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f

of multiple approach and discarded your 1975 method as one-of;
!

the approaches that. you might have used because that method

was too conservative in y'our view?
v

!

A (Hitness iSmith) That's true, but that's not, the
1

v.

v'ntirepicture because the context, of the 1975 and. 19'N papers."
!

was to attempt to characterize the capability of different,
*

classes of faults without having any specific seismic history
1

of those faults.'o that-was the framework within which,
that,'.„,'as'one.

I tv

And you must recogn3.ze that it has been a

h ''4
I

, ~

Pv

v g vv

* I I

I '

!

(,
'll,

!

>a

struggle over recent years for the seismologist& try .to
I

1

convince the geologists that. there are other things of more
!

importance than the mapped fault length. And I think the
jv

principal conclusions of my,1976 paper wexe that the slip is

of overriding importance, and I would, stand by that 'conclusion.I'l
And I would also agree with your characterization

of the way I used,
it.'r.

Bolt,, as we have entered these discussions

the past couple of days, I noticed there has been some m-ntion

of geology and. there has been'ome mention of engineering.

Is there an interxace between seismology and

22
geology?

A (Witness Bolt) Thexe's an overlap..

9 An overlap You don'5 choose to us the word

"interface"? That's quite all xight
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) ', 4$"

A X wouldn't use "interface" i.f that meant in'
.*J'omepeople's mind a barriers - X. don't think'.there is„an inter,«',',;,

'A
= I

4

face in „that sense.
i II/

I

There' an overlap in interests. The seismolog i st:;.
I

II / /
/ 'I

must be aware of< in really great detail, the mechanism of,
I l

faulting. The geologists) work. in measuremenhs of-faulns and, 1:

no'great detail about faults.. So there',considerable over-,

1 I'ap.
4

s
. Q 'o trill you agree then that. while geologists

/'ave certainly a part of their practice which is, pure geology,

and seismologists have a pa~t of their practice which is pure
'I )

seismology, thai: there is an area where there are mizea

d3 questions of ge'ology and seismologyV
r
X couldn t, agree more ~

-'X ask you the same question with regard to

Xs there ''engineering, structural engineering in particular.

an overlap there and if so, what is itP

There is certainly an overlap. Engineers have

20

been 'interested in certain questions to do arith ground

. motions and because seismologists have not sometimes provided

the necessary answexs, some engineers have gone into that

Held. X wou1d say to soma extent they start working as

seismologists.

Seismologists genexally don'0 get involved in

pure engineering concerns such as the response of structures,
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but there is a commonality srhich, is to do with mechani'cs,'= ",'',
t 't t

t

with the study of Newtonian mechanics',and all its cimp
ica-"„-,:..'...:.'ions:

accelerations, velocities, displacements,
forces,-"'tresses,

strains. These are subjects which .,are part, andt
* t.

parcel of the training of seismologists and part and parcel,"

of the trai'ning of most engineers.8'o X think there is a,very strong overlap.

Q :."'Xn=trying to develop a 1ogi'cal story here, we""',-',"

start out with geology, and then the seismology story, on to
't t tt

4

the tructural 'engineoring. You would say that the seis-

5 ''„
F

mologists are caught in betveen7

A I would say they4re the keystone.

$ 3 (Laughter.)

O' X invite your attention now to the issue on
tt '

tsunami. X believe that you stated that for a tsunami, the

movement is mostly dip-slipo

Correct.

-a Q And that that kind of movement usually has to be

fairly substantial in order to generate tsunami.
t

*

A . Yes. Studies have been published, mainly by
t

Japanes'e seismologists, correlating the amount of runup in

tsunamis or the amplitude ox the actual waterwave as recorded

on a tide gauge with the magnitude of the earthquake that

2,5

caused it and the inferred displacement.

Tsunami heights can range from a few inches when
t
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Bey are discernable ~o many fee'c:. of course, ud 8iere is a

corre" a~ on, a s~rong correlation fowsc between me actual

vertical displ cement, of the ocean floor and the hexghi of

t-'Ie seawave @hen i~ c ashes on ~we coast.

Q~fe'2M CjD8 of m07G..ilenr necessary +0 crea'te

-'-he tsunami for the 1927 even+ been seen on he h>sgriP

~'tot in my judgment, unless De I".in'f aisplace-

Irtenh that t1as given in evidence by the geologists~ook p ace
C

all at once ins anianeously ra~her .than spread ov. Over a

n~~~er of even-ts over 17,00~3 yea s.

Zs 'that 3.3.icely Z

To FiPJ IItind 3. t s cux te Qnlkkely ~

9 Do yon r..ca" 1 what ~he size of the tsunami was

for the 1927 eveI. '?

C $ A bell, ':.e, read .the ascription ~&«=." Byerly pui

C $ toge'ther in h" s paper p and Z '40'Uld 'ixppose 3.'t was a GI1iall

'to moderate t sUn a%" ~

r$

c.D
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1E agbl Q Has that type 'of movement occur'red on the

Lompoc in the degree necessary to generate a tsunami?

I would have to defer to, perhaps, Dr. Smith

on the Lompoc fault, I'm not a specialist on that, ox.'to,
1 y

Doug Hamilton.

'Q Very well.

10

A (Nitness Hamilton) Responding first, on„the.

question on the Lompo'c structure, ave do see.a. substantial'

vertical kind, of deformation of the seafloor associated with

that structure. And part of that, as I believe Nr. $Tillinghai

9 P+

P'2

f5

testified, seems to be related to.some kind'f very recent

folding, where we can't really clearly dist'nguish folding

from faulting. Some of it is clea'rly associated with

faulting that has offset the sea floor.

I would like also to go back to something- Dr.

Bolt, just said in which he remarked on the —on the amount

)8

of offset reported, on the Hosgri Pault during fairly recent

geologic time, and point out that in the aria where the

(20
1

"1

g2

tsunami was reported, chiefly in the vicinity of Point.

Arguello and points near there, that we don'0 see any

seafloor displacement on the Hosgri Fault.

The displacement there is a bu-ied displacement

that lies beneath a smooth seafloor and the youngest. post-

Nisconsinian section.

Xs the inference to be drawn from that, then,
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I 'I

even. if the movement had occurred all at once, it isn', in.th
F

proper position to generate the tsunami for the: 1927 event?
'.4

'P

A Yes,, the movement has to'e .very -mich pre-.

19'27. ~''
. Nell I'm not, asking you about when the movement

t

was, X'm saying that what X'm inferring from 'your earlier

statement about the rel'ative location of the offset'nd; the,.-
V t

relative location of the tsunami we e in d'fferen-'laces..

So that, obviously the dip-slip that h'ad occurred wherever

h

V ~,f

I

it occurred w s not in the proper geographical location to

generate that tsunami.

A. I s,„ that's true.

,. Mhen we speak of possible offset of

which could have created that tsunami, the only

we identify such offset is up at the south end

the seafloor

place that

of Estero

-Bay, a long'distance away'rom where the tsunami was

observed.
h

Q Xs this additional evidence, then, that the '27

event is more likely to have occurred on the Lompoc rather

than on the Hosgri Fau3.ts.,

A 'Tn my opinion, that is certainly the case.

D . Bolt., I want to talk briefly about seismic

moment.

Can you define the term, "seismic moment" ".or

me7 Particularly I'm interested in a description of the word,
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agb3 "moment" as a term in pliysics.

BU4

3,
{Nitness. Bolt) Nell the term does come from

physics. Xf we'e talking about the movement of bodies

in straight. lines, it s only necessary -for us to discuss
j

forces.
V

'h

But. if we want to describe the rotation of

bodies, then we have to think about lever arms, forces

being applied over a certain lever arm as on a balance,

l

and

this is where physicists have introduced the idea of

moment.

$ 2

Xf a body such as a book ori the table is pushed

by one's finger, you apply force to one edge of the book,

it vill not. only start to slide, but it will start to rotate.

'6

Xf we push with the same force at some other point on the
I

book, then 'i.t will move and. rotate slightly differently.

So this goes to the notion that it matters

20

where the force is being applied. The moment is defined as

the product of .the force and the distance between the point

of application of the force and the center of rotation of

the system in mechanics.

So far as faults are concerned,, we carry that

23

24

over and think of the forces which are built up ay slowly

straining the rocks as heing distributed over the surface

of the fault. P~d all these forces are applying as tractions

over the fault surface.
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agb! And" xt matters

That is to say, it matters

this, force or traction and,
4

going to slip is.

just how they'xe distributed.

just, what. the distance between
J

4 C

the center of the area that s

So the moment of an earthquake source or the

moment of a fault is, as in mechanics , the product of the

forces or tractions and the areal distribu<ion of these
E

!I

:forces or traction.'

10 si.ze?

O'ow is seismic moment used to exp].ain'earthquake

2t..'t turns out. that., if one has a great earthquake,

like 1906 on the San Andreas Pau3.t, that meant the slip of

..over 400 kilometers of the San Andreas that, when one multiplies

78

19

all the forces by their'areal distributions, one gets.a

very .large moment.

The moment is not likely to catch on as readily

as the Richter magnitude in the newspapers, because moments

are given in figures like 10 dynes/cm. and I don't see

the newspapers saying that this earthquake was 10 dynes/cm.

20'oment,. But that's the kind of units that you get.
'W

If you have a small earthquake in which the

'ruptuxe takes place over ju t. a few kilometers, then the

moment turns out to be very much le..s, maybe 10 , something16

like that, 10 raised to the 16th power in these units,

dynes/cm.
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agb5
2

So so far as the seismologist is concerned,
't

is a mechanical measure of something which physicists

know about, which magnitude really isn', magnitude doesn'

| T

Xs seismic moment. the most reliable way- of
J

measuring earthquake size?

AP

A X think that in principle it. is. Xn p'ractice,
I Elit's rather difficult to calculate moment in many cases. So.

there is still work to be done on that. X'm not quite
e i

as optimistic about it as some people.

Prom your. description of moment and your I" ~

l3

14

descxiption of how it.'s used to determine eaxthquake size,

X take it then that we'e looking for a measurement to

calculate moment, a measurement of force which is actually

down within the earth's crust somewhere?

That's correct.

*" i9

20

2)

And isn't that pretty difficult to measure?

That's difficult to measur . Of course, the

moment is the product of these forces with their dist=ibution
I

and consequently the force itself doesn't arise specifically

I

I

X would like to comment on your use of the word,
I"size." This is a key point in so many of the misunderstanr3ings

that go on.

Even though an earthquake, like the 1906
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DiQD
~

I

I

San Francisco earthquake is a great earthquake in the sense
P I 'l

''that a great 5zea of northern California was affected by't"',.

along this rupture of: ovrer 400 kilometers and the moment is ''

I

very'igh, it doesn't mean that we should carry that over
'I

'
I I

to the'actual "ice of the ground shaking in the near fieldr

near to the fault that 'ruptured. So that we have to be

l

I

'IP
i

l

9'6

careful in scaling the moment to what, happens to Pazmer

James'arn, which was only a" kilometer away from the San'

.Andreas Fault and which actually didn't fall down at.all,
P

Pit wasn't damaged at. all in the 1906 earthquake.
r

Many structures built along the fault in 1906
I

were, not *much damaged, no't even glass broken, in the windows
r'of'he ranch houses. So that, to the peopl who lived. there,

P

~ the idea that it had this great moment and great sire was
I

not of any consequence'o far as the local effect was

concerned.
I

I just wanted to make that distinction.

19

20 I

2]
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Q Zn seismic moment measured at the time of. the „,'-'',*

event or is it measured by aftershock'P
I

A Xt's measured from the event itself.,'sing.
II

pt

ei'ther geologic or field measurements of the amount of dis-
h

placement that. took place in. the earthquake,'r it 'can be
I ~ I

1

measured through a series of mathematical steps bv the analysis
I

of seismograms of the waves thai: came.out from the fault,
,.I

usually at distant stations where the instrumenh s were
riot;;-'„".'verdriven

by the shaking.

The aftershocks only enter the picture insofar

'-
\

I
j h

I't

'I hh

W t'»

as they give an indication of the area of the dislocation

which is sometimes not observable on the surface.

For example, in the 1964 Alaska earthquake whexe
I

you had an underthrusting of the sea floor underneath the
\

continent along the trench, a lot of the fault was of course

unobservable, it was under the ocean„ and so to get an idea

of how much of the fault was involved, -™ it's a reason&le
h

. argument —
. they looked to see where al3.-the aftershocks

were,=of which there vere many, many hundreds, to see =these

aftershocks extended over a distance of hundreds of kilo-
meters, and therefore, the extent of faulting was hundreds

of kilometers.

That's where aftershocks enter the picture.

And how long have we been capable of measuring

'

seismic momentP
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A %Tell, I think we'e been capable of doi'ng
xr.'ver

since geologists went out a~ad looked at —too>measure-,
R

J

ments of fault slip, fault rupture,'ault rupture length and -'"
so on, and wa've '.haen capable "'nsttumantally of Boinct it, c ':;

since tha first instnnmants went'n o opezation in the
'''eginningof the century.

P

However, the concept didn't arise until" Ne, last
*

C l
'

cou'pie of decades and,so it,"just sccisn't done.

People have gone back to some of the hi'storicaE.

kr'arthquakesand calcula d moments or them.
2

Q X guess my cruestion was riot well stated,
;[ .v

- f '",.

wanted to knot;. 'now long have we been measuring seismic moment'P
~

"

Oh. X"m not sur when the first papex'n the

subject was wxitten, but X ~zould suppose 15 years.

Q Bo it's a. fairly recent developnent in -seis-

mo1ogy7

Yeso

o
S

Dr. Smith, yestexday you talked about certain

assumptions in your 1975 pape~, and stat d that timey were

conservative. But you.didn t te.~.l us why they were r.onser a-

tive, at least ~=o.the best of rrr recollection.

Can you specifical'y enumerate;8'r you believe

the assunptions are conservatir~

A 'Hotness Smith) Neil, one of the assumptions

mentioned was attributing all observed geologic= slip to
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j

earthquakes. And as I think I explained then, it may well he
7

that a significant fraction of what the geological record,,"
e W,, j

shows as slip on a fault may occur as creep or other slow ''r'..'

'I
~processes which we would not characterize as an earthquake.

The other czicial assumptioii had to do with —.

/

0 Excuse me. Could you gc one step fur+Mez and
j'i

tell why that is consenrative?

A -, "Les.

That's conservative because if part of'he slip

is attributed to creep, then one has a smaller residual amount

that has to be explained by earthquakes, and this'ould
therefore call for a lower rate of activity or smaller earth-

quakes.

Q Now numb r twoo

A Number two had to do with the assumption that

the distribution of earthquakes uould go up t'o the maximum

and that that maximum earthquake would have a rate of

occurrence of just once per 20,000 years.
'

In actual fact I believe that fault zones are

20

22

characterized by a maximum magnitude and that during a time

intervaL of 20,000 years I believe that that maximum macai.tude

would be achieved several or many times .rathez than just once;

And. this would have the effect, in the calculations I was

6
k3

25

describing„ of g eatly reducing the -. stimate of 'the maximum

magnitude.
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The more the number of times hat. the maximum

is achieved in the fault zone to produce a given amount of

slip, the smaller that maximum earthquake need be.
I

9, X invite your attention to page 19 of your testi-.
S

mony, line 16 through 19, where it states:

"A rough calculation shows that one

magnitude 6.5 earthquake every 500 years along
II *

a 200 kilometer fault wil3 lead, to a net slip of

.about ~.5 meters over the past. 17,000 year"."

liow does that--

I

years.

NM. BONZRS: Ãr. Tourtellotte, you said 500

Zsn't it 700 years?

$ 3:. NR. TOURTELLOTTEs X'm sorry, I thought it said

500. Yes, it is
700.'Y

HR TOURTELLOTTE"

How does this statement relate to the conserva-

tism that you just explained?

(Ni'cness Smith) VTe12., they are different types

of calculations. Xt 's not directly relatable.

Put another way/ this particular earthquake

would have occurred 24 times during t".e 17,000 year pe iodo

Let me ask you this:

f'3 Doesn't this demonstrate what yop vere tele.i...xg

me a few moments ago, tha in fact, over the period 17,0C3

years that a maximum earthquake wi'1, occur seve al tim s
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in order to ach"eve a given distance of sUpP

A Mell~ -X don'5 really think I am able to demon-.
~ 4

strate that with the data at hand, I can only demonstrate

that this record o5 seismicity is consistent arith the geologic

slip, the main conclusion of that being that the seismic

history of Che last 50 years out here does seem representative

of what's been going on for the last 20,000 years,,
J

So X cannot firmly conclude from thi,s line of

evidence that maximum earthquakes must occur many times but
't

does seem consistent with tM.s data.

C f

13

Q And in fact that's +hat you >+are telling me about

the conservator.sm of using one earthquake, one max~4um magnitud

earthquake over a long period of time -"

Yes

0 as cpposed to using a reduced maximum several

times over the same period. of t&ae2

17=
Yeso

Okay,

$ 9

20

Tour third assumption2

The relationship bef~een moment and magnitudeP

Yeso

I can only say— This was in the conte~A of

changes'hat have occurred since 1975 or 3.976, is that tuyere's

a greater understanding of the theoretical framework of

seismic moment, at least in my mind And so I ad.ght use





'4

I

X would say there ~rouM be an a"tempt to eati-
t *4,

mate some surface eave magnitudes for =earthquakes which, 3,n.- '

my data base,'ere only g9ven as local magnitudes. X can'

po9.nt to a direct measurable amount of conservatism that Might
i

arise from- this reca3.culation,
II

4

~
. 9 So +hat you'e saying then is basica3.ly the

,'969;
I

s19ghtly cLi.fferent'-constants 9n the equation, and' mould be

dealing strictly with NS surface eave magnitude no+ 'rather
. h

1

~ than m9.Ã9.ng magnitudeso
v

This mea-..s, for ezamp3.e~ that'X would use'the
'ostrecently ca3.culated- magna.tude of the Kern County earhh-.'. ',

quake Hhich is noN ~~ eixcuse me+ X m BLQ~ing magnxtudeso,
lf

~t4

conservatism of your assumptions rsst pr~» zily on the t~m

assumptions vhich you mentibned -irst todayP
I

A 'eso
0 'n page 12 of your'testimony and also in your

l7; oral testimony yesterday you stated tAat 3.ocal magnitude

. 9.s saturated. What do you @man by t3.e term "satu-.ates"7

A Fe2.1, this +elates back to the desc»iption o8

earthquake size and X'm glad Co have an opportunity to add

some things to Dr, Bolt's descr'pt9.on of earthquake sise.

: Magnitude oP. any t~m is ruat one measure of

4e3
an earthquake. Xt's 19ke saying you could describe a house

P

by what co3.or it +as. There are clearly other things '".at

you need to desc 9be about the. house.
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Seismic moment is a measure of the long period 'I
energy of an earthquakeo .,Except for really large structures<

\ *

bridges and other features that have very long periods, 9.t's
P

of no real engineering* importance,

4e come Bowr.'he scale 'of frequancy basically
V

from seismic moment to surface wave magnitude to body wave

magnitude to local magn9tudeo And each of these measures . -;

is ihne in a different frequency bando
*

Now as X stated in the testimony, I beXieve that.'.

the local magnitude, Mx, which is measured generally above
/

5

several cycXes per second, is the most approp'rd.ate charac-
*

ter3.sation of the 89.me of an earthquake for engineering

/

.'(

I

puzposeso

'6

Shen X spoke of saturation what X recant was d>at
*

if you choose to use M> to charactedise the siRG of earth-

quakes, of a variety of type's of earthquakes- ,you w9.11 find

17

~'8

,20

24 |

soon that you'e not getting any values much above M> equal

to 7o The reason for this, as the earthquake sile or total—
energy release incgeases, the high frequency motion in the

distance range 20 to 400 kilometers where local magnitude is
measured doesn't really appear to change mucho

This is the same effect that Dro Bolt alluded

to when he said his house didn't care whether the San
Andreas-'ault

ruptured a hundred miles further north or not, it was

only the part of the rupture that was nearby that was
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I
It

Bo we find in the data set that we aze not ',;,.:,;,.;.
I

~- I

~ measuring any values'f 1cca3. magnitude mich above 7.0 ~
'. '

So this is xrhat X meant by the scale satuzates,'
I't 'doesn't mean the earthquakes azen'4 larger, it )ust,means'I

that this pazt:ioulaz measuze ef the earthquake> ~faich is a,, ''
I

hi9h frequency Dp'Rsuze r seems tQ have a ~ im~ t+>g va~ue of

about 7~ 0
I
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1
2S agH What 'does this imply with respect 'to the energy

3

0 4

spectrum of the earthauake source?

A This implies that the energy spectrum of the

source, rath r than increasing uniformly across a13. fre-

. quencies as the ea~uak total energy increases, rather a>hat

happens is the spectrum would ro"ate, being about the same

"at;- high frequency but relatively increasing at. low fre- -'=',"
'4

quency, so that large earthquakes are rel tively very rich

in low frequency energy. So that's primarily what happens.

Q Mhat's the significance of that in terms of

design considerations? .

33

I think the significance is that—
MR. FLEISCHAKZR: I object.

HBS. BOWERS: 4hat's the basis for your objection?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: The basis for the objection

s8

is that the question is ambiguous, it's overly broad.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: If it's amb'guous, I would

think the witness would be able to tell me it's ambiguous.

20

And I don'0 really think that and>iguity is a proper basis

for any objection.
"f he objects he could object to the form of the

question, he could object to the form of the question if he

think this witness is not, competent to answer and he could

object on that basis. He could object for irrel vancy or

immateriality but not because it's a~iguous, that's betw'een
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me and .the. witness.

MRS BOWERS: . Mr. Norton, X should, give you. some

equal time.
jV

MP.-. NORTON: Nell X, would hope iW. Tourtellotte',s-

argument:doesn't preclude me from objecting on'the basis
of-''ambiguity,

because. X think it is a valid objection, although E

'X think in th'is case it, is ill-taken.

MRS. BONERS: Hr..Tourtel3.otte.,''-the Board didn't "

I

'think.it was ambiguous, but, are you'questioning him in an

'area of engineering that would be beyond'his expertise'P

5K%. TOURTELLOTTE; Tfell X rather, imagine, if
-it''eyond

his expertise, he'l tell me that too.
7

BY HR. TOURTELLOTTE:
r

Q Let me ask you, Dr. Smith,'s the answer to

that question beyond. your. expertiseP

'l7

c9
l

20

(Nitness Smith) C3;early it's not. -,
\

Nell the'bjection is overruled.MRS. BONEBS-
I

RlZTNESS SMXYH:

for use by .engineers should.not be scaled with the pea'"

va3.ue as a function of magnitude, that. the spec rum of

The significance of this effect

is that the ground'otion vhich a.seismologist specif'es

ground motion —it.'s shape, that. is, it's -distribution of

energy with frequency is a strong function of ea"thquake

size.

iS. Xn a manner of speaking, X guess that's a direct
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l

r
r

contradiction to the current HPC practice of scaling spectra,
t V t

so I m taking this opportunity* to criticize that procedure;
VVl:>I

Q I,'m glad. I asked the question.
Jl l

(Laughter.) ..,-,'. " '-: ' *'-

P ~ \l

Is that really a complete answer,. though'P
f l

A Hill you restate the questionV Perhaps 'I mis«
*

'interpreted what you*were asking, 'I'm sorry.

Q I guess the question was, what s the significance
l

of saturation, the concept of saturation on design7

A Ohg X'm sorry, I answered the wrong question

IV "

,V,r
.t

previously'. Indeed, h1r. Fleischaker was right, the question
12

was ambiguous.

l4
(Laughter. )

MR. FLEXSCHAKER: And I knew what I was getting.
X'd like to move to strike the answer as

non-responsive.',8

20

MR. NORTON: Excus me, the only person that

moves to strike an answer's non-responsive is the person
t

who asks the quest~.on, no.,one else can make such a motion.,

MRS. BOWERS: Nell we have a situation here,

though,, where —.
HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Actually, Mrs. Bowers, I

don't believe that I stated that question exactly as I did

originally and I guess I would like to hear it, b*ck so that

Dr. Smith can hear it. I know I did not restate it
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exactly as I stated it before.

'I's 'requested.)

MRS. BONERS: .,X"Chink you'ne conrecu an~thun.

)n .Bloom; caulk yau fin6 i.n, please'?
A

. {%hereupon, the Reporter read from the; record

MRS. BOWERS: Ne don't think that's ambiguous.'

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: I was going to. ask Dr. Shiite':,
l 'C

ll I

BY NR, TOURTELLGTTEs'

Q You feel like you'e answered that question'2

0%itness Smith) Yes. I feel like I answered

that question.
r

And that question i not ambiguous'?

A

i Q Thanl goodness.

(Laughter.)

MR TOURTELLOTTE:

else he would like to say.

Mr. Fleischaker had sometning

I

MR. PXEXSCHAKER: I would like to object—
~ MR. NORTON: To save time,,Mrs. Bowers, if Mr.

Pleischaker is now going to come up with another zea on to

object to tAe question, it's too late. The question was

objected to on the basis he objected tn it. The Board ov
r'uledttheobj'ection. The auestion h.-;s been answered. You

carrot now go back and. thin.c of another reason to object i.o

it and then move to st ike it. It's not. proper procedure.
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t

r

He's stuck with the objection he made.

4IHS. BOtfERS: Ne felt the only possible basis
',

to sustain an objection was that the witness might think it .,".-'-. "

rs

And, of course, he testified that was,

NR. PLEXSCHAKER: Okay.

further objections.

I'lwithdraw any

r

p

E

lt

8

10

BY - MR a TQURTELLOTTE:
r

Dr. Smith, I'm not. really certain—
MRS. BONEPN: Hr. Tourtellotte, when you attempte

f2

/ta repeat that question you came out with a

so where are we on that'atters
diffe ent question',-

MR. TOURTELMTTE: I'l just withdraw that
>a question.

BY MR TOURTELLOTTE:'

I'm not exactly certain whether this
rr%

~ ~

to d'o with seismic moment or «ot, but as long as

r

has anyhhi.ng

I'e got

18 you, I thought I'd ask you a question about a sentence on

Page Three of your .testimony. Xt= starts at the end of
~'ine '12, and it says:

"Por example, the characterization

of the Nacimiento Pault as being capabl of

an event similar to the 1952 Tehachapi earth-

quake should be relaxed in light of the present-

day understanding."
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»

And my question to you is why'?
',

(Witness-Smith) Primari3y because bf,the'act"-" '„.,

that the 1952 earthquake was in the Transverse Range 0ro-
»

vince and had a- substantial,„component of,.thrust, motion.'';;

Wd the Nacimiento Fault I would, characterize *",'",

r

now a's being more in the kind of tectonic regime for cential
»

California Chat was described by Jahns ear'.e'r.
',I

V,. »» —;»'»*iP

9 So what you'e saying, then",'- is the modern-day, ~ ".:
»C

'nderstanding of m chanisms is diffexent than when that.
»

h

characterization was originally made?

Yes.-

Okay.Q

»

'Dr. Bolt, we'e talked a great deal about

seismic moment, and there's been some mention of magnitude

as also measuxing earthquake size, is that correct?

A {LTitness Bolt) That's correct.

Is magnitude a more simplistic method of
)t

I

measuring earthquake size than seismic moment?
»

A Both are one-number estimates of the size of an
I

earthquake. ~d so, in that sense, they.'re both very simple

and cannot poasib3y give a full account of what
actua13.y'appens

in an earthquake.

The advantage of moment theoretical"y 's that

it's related, as I pointed out ear3.ier,- to some physical

'-theory, whereas magnitude is not d'rectly related to some
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physical parameter; it has to be done so empirically.
/

h

Q x'm askil>g my question about magnitude,vis-a-.vi's
'I

/

seismic moment 'in terms of the 'capability of measuring

magnitude or seismic moment in a very rapid fashion; Xs there
/

a difference'?'

A There is a difference-. Xt is mo e satisfactox'y,

to an observatory to measure magnitude from available,',','".. '"

/ %./i

instruments than to try to'measure moment.

Q 7'Bly P

U

/

A , Because the magnitude is measured by s'mply

getting a rule and measuring the amplitude of the greatest

motion in the particular, wave train that is being considered-
I!

" for that magnitude, whereas moment calculations invo ve

calculation of spectra. Now, some observatories actually

publish moments. But so far as X'm able to determine, they

first calculate the magnitude and then put that into a

formula and read off the moment.

t

s

I
I

c/

IK

'I/
I

So that moment is more difficult'o
calculated'l9

That's correct.
20 Did we have the means, in 1927, to calculate the

seismic moment of that event?

22 Seismic moment was not dxeamt of at that time.

X think that, mathematically, someone like Professor Byerly

could have done the calculations. Xt would have taken him
5quite a long time to calculate the spectra on a hand calculator
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rather than the nigh-speed computers, that are used today.

So that the means ~iere- thexe in a certain .sense, but the '

I

r\
. concept, was not.

. ~ g.» r

' ' Could we:today calculate the seismic moment. of,-;.„»;,
*

I ~ I I I I

»that, event on the basis of the informati'on that we have7

"."-:.''; -'A ' believe Dx. Smith did that.

8

. Q -X d like to invite „your attention now,to tele-
P

I

. seismic information. There were 'some questions asked about,''-','
I r

--teleseismic information yesterday,'" and X'm not sure if you,
J'ave a specific listing of the limitations that axe imposed

)2

upon the accuracy'f teleseismic measuxements.

But if not, could you —is there some way to

swifly enumerate what those limitations are'2

to

$ 8

'f9'

One of the limitations is the dirstribution o

stations. Since 75- percent of the globe is.covexed by water,
I

it is very unlikely that. one will have a unifoxm distribution -''

of stations around the source, around the epicenter.
r

This is' particularly acute problem in Cali .ornie.

for reasons that were discussed. - The 'stations are mainly in
r

1 )the-Eastern United States, Canada and europe.

A second great. problem is the application of

0 23

a standard travel timetable, because urnless some speci-.." study»

is made; it's difficult. to know just how well th standar"

8
G

r

travel timetable will apply to the area of interest.

As X point d out earlier„ we know that applicatiox.
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of the usual tables to central Californian earthquakes can

give 1'arge systematic offsets of tens of kilometers. -.And,,

'that matter has been dealt.- with by the National Earthquake

.Xnformation Center, for. exampl'e, adopting the solutions
P

r

obtained by the local'observatories, using their local net-

works rather than- relying on the routine methods of location
E * „'i

- u'sing overseas stations.
"X think the'y are 'the two major 'difficu3.'ties.

Of course, if we go back to another time, there were diffi-'',
,r1

t

culties in timekeeping. The clocks at the various observa- -.,

tories were pendulum clocks, and it was very common for there
I

~
',

to be ex'rors of timing of up to l0 seconds. That is no

longer a problem today with with the use of crystal clocks

and radio signals.

JS

:?0

?3
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c

g - What kind of margin of error might one expect
'

in the timing devices use'd. worldwide 'in 19272 .-.
VII..';I „r

A'" 'X would not'he surprised —and. X"=know fx'om
'

experience .in working 'with solutions Cor earthquakes at that'
*

time «- to find certain stations being off by up to ten
I

Greenwi'ch mean time.

Q Well what's thei.mpact of that kind of error in
II

the timing device2 '

That means when one does the adjustmeat of all

I ~

~IQ the times by some least squares procedure, or graphical
'I

~

— procedure, one must expect to find considerable residuals
I

or dev3.ations,from zero down the whole list of stations,
I

and, you can't be sure whether the deviation is di~e to a

mislocation of the epicenter; that, is to say t'hat th epi-

center should be pushed a little bit to the north,,a little
bit to the east; or. wne her it's just a clock correction.

There's no way now to know that.
I

c

Q. Xs there any way: 'to estimate how for off one
I

could be in locacing an epicenter where a 10-second mistake
I

was involtred?

Yes. One device that X used, and X. tnirk ot~ers

would follow it, would be to look at a group of scations

which are'in th same area of the world. And if '.=hey =r

shocvina large errors —5 seconds, someth'na like that, or

I
up to'0 seconds —'together at'ea"h one of'"Mesc „stations,
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wb2 if five of them show a residual of 5 s'econds, say, then one
I

would suppose that this is not. a clock error,and that the,

solution is wrong.
I

Now in, the Gawthrop solution which he published
F

I a, I

for 1926 where he lists the residuals,< he'. come to'
'certain'onc3.usion

about the location. But when you look down his

~ '

'

$ 0

)2

$ 5

list of. residuals you'l find that there are clumps of
I

IIFI (

where there are residuals of up to: 5 seconds.".systematically

.for a group of stations. So this indicates if there was
-I

an attempt made not to give them'zero'weight but to obtain

a soluti cn -in which they stere reduced to zero residual,
r I

that you would get a substantia3,ly different epicenter. And
I"

I It

'yFexperience would be that it would be of the oxder of,. oh,

50 to 80 kilometers difference, a different way from the
I, ~

original one: that kind of uncertainty.

Q Xet me get one thing straight. You mentioned

I

IF

Gawthrop's paper and you'aid 1926.

1927; X'm sorry.

Xs that 50 to 80 kilometers related to my ques-

23

tion about the 10 seconds, or is that how far off Gawthrop

might be7

X think it's related to both things. X think
that's a representative example--That's why X brought i" in
here —of the kind of error that one could get in the circum-

stances you proposed to me.
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'

TQ Gawthrop indicates that he used International "

Seismological Center and the Bureau Central Internationale',."'.'',=-,,.'
e I I.'~1'444'(44(d

.you familiar with those?
r ~ P ~ r

, A:..I.am.
(

4 ~,." 4.r

Q Is -Were anything about those particular sources
4

4'hat might. bear upon.l<r.. Gawthrop's, interpretation of thy

locati'on of, the quake?
'Ie '

(,f

A. '.. Mo.: I think that thai's =quit appropriate.
- Those are the main casa lognes. Ar(i anyone saaraing

to rework this location would stari f om that data.
6

Q Then the data itself i;s not in question, but how

"=-'he „uses
4

-"A
e

the data?

That is correct.

How he interprets ~ t."
~ 4

That is correct.
( «(LJ' At the risk of sounding pretentious or. the matter

I would like to say I thinl; that this should be in
eVidenc=-'hat

Nr. Gawthrop in attempting to get the solution, tDxe
s

revision'of that earthquake, was pretty new-to the gare;

«4 a

«"C«'hat
my'oem 'exper'ience in locatinj 'earthquakes goes back very

4

~ ~ ~ ''
.;many year', and, as a matter of fact, the program that. I

C(a(('f

h

rewrote in 1960 to locate telese'ms has been adopted by the

International Seismological Center and is used to locate all
teleSP3.sms, -around the world . So that xn xy g udgment when I

\=
'I'
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wb4 look at the residuals in his table that he has pubLished,

he has not achieved what X would take to be any improvement
fl

in the revision. But there are clumps of residuals there

'that he just cannot explain except by giving'ero weight
l

to them. And my solution would not be satisfied with that.

0 X.'m not really certain whether .you stated this

, in our exchange here or not. But is there any way to recon-
?

struct with any precision what. the ;,~degreesof errors were
F.on'he various timing devices in 1927?

Yes. One could do it for a specific station by

'l 2

looking at the residuals for that particular station fo"
C

earthquake solutions over a period of days.

Lee's suppose the station at Paris was reporting

3G.

its arrival times, they were being used to locate earthquakes
4

during a week of the year, and there might be, saP, ten
I

earthquakes in that week. lf in every one of those solutions

the Paris station continued to show r'esiduals of:~inus-LO

seconds then one could conclude that during that reek the

. clock at Paris was in error by that amount- to a very high de-

gree of probability.

So there were those kinds of ways of judging

what was going on at the stations at. the t'me.

9 On the other hand, if the clock just happened to

be off that day you wouldn'. have any way of kna~~ing?

You would not have any way.
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Q Do you know of anybody who has undertaken this '

R

sort of a task relative to. the 1927 event'P -'

,
J I

R

A X don'0 believe it, has been done.
I

I

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mr. Tourtellotte; do you-,,

( '\

have any idea how much longer you'e going 'to be on crossP

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I'd guess about thirty minutes,

- or so.

MR v NORTON

or that Dr. Bolt has, is

The problem
I

that he has

we have, as I understand-'

to be north this after-

noon and there's a plane standing by. And there is a storm

building up.

l just wondered if there were some way maybe we

13 could go a little bit later into the noon hour so as to

finish, so he can. get out of here. Because if you look out

15

,
'17

the door, there's definitely a storm moving in.
'I

the Board will.have some questions also.

NRS. BOHERS: Ne do have questions.

And I know

19

'R. NORTON: Yes. I was just wondering '"f it
would be 'possible to work a little bit later into the noon

20

21

hour today. X don't know that we can finish: that's what X'm

trying to get a feel for. There's no sense in working ove"

the noon hour if we can'0 finish before the noon break.

MRS. BOWERS: Well, of course, we can delay

the luncheon break. But E think ~re should have a five-minute

break right now.





e

MR. NORTON: Okay.

MRS..BOWERS: Five minutes.

b>86

h

(Recess)

MRS. BOWERS: Are you ready, Hr. Tourtellotte'?
4

MR.'OURTELLOTTE:;'Yes. But, I think I'hould -.

correct something X said before the break. I indicated-,
t

that, my quest9.ons would take -about thirty minutes. Actually,

they'l take about four. Xt„'s'he answers, that are going"'.'.
-'o

take a little longer.
I!

BY NR TOURTELLOTTE:

Q Dr. Bolt, just or the record, the Gawthrop

paper. that I was referring to in my questions to you

earlier was one by. Nilliam Gawthrop entitled "Seismicity

of the Central California Coastal Region," and published

as Open File Bhport 75-134, 1975 by the United States

Department of Interior, Geological Survey.

.Xs that the same one you were referring to?

(Nitness Bolt) Yes.

Q Is, it your understanding that report was published
r

by Gawthrop as a part of his Ph.D. disseration? Or do you

know why he published it?'

The, only reason I seem to remember was that he

was employed by the U.S. Geological Survey one summer and

was given the job to do. But, I don'. think it wa. a Ph.D.

thesis at that time.
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cont'c

bl
flwswbi, He was a graduate student at the timeP

He was an undergraduate, actually.

An undergraduate student,.

Yes.

Q . In one of the earlier remarks on the record by

Dr. Smith, he said that this method was one of the most un —"

reliable ways ho locate old events. .Do you agree with thaCP-
II

0

A Xf there are other methods possible, one could

!0

mak the compa„ison, and I would agree in that case. Some-

times, of course, there are no near stations and it's the

only method. There'= no way of making a relative comparison.

But if one has near.

of reading S minus P intervals,

with that.

stations and the ability
then I would certainly agree

How about specifically applied to the case at

f7

hand7 Do you think it is the least reliable method of

measuring the '27 eazthqua3ce in this case'P

')9

I 80 ~

9 Now I want to invite your attention to Circula=-

672, Table Two, which ?Ar, P3.eischaker asked several questio s

about earlier.

Yes.

I'm not, certain that I understood the significance
'f

the figures used in that table, and I wanted to sc.e if
you could shed some light on that.
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, Are these seismic considerations for design,
A

or are they strict reguiremerits for d..sign'2
7 *

In other words, are these figures in Table Nro",.

A

supposed to guid people in coming up with designs or are

they values which are sort of rigid and denianding, or. is
I ,A ~

there some otPer characterization of them?
'I I

A'- 'I think in all fai;mess to-the:'authors< togae'y-,'.'".";:,«',',',~j;.;..'
I

felt that they were 'epresenting, as beati they,cou'ld, accrordin9'~~'"
~

=
~ . I j

to their methods at %e time, values which would 'provide

scaling parameters for the engineers in this case.
V

However, I think they'e working in t:he context

there where the U.S. Geological Survey had some responsibility~

to prov'de the basic numbers. And so ",.hat's why they refer,
K

I

for example, in the aostract Co Me design of the pipeline
C

system must accomodate the effects of earthquakes.

This report characterizes ground motions for t9ie

specified earthquakes in terms 'of peak levels of ground

acceleration. In other words, they were in Table Two giving

numbers. which *they believed, I think, would be used by t:he

',engineers in the design of the pipeline. It's only later that',
i

this circular has been used in a more general way.

7

f
A

l

1
4

25)
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I invite your attention to Note 2 . Xt says'
I

"The values in this table are for a
D

single horisontaX component of m~tion at a dis-
k

tance of a few (thxee to five) kilometers of the
h

k -r

. /causative fault;,are" for sites a/t which ground

motio~ is not strongly altered by extreme conj ,
E

trasts in the elastic properties within the local
n

4

geographic section-.—"
/

i 1

A Ceologic section,

i0 Q 'eso
A You said geographico"

Q I'm sorry,
"—ge'ologic section or by the presence of

structuresg and contain no factors relating to the

nature or importance of the structure being de-
/signed.

17'9

I guess what I @ant to ask you about that is
'4it says, to cut out scme of the middle part/ that the values .

in this table are for sites at which ground motion is not —
,

C
/''m sorry. mell, let me ask you this questions

Does that note then indicate that th'e presence

of structures has some beaxing upon the factors that are used

hexes'

believe thit, is +hat they thought, yeso

And that also the nature ox.importance of the
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struck~ could hive.a hearing on the values that would be
7 'I ~ =

1

used in desigI12
i

A...Yes,
't

1

Q Consequently X think you'.ge,says;ng it'as pri
J

P i

marily deviseC for a pipeline-but when you're applying it
to a =building such as a nuclear po~ver plant thatihhese va3.ues .

4

may not necessarily hold true<- and that's recognized in <Ae
r, 1

. tablet
1

A . X m saying that emphatically, yes,-

'R. WMXSCHRKERs X ob)ect to the question ba-

:,'ause it's ambiguous, Xt may hoM true for what2 Nay hold

true as measurements of gr'ound motion parameters2 Nay hold
r

- true as a ze'ro.period lied,t for a design response spectral

What are you t lking ahout2 Xt's amb9.guou o
8

EBB. BOHBRSs Do you wint to respond to Champ
\ r

Ne ', Tourtellotte2

17 '.

18.

NR. TOURiELLGTTEe Ho< .X don't'want to respondo
8

BRS ~ BOWERS."Hell, the Board .understood the

]9':,

PO

question and we thought the answer was responsive. Tfe don'
,h

was ambiguous, so the objection is overruled.

BY MRo TOURTEXJAKZBe

i".2 ~ 9 V~ntion"@as also'-made yesterday of the Hanks

24 -':.

johnson papero .'Do you have a copy

($8.+ness Bo t} Yes

of that paper2

'Can you cGÃipare the HRQRs Gvkd ZohnBQn paper %09th

'w
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i

Table 2, of Circular 672 and tell me, are the central ideas-

contained in each of those const.stent, inconsistent, or

mutually exclusive%'
'

A X think 9n the. USCS Circular 672, there was no

testing of the notion of magnitude dependence or independence-;,
i

whereas in the Hanks and Johnson paper, they are endeavoring

to establish whether there is a dependence of peak accelera
r

tion- on magnitudeo

The approaches were quite different, and X think „"

I

starting from different points of scientific testing.

Q Hh9.ch do you think 9.a the more reasonable

approach?

17

A Nell, X think the Hanks and Johnson procedure is
~- i

1

the more scientific 9n ezanuning the b havior of observed
i

motionso That.'s not. a cd.ticism of Hie approach that the

Geological C9rcular 672 was aimed at,; They had a specific
'I

gob to do, and they did 9.t, according to the best ways they

could work outo

20

21

22

Q Xs it your understanding that they simply

assumed a relationship between magnitude and peak accelera-

Cion in 6722

X think that's righto Xt. wasn't ~ e>~licit
relation but, it twas an implicit one,

24

25

Do you believe that the Hanks and Johnson paper

9.8 a more realistic approach?
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II

l
" Xt'as realistic for Hanks and Johnson to attempt

. 599-2

II
I

lt~X th9.nk that in their paper, the H~cs and
l

Johnson paper< there 9.s less hypothetical assumptiton'hLch is,
\ l

; .'guiding them. They are'trying to start from a tabula r'isa '.
I

and,say ifve'plot this data, @hat does 9.t te3.1 us',. and, then: ..
I

in that sense ih is a more scientific approach to the'data,
) 4„

h ~ .(

Q X 'Was a6king whethere it vGs more zea3:9.8t'icy-or
l

scientiH.c pezhapso Dc s that also mean it is nore. realistic,
I

in your opinxonP l lI'I
II

A Ne3.l,not necessarily. 't @as realist).c for the
!'

0. authors of Cirque.ar 672 to attempt what +>ey did at the time

I-I ~ I

I„h ~ (,

I

to do what Chey4re doing, tooi

.' really mouldn't go to the realism o8 ito '
*

9 — 'Putting it another way, which do you tn'ink has
I »

II
1

the better appD.cation to We construction of the Diablo

17 I would say Hanks and Johnsono

20

What 8 correcto

Q Dr~ Bolt< you indicated yestarday 'w response
11

to .a auestion by R", Pleischaker that you lecture on response

spectra+

A

gou3.6 you hzief3y describe the nature of go~~~

24!

25-:

3hscturesf what they cover'P ~ Con' vrant a3.3. the 3Iectures p

understanding that., mt Least hopefully, wm can't get through
\

that in 30 minutes, but some brief descript9:ono
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frequency spectrum also.

And I compaxe that spectrum with the original

one that we started witho

5994

A . That part of the lectures Chat deals with spectra%'.;
„I'

. Yes, with response spectra

A ': I'ry,to explain to the students what "spectra"
I

meanso One starts with Pouzier spect-a, which is the plotting
4

j

of the amplitude.orthe energy of each frequency
component''n

the wave train. against the frequency,
t

- I'hen show some actual spectra, Pourier spectra,

frequency spectra that have been calculated from strong

ground motion records, and make a comparison of these spectra.'

then discuss what happens when one approaches

it from the point of view of a particle which has a -certain
h

mass or an object that has a certain mass which is being

driven by Che ground motion~ by the earthquake shaking ..When
I

that particular mass is being damped and is attached to a
j

spring which 'has a certain elastic constant, then Chat
a H

j

particle or object will vibrate somewhat differently from the

way the ground vibrates, And the particle will have a

2$
I notice that you mentioned frequency waveso

Just again for the record and to help people who aie not

23 rea 1ly fami1iar with how theoe things work, I would IQce to

ask you a few cpxestions which are designed to help us con-

ceptualixe these waves,
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' Q V

First 'of all, we'e talking about three different,
'i

kinds of waves basicallyo Xs Mat corrects
\

A P-waves, 8-waves and surface waves ~

9 'llright,
j

I ~

Neer a P-wave, if ore mere to conceptualize P-mave

individually, vouM that be roughly like reach9>g out and:

'f0

grabbing someone by the necktie and push9ng theu'orirard and,
I

pulling them back,.and pushing them fomazd and pulling them
*

back, that same Rind of foniard push-pull xmtion'P

' That,'s absolutely right, so long as 9.t is done

fairly gent3'y,

(Laughter.->

g And on the

were looking dour'n an

traveling along sort of
I

/
be

S-<I've> to conceptualiis that< 9.f one
't

S~ivave from up above, it xrould ba

like Q sna+~e travels o Foulc41 t,
that'8

Li'ce a sidewinder a sidewinder snaIse

Pwd it wouM lech— Xf it viere frozen in place

$9 iC ~outed Book like a. series of S's connected together'

'hat's correct.

And Men Me svzfaco vava is sory of like a wave

gp that ve, see ou" in the oceanP

The Ray3eigh wave,g, R4

Q zs

The Rayleigh'wave.

A . That. s corxecto





C

X noticed as I was caming in here today that

3.

there's a breakwater that extends a great distance out into

the a~ater, and that the ocean waves were striking that bzeak-
I

water but thatthe ocean wave did not. break over all at onc,

.S 'ansecgxently it was not striking the breakwater all at once,

6 : but, the full impact of the v@ve was striking it at diZfezent

points at different times as the wave came in,

Nov is that roughly how the waves arrive at a

g'structure g that is p not in a single moment or not in a single

fQ instant but at varying points of time wi th varying parts of

the various
waves'<8

12

13

14

1S

A very clase analogy, yeso

And that would be true, actually of the P-wave,

S-wave ar surface wave'P

X think prabably the analogy might indicate that

we were only talking about surface waves, hut actually the

P-waves or same of the P-eaves would be pushing while others

are pulling, while others are somewhere in
between%'nd

2d
end wrb
Madelon flpo

That's car~et.

21

22

23
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Q And the S-wave, 'if you think of the configura-

t9on of the S-~rave, there wouuld be different parts of differ- ~
~

ent S-waves hitting 'the structure at diffeZant. times.
V

A Tllat, 8 correcto .

Q . And the surface mare is as we described,, pretty

much the'ocean wave hitting the sea wall.

A Yes ~

C

9 'oes the length of rupture have, anything to.
zv" .

do with response —1st me withdraw that.
questi;on.'s

the response spectra related to,Me length

of Me rupture, or is it magnitude-dependents

$ 2 I think it4s related to boy things.

Nhich is the more contro13.'ing featur'e in the

near- f9.elder

A Nell, of. course the site in the near-field is

going to respond-mainly in the high frequencies to the waves
4

coming xrom that paM of the fault, which is adjacent to the

site ~
= And our'es~~ony has been that this is.3.im'ted

because- there's only a limited amount of fault which is

adjacent to the site
'utif one hai- a larger magnitude earthquake.

24

or a longer fault rupture length,, then'he propagation vill
extend away from the site- and it will soon pass out of -the

near-field. But waves will still come'backo And .Mesa

waves. will tend. to be. longer 'and longer period because the
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mpb2 1 higher frequency ones will~be 'damped out.

This means. that the spectrum villnot vary
t

\

much at the high frequencies~ but for the larger fault rup-

ture lengths, the larger magnitudes, 'We amount of energy

coming in at the long periods will be somewhat greater the

longer the fault rupture length
'I

I had another question here I want to make

sure I don'4 ask the same one. '

Did you gust define near-field moron" in terms

of strong ground motion or not2

No, I didn',
Could you do that2

Define the near field in terms of strong ground

motion+

I defined near-field earlier in terms of the

16

20

distance away from the source, and that's the only way I can

define it.
Q When you talked about the length of rupture, how

much rupture are we talking about in terms of meters or kilo-
meters in the near-field2

Well, I defined the near-field as being

that, area within a couple of wave lengths of the source. So

for one sink of the wave we figured out it <would be the order

offive to ten kilometers. So that as the fault rupture

extended out beyond that circle it would pass out of the
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9"

near-f ieM.

kilomatezs-.

Q

.field would

,''elt

within

5998

I I

J

So the total 1ength of zupturte,would.b'8, l0 to .20
S',

I *
I Ip

J

,The geng.M of rupture for the immediate near
P

J 'I
'

be five to ten?
'I ~ P

That s. c'zzecte..
I

Okay
C ~

Wd;We greater response of a structure would be

the near»field?

At the high frequencies.

F,

t II ~

I
5,5

It - ]

IO

I6P

Q
— 'he high frequencies

A Xf you had a high-rise building 10 to 2'0 stories
I

high, it wou..d be *responding to the. long 'period waves coming
J

from the far»f9.eld.
I I

.
"

Q . At low fraquencies

At low frequencies> because they do 'gespond to

low frequencies; oz long reach would not, be affected by the
P

near»field motion, it would, be affected by the fax 'field

I9.-

20t

2I'
I

225

motion, which generates these long period' continual long
I

per'iod waves returning from the fault.
I

~ —, But if you have a fault, then, that.is 80 Rilo- '

meters - in- length, .in order to have'he kind of .rupture thit
t

ve'ze talking about'nd. maxMPze the nea>-field response, you

Q

have to have that rupture along thai fi.ve Co thn kilomat zs
I

which 'is directly. awa~ from the structure, isn'. that correct?

'5F A Xn'my vie;i; yes
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Q And if the - fault were 115 kilometers long, or,'I

I

200 kilometers long, it.would, still have to be directly in
. C

the same place on the fault.
I I 4 I" *y,J4

A, To get the maximum, yes, the mmCunum ground mo-

tion
r

I I

Q Xsn't that fairly impxobable that. an earthquake

'''.

P<~l

IO

I2

I4

of, five to ten mikilometers would occur at that .particulax;:.".-.
I

given point on a fault of 80 kilometexs.in Length'P
4

A Yes That goes to'another factor in the degree

of conservatism that's being fad into the whole design pro-,

cess, that you have to multiply the probability not only of

the peak acceleration'that you'e using, but also the probab-

ility that the particular eax~yxake source happens to be in
gust that place where the maximum will occux And that, of

4

course, is subject to some probability distribution also .

4

Q And if you, had, a rupture, for instance, that

'. i
'4 jl'

*I;t
F

I7

IS

20

occurred outside the band to the extent that it was out ide

the band, say half .of it was in and half of it was *out+ then

half of that ™only haLf of'he earthquake 'would be felt as

near-field and the othex'alf would be something
Less2'es,

And it would also be true, than, that if —the

Xooger you are to assume the fault to be, the less likely
that you are to have a near~field evento

No, that's not true. I think the opposite is
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N 'o lo g tog th, p=-to th t, b
t,X'ot

guile sure hoJv ve ~ ~ ~

J I

Q . 'hat's the relatiouship betweenr 'peak accelera-...'
I

~,'I, J

tion. and response spectrum','
II

'J
J I

A Peak acceleration is. used commonly to scale the ...

J ~

response spectra at the high frequency end of the spectra.'.-,-.-
I

I

Q How does the re3.ationship -be&seen peak accelera-',,
J

Cion and response spectrum differ ~~ 'he. far-field versus the
I I

I'near~f9.eld2
I

NR HORTOM: Excuse ma
J J

We are talking p ak inst~ental acceleration

when ve say'acceleration,- for-the record2.

'I

~ I

J ~

IfR. TOURTELLOTTE: Shre.

WXTNESS BOLT: J Would you repeat the question,

'l6l7'YMR+ TOURTELLOTTE-

Q How does the re3.atio ship bet~seen peak'instru-

.mental acceleration and response spectrum differ in the
L

far-field versus the near-fieM2
r

A" 'Witness Bolt) X'm not sure Mat there's been

any fine distinction made in 'a lot of practice that X'e een

in this ~ray.

X think that if one is dealing saith an important

structure i.n the near-fieM then-K+e engineers would be.
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looking pretty closely at, the kind of ground motion -that
r

'ight,occur, and.it might be more appropriate to scale slight

ly differently than just a straightforward applicition of the
II

peak instrumental response because other matters enter into i
I/

. -But I cau't really give you a general answer

to the question I don't think it's been often thought of
I

in that way
I

9 'oes anybody else on the panel have any views oa,'.

.I I''
$ 1 "I

I/
I

10

12'3'4

17

thats
'I

A (Witness Prazier) Is the question how does the
I

shape of the response spectra vary between the near-field and
r /

II,

the fax fieldP
'

ZGS oQ.
I

A Dr Smith alluded to that a little bit this
morning, except I think he might not have been specific in
regard to x'esponse spectrumo

Basically we have a lot of recordings at distanc-
I

es greater than 30 kilometers, and there have been a lot of

19 x'esponse spectra calculated fox'' those strong motion record-

20 ings, and they have been averaged and they have been plotted
(

against each other and we have a lot or information about the

shape of that x'esponse «- about what that, response spectrum

looks like.

za Ny statement that I'm about to proceed with i,s
/

a combination both of theory and of observations.. When one
I
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'I J

I

comes closer Co the"source of the rupture the shape'of the"
l

specCrum changes Ccj.some degree; The Low frequency'.as Qo noC'",
J

J J JI

J'ncreaseas rapidly as the-?d.gh freauencies do.
'l 'l ~

'L

Or X could word, that. conversely: '"
.*.

The 'shape of the specCrum is a3.Cered in such«a";l
J

way ChaC the high frequencies. climb very -rapidly as orie
J

comes into the near-field and Che low frequencies. stay 'm're —

.

l l

',*, comparable Co Che far«field values
l J

Q Dr Bo3.C, in your consideraCion of response
L

I
ll l

specCrum and in the type of research that. you do, have'you. L

J

had any occasion Co be associaCed wiCh. the term "effect.ye .
L

;.'cceleraCion"2

A .'Nitness BoLC) — Yes'
J

X was working on a working group seC up by the
I

Applied Technology 'Council, s'ome Cwo years ago, whose task

yas Co consider, ground moCions, thaC mighC. occur from earth

quakes across the whole. United SCaCas, and Co spLecify by

means of maps levels of ground. shaking thai mighC be

.expecCed And'our group., a er much thougnC, decided that;
J

— we would work in Cerms of an effecCive peak acceleracion and

an-effec ive'eak velocity on grounds Chat. although there

. may be from Cime to Cime high fxeguency. peaks of'acce3.eratXon

or peaks of VelociCy which were higher than the bulk of the

observaCiona, they should noC govern the levels of accelera-

Cion and va3.ociCy usiad.for" hazard zoning, risk mapping, codes,.

JL I
;,'I

J

J L

~,J \

'I

L','

~ L
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building codes, and so on; but that an effective peak acceler-

ation s'hould be used, which meant for us an acceleration and,
r 4

a frequency band somewhat, less than eight hertz, and ivhich

had all the topography taken out and any special soil effects

and so one

. And that was adopted and these maps neet-are
r

published, county by county, across the Mhole United. States

And they'e coming, T. think, ~~ to general use.
Ir r

4 ~ r

Q 'hat was the name 'f your group2

The Applied Technology Council.

0%1 ~

Q And who sponsoxs that gxoup2

A Nell, it's X third>, an ihdependent group of its
But it has support from structural engineers associa-

tions, National Bureau of S andards X think supported this
particular project, the Hational Scienc Pouhdation,

And the acronym is ATC2

ATC

And ~hat: you published was a cods, is that

ight2

A Nell~ what my >rorP~g group did was to publish
a

some maps Ne show contouxs of effective peak acceleration,

effective peak veloci y for the whole country. And these maps
r

would be the basis for, tha enginaering codes for the appli-

cation of .certain factors ~ the design of structures'

Q. 'o'ou know if there was a code that 'was
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'
X think the reason for the ATC-3, it,'-s called,

*

t

work was 'to develop a document which local and state instru-.
W

~~ talities and federal instrumentalities would adopt.

Zt's a matter of others adopting"this documanto'

Q . How many people were in that group, in the whole

'kY

7 group'P 1

lk

My own working group?,,'..

Now just your working group, the entire .ATC

20'2'roupo Do you )Mow?
/

Xt would be in excess of 50,

Xn excess of .50,

23 Leading engineers from the whole country,
)

And how were they selected?

X was not involved in the selection processo

They seem to be very distinguished people to me.

(Laughter')

Q Would you characterize them as outstanding

iQ

19

20

22

experts in their field? A

A X wouldo

NRo PLEISCHMER: X4m going to have an objection

to this line of questioning if it goes any further because it
seems to me that there has been a failure to demonstrate the

particular relevance of this line of questioning to the issue

before the Boardo
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NR. NORTON: Mrs.'. Bowers, I would join in that=.
~ f ".*

P

for the simple reason .Ghat we made the same argument 'that,
PI

this a.s not a quantity case.'hi.s is the quality of the
~ ~ P PI

*

witne~ses who appear and their opin~ons,and.'.the association ,
~
* ~ )

( 'I I '

of others unnamed and'so oh ~ally. hah no place in the'ecord

— X don't think.
P

HRS BONERS: Do you want to zespond, Hr '',
'I *'l. l

P * 1

.. 'ourtellotte'?.
1

1,t l *

HR., TOURTELLOTTE: Nell, I only have one moxa
l I

'1

,I.'
~(,

,.;f,() )l .

(("

question P

But it seems to me.thac we'e
1

concept. which is already in the testimony

talking about a

which we know is

'f3

]4

~ f5„

going to be applied in the analysis of the design of this
- plant . And it is 'a concept which was developed'y a group,

and it would be nice to knew that it wasn*t'developed by'a

group of boyscouts rmeting around a campfire somewnara
'

T. ~ink that hoor that concept was developed

$ 8', has- every bit of relevancy because 9.t goes to either substan-

'iate ox.to discredit the ulcimate conclusions that might be

drawn by': the Board about, tha weighc to be given to the con-

2$ cept itself.
And as far as the —X don't (knez ~iha'c really

the objection is since it seems to ba an objaccion to my ask-

ing —maybe asking xuxthex questions. And'X don'c think

that. thac's. appropriate, since the question hasn't been asked'
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mpbll 1 yet. And consequently X—
MR. NORTON: You want your next question struck2

(Iaughter. )

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Consequently X don't really
'I

r<

know that there is any way to rule against meo

(Laughter )

8'0

MR NORTON: Nell, Mrs. Bowers, it was the same
I

complaint X had yesterday, this problem about unnamed, un» '."",
, ~ ~

present people. Gee> do they support this sort of =thing?
t 1

You know, X th~ this case should be heard on the merits

of''the people that are 'here

12 Dr. Newmark is going to be here, Dr. Blume is

13 going to be here, Dx Seed's going to be hare. There's going

to be a lot of people here who have used that. methodo And
k

X think they could make a very convincing presentation to

this Board that it's a proper methodo

And the fact that we'e going to go out and take

a poll or something just doesn', X don't think, have any

20

bearing on the record. And X don', want to see it done on

either sideo

MR. PLEXSCHAKERr X join in that. X think that

the decision has bo be made on the basis of the evidence in
the record and the witnesses opinions getting into the record.

I

My objection has a little different focus, and

it, is this:
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P

That regardless of the merits of this cIoncept .;', .

I I I
'I

as"applied'o any other structure, hospital, dam', whatever'~' =.

E ~ r

the issue before this Board is whether the application -gf

this concept effective acceleration and &e reduction in the
p

..amount proposed i'n the zeanalysis's appxopziate for Diablo '-'
~ I"

. Canyon

I

.',,g,r
Irr, Ig"

'I

I

E

r'R.MORTON: Nell, ~re have no objection 4o heaX-'

ing the question. He may object to the guestion after ve

hear it, but until ve hear it X don't knox ho@ ve can object
I

to it

So I don'. think that it's relevant''
'I

*

(The Board conferring.)
I

'MRS. 'BOWERS: Axe ve cozxect,,:that you don', .

I

intend. to pursue this line of questioning any further, Y~.

Touztellotte?
I

MR. TOURTELXOTTE: X have one more auesMon
4„

MRS ~ BOWERS: |:n the smae area2

'R. TOURTELLOXCE. Xn reference to the ATC, yes,:,
t. r I

and effective acceleration,

MRS.. BOWERS: Nell, ve consider what ve've heard,

so .far essentially a kind of an historical discussion of. his
\

gzoup, and since the same subject matter ~rill be discussed

by other. tntnasses, ve do think it's zalevant to the pzcceed-

xzlge But ve didn t Slant you. to get into identifying Gael% and

every member of the organization and their discipline and
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this sort of thing.

MRc FLEISCHAKER:

'uestion
k

HR. NORTON: Hrso Bowers, I x'cally do. I don'-
l
ji

have any idea what- the answex's going to be, whether ha's
1

~ .

number one, number three, or number two. But X don't scie"
C

how it's really x'elevant, to be asking one expert. whether one

of fifty is —how do you x'ate2 .X mean~ dict they take a poll2 .

To me there's just no foundation for that kind of)

i
J

I

So the objection is ovex'ruled, But, of course,',: ..',

.we'l give it the weight that we'e just described.
r ; i . -;,,= '.1 *,

BY I'Ro 'OURTELLOTTE .:, .
*

~ 1'

Xs Dr. Nathan Me>mark the foremost expert. in:
4

'

i
'I,

'i ' "lh

effective accelerati.on in ahe ATC group, in your opinion2 ',.'':.'....,'..

(zaugheer )
l

'-, MRo'ORTON: Maybe number twoo
/ i

J~
(Laughter ), --, ' *-

l

I have no objection to that
4

18 a question.

19 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I'l3, rephrase .the question.,

20 MRS, BOWERS: Fineo

BY MRo TOURTELLOTTEt

Dro Bolt, did you tell me that you thought

that Nathan Newmark was the foremost expert on effective

25

acceleration in this group2=
t

{Hitness Bolt) I don', think those are my exact





k I

~
'

words, Mr. Tourte13.otte.-
I

My recollection was
r *

~ 'R. NORTON: Reuse me.

X think he's answered thd. question.
r

k 'I

MRS. BONHRS: He's entitled to explain his.

I,

answer» ~

NXTHESS BOLT: X did say that Dr. Neinnark was
J,"

very much involved ia the,'betting up of the ATC»3 work; and
S

was interes-ed in all aspects ofIit, and.i~as certainly

interested in the idea of effective p~; acceleration, and
h

'

I

r

X think he felt that it was very much justified And X

do think he!s a very influential and. capable engirieer in this

country»

i~. TOURTELLOTTE: No m'.ore cpxestions.'"

.MRS ~ BONHRS: Mr " Norton?

.MR,'ORTON. He'11 pass to the Board'.,

*MRS» BOWERS'r» P3.e9.schaker?

MR:. FLSXSCH~R: X just have one line of ques-

.tioninga
4

RZCROSS»meMXNZ TXON.

BY „MR» FLEXSCKQRR

0 Mr. Tourtellotte< Dr.: Bolt, asked, you some

qpestians about some solutions for the location of the 1927
~

~

I

earthquake derived by Kr. t'awthrop»

A. (Efitness Bolt),Yes,

~ 1
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opinions about hi.s work are based upon the 1975 publication

A That's what I was referring to here this morning.

Q Are you aware of any additional work that lir.
i

Gawthrop has done in locating that event?

7L What is that?

I'e seen a- preprint of a paper-of hi.s that'

10

goi.ng to come out i.n the Bulletin of the Seismological <Societ

of America Xn reading that it doesn't change my view.

Okay o

EZtQIXNATXON Bv THE BOARD

BY DRo HARTXN

'l4 0 Coming la"t, or near 'to last, my only source of
'

questions'xcept for one, X'd have to steal from other

members of the Board,

17 I have a few questions I believe for Dro Smitho

What s meant by the capability of a fault?

19.

20

21

A (Witness Smith) Xt has two usageso There is,
I'elieve,a fairly precisely defined usage in the NRC licensing

procedure which h6s to do with age of most. recent movement,

and that kind of thingo In a more general sense the'capabil-

ity of a fault has to do with the physi.cal possibility of

plausibi.li.ty of generating earthquakes in the futureo

So in general we speak of the capability of the





..,.6 Oil

fault as some way of describing what kinds of earthgulhlies ',, ""-''
i t.

II

and grround motion,it's'going .to,provide in the'future=
S *

~ . —O'll xight.
...r

Xs this something that can be determined by a„, „".~<",",,',.
l

. geologist- or a geologist and aeism logis~ working together>,:.>'..,
'r

or- a seismologist working a3.one '

A 'TLIS l.S'hSXEISdl.cLRS.Of ShOSS: . ShS gSOXOgiSS RSd,.',".',,I';,".

SS2SIGO1Og«SS WOZk~kJ SOgS'hllSE ' " ','... ''" ~:,:,.", ..; „...'.«,:.."",;—."'.,„,I':';
'k

There are several criteria that are applied.
k

Some of them,ax'e geological and some of them are seismological.
I

3s an example, if motion can be -,- movement of I',
the fault can be verified basad'on geological data alone>

I, ~ k.

that is sufficient to categorize that fault as capable; On

V>e other 'hand; if fox; one x'eason or another the 'fault.'is
r

inaccessible for geologic invesf-.igations —for ezuuplef, if.
it's a very deep fault and cannot. be dzilled ox'renched—
-it is possible to c3.assify it as a capable fault based on

some ea~mcpxa!res that it maky have generated in the past.

Xs that the basic criterion, the earthquakes
fit has genex'ated in the past2

<

Yes —well, no~ that's one of th'e Mgredients

That also would. be suffic9.ent
J

Q 'ell,. would you give me the whole x'ec9pe2 X

srould like the 3.ist of ingredients.
I

A . . Nell> the list of ingredients is basically—
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3

10

my recollection is three:

Mthez xepeated motion as determined from
t

geologic evidence> repeated motion over a very long period ';

of time of the order of hundreds of thousands of years'r'.

single episodes of motion over a period of tens of thousands
t

of years'r the occurrence of significant earthquakes on

the fault during-..historic times,
l

There is no question', .and in my.'submittals on"'...
1

1

i

this project dating back to 1967 X believe before the texm .-

"capable" actually got a precise definition in NRC usage

, +pl

t'.

N,

12

there was no question but what essentially all of the faults

in this part oK California would be classified as'capable.

17

So that that's not a—
'I

fJ 4

Q 'All righto
A

'*
- Does capability have anything to do 'with

magnitude of an earthquake that might be expected on a

fault.2

the

given

Moo

19

20

Just whether or not it's capable of. ac'couriting

for an earthquake?

21

23

Yes

Q . All righto Thank youo

My other question, or possibly questions, has

to do with the mean in standard deviation given on page 28

of your testimony. And X have part of the. answer. That'
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g

, 60l3,,.)
C

F 4

the source of the measurements Mat mere used to calculate '.
A C

this mean of the standard deviation.
P

I

Iiy understand~~: g- is that some of .~M.ose,measure-', j, .

ments were. taken from TabLe 1 of a paper. idemwfie4 as Joint,i,
k

Xntervenors'xhibit, 47. 'That', Hanks and 'Johnson'. ' '

h

V

A i,''es y six'

Q Can you indicate fox'e elhich 'umbers from
c

Itat table mere included in your samplers
If

I
*

A Yes~
"I

All earthquakes above magnitude 5-.5 from that

, tab3.e. 'So'hat ~rould essentially be the lovrer one-thixd of

'l2

Q

A

Did you,include Perndale, which is exaot3y. 5,57

Yes', i t. does 'include that',
z

Q All right.
So there are 12 numbers there

~ ~

that.you used,'s !.

that corrects

Yes ~

$ 9.' 'nd'hen in your evidence, on page 27 you m~e-

add3.tional mention of one of those earthquakes listed in that
A

table, Lhe Pacoima. And then there are Mo others.
!

X'm not. sure how to, pronounce it, h1aghan, Xran

Yes

Those axe the addM.onal data points that vere
~ brought out in the earlier discussion that acr'e added to the
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9 .- . All right.
I

Then mention was made, according to my notes p of
C ** ' "'".i ".:

~i<'so

otherso 'One was a. 7o2 earthquake in Russiao The Gazli
V

i *

was mentioned.

Xs this the station name2

1

A - X'm misunderstanding The, Gaz3;i region -»',the '

Town of. Gazli was where the-earthquaike occuxred; Karakyr was
i

the specif9.c'locality of the stationo
i

So that. is the Gazli.

12"

13

9 Oh, those are the same *

~ A 'es'n the seas , you see< that Pacoima is the

location of the station—
9 X have it down as two different earthquakes

'= because X heard —you were talking about a 7o2 magnitude

16

173

18
)

19

20

21

2a

23

zh

and X noticed on page 27 it cites it
A 'gain< illustrating the

types of magnitude scales, X believe

as o6o

differences in'ifferent
the larger one referred

to 7o2 is the NS or the surface wave magnitude.

I seeo

So that'. only one point.

And then there was one mentioned from Tabataz

simple calculation would show that adding that to'the data
A

on September thy 16tho

A Xeso That's not in the data sets. However a

|
L

3
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1

J'stincreases the mean value to .155, which does not change
7 I

my conclusion» . „,, ', " ' .. L. „. ','i'«f1f .'-

7 .
'»
7'

. Okay.»
N

, 7 N

N

So the data set,consists. for the»49'mean
7 JJ 1 "\

'7 ~

consignor of 12 values » 14 va3.ues.

, 14 values,. right..
r

Q All r3.ght.
/ 4

.,; Did you calculate the mean 'foz 'the 12 you got.".';;
I

N'7

NN

from the table'P 'e

A " X don't have that in front of me, no. Xt would
J 7

~ necessarily be'soma~chat lcweNr because X had added the mos5

recant. very large values X'm sure thah "in the time, since

Ha'nks and Johnson's paper has been published'there have bain
E

N

7
~ C 7

other. earthquakes vh ch procPuced smaller acce3,ex&'hionso

So X can'4 make an - uWiased kind of statistical
E J

N

samPp1e out of this. Xt's used by way of ill~~maMon of

selecting our largesse earthquakes.7

Q' So the whole universe of accelerati.on measure-

ments in Me neax Held consists of 14 or 15 and perhaps not
7

J

more than 20 mi asurements.
I

A That.'s correct, of earthquakes Move -magnitude

5 ' '
see»

Mow do you have any difficulty dna>ling staMs

'tical inferences from &is part:icular meLan'~d staNndardP
~ f

4
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A Nell, -if you'e asking am I comfortable or

satisfied with this data set, the answer would be no, X
lq

I

would like mora data. But X Chink that it's sufficient to
k

illustrate the principles, primarily the principle that the
I. (,''i ~

peak ground motion close in to an earthquake doasn't scale
I

in some simple way with the magnitude, however the magnitude

is defined, but, rather is a function of other ph'ysical pro-,
I

t

parties as is outlined by Hanks and Johnsono-
~ R C

Q All righto

I'lput it another way:

Would you ba comfortable or uncomfortable using

this estimated mean of the standard deviation to calculate

the probability of .obsezving an acce3.aration in excess of
/

one gravity in the near-field?

A Well, one would not, use a table of earthquakes

in a direct way to do the calculate that you just described.

Xn fact~ what. you are describing is called seismic risk analy-

sis, and is a subject of lengthy submittals which will be dis-

cussed by the next panelo

So.the answer is no,. X would not use a table
/

like this to calculate the probability of exceeding a certain

level of ground motion,

Good, because my next question is:
Are you aware of any such thing as a negative

acceleration?
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*
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2fl

n

GOX,7,

Il
I (

A Oh, yes,, Every oWer half-. cycle of a..recor4
E*

is,.a negative acceleration. .', ;"- .„ , ,',.„ ',;. *'

9 Would thiS, apply„ to this., tableP Xn other Swords@
~ ',

if you ~e statistical inferences. in hhq normal way, from '-
„

thesa values you come to the coiiclusi.on that, about,t~ per-
'I

k

cent of such Masurements would be less than sero.
A4

A , All right.
You notice. X 1have ~ot specified ~chat X believe':, '.„"." '

the probability'f distribution of this ...data.'set to be»'

Q ;Xn that., case X wondered why'ou bothered to
ll 'lp

calculate the standard deviation~;.
C F

A ';. X think it',s a legitimate measure. of'he dis- ..

h A

persion of the, data without specifying specifically the. Rind

of distribution -that's represented. But in common. practice
- it 'tel3,8 if there's a great deal of scatter in the, data'.or not .

Q All right. X gust wanted to make certain you

~remen't relying upon Chat statistic for your Conc'lusion,

A Clearly
P

Q Do you attach any significance to the fact that
1

the recent data that has bean added to this rather =circ~~-

:scribed list of measurements have all tended to. rhise w4e mean

X mean if you gush took this table you would have a ratio of:
one to twelve in excess,of lgg and rien< doe last 'tBo measure-

24-; ments have changed thaQ to 3 in l5 or l in 5..
A . Mell, X thirCk there's a very goad. arplanation
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st ~ ~

E

The initial installati.ons of strong motion instr

ments were in large cities and in important structures.
4

4It's only been in recent years that ther'e has been'ame real"

focus on txying to put instruments on faults where one might

y'etnear-field- motion

And-I would point out that the'larg'est acceelera™
(

tion in the entire,tableg 1 '3gg 'was a vertical'motion from„'.

the Gazli earthquake. That. instxument. was installed in that

spat as a direct result. of a very large earthquake that had

occurred several months earliero It was a very.large fore-

12 shock, abaut magnitude 7, I believe.

13

14

So earthquake engineers and seismolagists'went

to the area and put instruments xight where the fault was.

16

17

18

So if one is after a uni,foxm sample of earthquake. statistics

you would have to recognise that. faults are in fact the focus f

of current investigations 'of ground motiono And 'so I don'
I

find it surprising at, all, in fact, I think it will continua

to happen in the future~ that we'l have more near-field

20 motion measuxements

21 Q ,
Okayo

1

I think I should backup just a moment, I said
P

I vanted to make certain that you hadn't relied on the statis-

ties in arriving at your conclusionso And may I be certain

.that yau have not7
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„24:

occur on the fault and how fax away they ara,and that kind
(. ~

of thing has bean . dona by many other people in 't'e form of
" the probabilistic seismic xisk analysis, but X did; not, do that.

Q ThGnk you»

X.believe that. leads iso a guestioa that,

.'6019 ..'.,j'; ~

!

A

, However, X would, point out-.that if a3,l of, the

world's measurementa 'of ground motion.were 2g, even, though
! s

!!

X, didn'h specify „the statistical distribu5i.on tq it., ie"

cartainly soul!1'give ma c'ncaa to son!iar 1'n ranching my.: .'I;"
! s!t g

/
-conclusion that tha 1.15g spaciiiaa hara is consarvatiya.

!

!

So it's one og a large number of factors-that .

eater in. Though X didn'. use"tha statistical distribution,'",..~.-',:.',
V

again X take some credit. for the fact, that tha" dispersion 'is
'!

!

noh any worse than i4 is X think 'o do a proper probabil-
Y

istic approach ona muse 'put into tha problem other important.,

things,. like the probabilities of where the earthquakes a3.11
~ t- .

$ 9':
J

20

'!Dr Brighr. mentioned to, 'ma earli~~.

(T aughtero)

He doesn'. think so,

MR, BRXGHT: X'm not at all sure.

'

~ r

BI MR, BRXQHT

; 24'

Q Principally what. X'm concerned with;,:~a've bean'
'!

listening to all of the post;graduate 'work hera,'nd X think
~ ) .-„*

mine would ba characterized by Seismology X, somaihing like
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10

that,o

X have a great, deal of trouble in trying to
!

decide what do you mean when you say "epicen¹r . X can
h

look at the map and, X see these neat. little circles"and Zs
!

and whatever, But then X learned that you have a 'quake and

it extends upward to one-half the length of the fauM, and

whatevero
!

What. is an epicenterP
'! I

r

A (18tness Smdth) The epicenter is the point, of
'

the first rupture in the earthquakes Xf a rupture occurs
!

over hundreds of kilometer's, the instant the ruptuxe begins

4

f
'g,

t

1.

~c

r'!

J',

~

S

12

'13

it, starts to send out seismic waves, Those are the ones

that are t~~ at. various seismograph stations 'nd the

solution is based on thato

So the epicenter is typically the point of

17

18

first rupture or projection on the surface, the point of
I

first rupture on the earthquakeo So if you had a long fault

the epicenter might be at one end, or it might be in the

19

20

middle4, depending upon where the first break occurred,

Q Does this have anything to do with enexgy re-

21

22

lea'se2' mean, is this point. the strongest energy release

Not necessarily,

Not necessarilyo

Hell, that brings up another littLe thingo

Say you had a weakness in a fault that is in a
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So indeed, evexy part, of the fault thac ruptures

'..,,6021

~
particular zone that"wou3.d noh take as much..shyness ~~ithout.''

fw"f',

going into shear as the foxmations on either. aid'e of ito,
j'ow if this one. gave ~ray, would Mis have a..tendency to make ''~„',

the'zones that probably are under highez s™mess'nload?'„,

A.,; Yes 'eat you'e describing is pash of the
* W

" .',)*

dynamics of the,'uptuze process. One would imagi'ne that the.'~'::-,":
1f

-';:"i.ni&.al rupture would in face',take place at.. either. the weak-.

=est poinb or Me'oint where +he- stresses fir'st'xc'eed the'"','."..'„-''.",

I sMengM in the material fas soon as there 8 an ad justmenC
4 A

~ the release of stress is there
L

~
'

,a

- all of the parm of the fault zone are subjected
E ~ I 4 1

T

.to different stresses. That deformation that. something has '
E

1

*
'-happened to one part of, the faulh that arrives at.'.other

h ' 4

parhs of. the'eau>h-.by means of seismic waves is in fact. the
h

~ ~

'eismic waves'tha~ take care of this adjustment of stresses
r

,. along the fa

29

.2'f

does change the stress field all along the fault and causes

a progressive rupture in some cases or .causes a sporaCic

multiple kind of rupture in others,
t ~
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I

i

Q gellr pursuing that gust a little bit".farther
Q t

i i,

-if you have a fault which dies out on each end and you can
i

define it and. all of that, is there any greater probability

of a slippage or. an earthquake, I guess we cauld calL it, .'"",.
I

I t'tarting at any given point'along this fauLt compared to

another point on the fault2
~ tt

,.A Considering the, current state of knowledge, I,;.,-.--'-.
*

I

; Mould'ay probably not,
~ ~

0 . Dro Rrasier?

(%itness Prasier) There's )ust one slight case

in which we do seem to knot something, Big earthquakes tend
/

to occur on the deepest parts of the fault. surface, but as

I
t „'

~

1
I*.

. II t

,tt

c

(Q
b 6

)3 far as Looking at a map, X don't think so,

9; So the fault slippage The earthquake, pardon

me this is more of a running crack than it, would, be a
I

brittle fracture? X mean it doesn't happen all at once,

20.

~ 2$ .

it starts and then propagates2 Xs that corxect2

A (witness Smith) Yes The brittle fracture does
i

the same thing, Xf you break a. piece of glass and take high»

speed motion pictures you'l see that the cract initiates

at a point, and runs along at some speed.

But indeed, large earthquakes are currently

viewed as multiple ruptures along a fault. I think

there is quite a bit of evidence nav to indicate that the

25'upture process on "&e fault mone is a very complesc one.

i
i

I

i
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A 'N9.tness Bo3.t)." Xf X.may Ozark.an analogy «A2.ch
*-~

has been he3pful to me; if one thinks of a:;bloc'- of ice .„,
It

Struck har8, at Q certain b3.acB GG X remember the oM icemen
.':

I I ~ .

-,amQ to Qo, one sees a fault passing through the ice to break
C l

J'he.blockin half~ 'anQ the 62.s3.ocation is the-front of that

bree3c as it moves from one si8e of the block of ice to the .
'E

other o
If

So that's the somce of the eaz'thquakao ~ The.
\ 'I

pas'sage of that bred~ is relieving stress ieh9.ch is readjust

'ng in the ice h3cck ~8 seMing'out eaves- which~> if you

.hack sensors cn the su'-face of the ice block, you mould detect"
*

as an ice bldg cgzaDce. I

Bt 8 the m0883.o

Q 3: hav gotten the 8<stmct icea'hat the"magni

tude ctoesn't seem to have anything to 8o vc.th the total energy

release g or, Rt least it 8 Gn 8RLremely complsz functions

A (Hotness Smith) The latter statement is true.

4 lgl I

x
P

'I If,

II'19-

*20

Energy release increases with the s'9.ze, .the physical

dimensions o'f dec source, so the total. energy involve6 in a

large earthquake is very much more than in a small earChquake,

"2) That energy is N.stribute6 over a broader frequency ban6

-an8 over a larger portion of the earth's surfaceo

'Ala X'le ve be~' «Gssing is at die h gh fX'GQQGncy .

24 en'f the spectrum, c2.ose in to'he earthavMce volume, ho

,the earthquake source, there Qeesn'C seem to be any~.
'
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significant dependence on magnitudeo
Y

0 Well, X guess that's what X was wondering
,P

Xf you had what you ad.ght characterize as a short
r

'- -f

but still rather powerful shock which would show up on an
t

F (r

,accelerometer or whatever wh9.ch 9.s not. very Car'way, then "'"

4

'

li
r. ~

a.;4 c-

,the 'amplitude of the squiggles would be qu9te h9.gh but the',

8

total energy release wou3.d not necessaxily be'nything,'corn

pared to a 2DO~Ie running 'crack which has Xess —.

produces less amplitude on your squiggleP

A Yes That4s well-9.llustrated 9.n the Hanks and

Johnson papex where very tiny earthquakes have produced quite

12 large accelex'at9on, r

The other element of this wh9.ch has not entexed

much into the discuss9on has to do w9.th the d~~ ation of time

during which strong ground-shaking takes place and that'

extreme3y important. in some instances, particularly in

damage to soils, and other Rinds of situations where rep ated

T8 action produces cumulative fatigge-type effects

19.

20''.

~ 21

So the duration of shaking 9.'s a very. strong

function of earthquake magnitude, as one might imagine, since
~I

the ruptures are longer and the period of time during which-

elastic energy can be radiated is much longer

Q 'Well, let's s e, Would it be fair Co:,say Chen

that. Che magn9.tude can be xe3.ated to a part9.cular area in

terms of hew bad things are, but the total damage has to do
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.1)l;
tf

12~4

," 33".

~ f6,';

37:I

18)

~

$ 9 t

II

26
t

2').,

.22'5

..

~ \

I,
i'i&the total energy release and not necessarily -'the magnitud c

I
I

~ - r

A - ~ . Mo,'hat's not necessary.1y true
A"I

"Ox' Bolt can, add scAslething dlR'4 Hap'larify
r

I
I

th3.8g hut X vous aga3XL point out that ixL RJJ viGMg;'828 Dost"
I

iaportwV~ afar'sot of an increase in magnitude is the duration '
«

Of .Shaking and the RQBt 83gnificant'ffeCMthLS has are on

soil type failures, 3.iauefaction of soils, -and that 3cm~d .of:
it

I

"r

thingy I

' 'r ~ r ' '..< r '-'r) "'',
r r

« t

Xx. you' talking about total 'energy into@ ating

oier Me whole duration of shai-9.ng< then in that s~mse of

Carnage to soi'is~ th'at vouM be Cree; hut in elastic response
t

of.;stmmtuxes if the st~ctuze is in the elaitic range> then
'I '«

.- the. damage is) essentially independent of the duration. of
'

I

,.:shaking ao it is only the peak'motion, so v3.a~'s v9.itua2.ly
'I

t «I t

indep'endcmt 'of the total energy involv d.
Ir

r

Bn;,ce do you vanC to further c3.ari&":that2
I

I *

Perhaps not ~
1

=t
~

'

X tM.nk Mat so~t of told me wC~at X +anted< I
think

t'ne thing .X was wondering about on chis business
I

of. short and long faults and the magnitudes one cou38 expect,
~ ')

'" X had asked.'"the preMous panel +heter .the .ne".gy "r lease

was a fmction of Da materials that were invo3.ver, and they
r

assured me that it was< among oMer things> oP. course, All

of these ~<'s we musf: gea1ify-.hy-"among o6'ie'x 'thongs';"
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'

Xs there a basic limit on the amount of stress

that, a rock formation will stand, the amount of energy that

it will store up before it will dissipate it one way or the

-4 other? Zverything has a lind.t. X was gust wondering if
(Witness Bolt) X think that's the key to much

of what we'e been saying, going back to the basic physi,cs of

I

$

0't,
that, around the hypocenter of the source', this earthquake,

'

the rocks have stored up a certain amount, of elastic
spring~'ike

the spring of a clock, but of course they can only store

up a certain amount because after a certain stage, they will
gust. flow, They will flow 15' plas"<c, so that limits the

amount of energy that is thereo

13

24.

That's why one cannot go up and up and up in

the earthquake acceleration or the earthquake velocity or

earthquake energyo Xt is strictly lind.ted by the strength of

27

18

29

20

25

the rocks, - Thank Coodnesso

0 A part of the discussion this morning had to do

with the business of the actual energy release resulting in

the shaking and this sort of thing is not, really a point

sort, it's a line source, X assume, or maybe even an extended

plane source. But on that basis there were ccmmants made

'such that well, here you had something that was right next

to the fault and nothing happened to it, but yet

somewhere else bad things occurred,

Can you designate an optimum location X mean
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I

optimized to >&ere Chs damaEge trould be greatesN Cue auto
I

I

~ )meically assess whenever you'ze looking at 'thii R&d of

situation that'kay, &e closer the fault, the indorse the 'I
E

situation, but it dossn4t sound to me as if that .9.s~™really
I I

I
'I

eisa't we re lool:ing at hereo

E'@itnessSmith) +side from having a stru

basalt as@ride a fault that would he tom asundor .such as many
E E i

"structures in.paly., Catty ail.l he soma day, there ~maUy isn.t~".
E > E.r

doiino 8 think< any opt$ ~3.ly'ad location. XC.',:.'voiz3.d depend

gipon We fze~mcy response of the stature,'s-;".6hijer it'as
'- sensi*<tive to duration or peal". values or >@at"pe.~9:o@'nd so

i ~
I i i

I
foz'who

I
'

E

. 9 Ke3.X, t3mn you ~~ould have to take into considera
E

Cion the various Rinds of qmkec: tha+ comM happer.'.::aplong the

faxQ;tp ~ct this sort: of thug X presume,

A 'o Cocermine Ne seve@'i'f the gx'om8 no49.on,
R I

4yes,o

E E

~ I 'vouM guess, in my opinion, no+ probably the

5O.

2.1.';

22

23 '4

most hazardous alas might h'n the uppe sXMing Mock of
E

' that fm3.to

0 'kayo Hell, X on3y have one other specific

question of Dr. Smith,

«'l'There%as cfKite 6 oi'c of discussion of yoQr l975

contribution to ~We PS', I heU.eve it paso 't had reference

to the maximum earthquake potential Bind as X heard the .

E



0
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question 'the 4tagl >had'asked, it,yys, gdditionaX'iecussion of
maximum earthquake potential: "-') '

'i~)'44ii<< ~ I.. >

Did X mishear the question2

'

G

'7

The question proposed by the Staff~ not this
Staff, the HRC Staff whenever they were trying to goad you

~ ~ ~ > > I> » 6 4'!. i

into greatex efforts, ox efforts. And X was gush wondering<

was this the only thing that was evex submitted on ma~urn

eax'thquake potent'ial. inthis case?.

A (Witness Smith) Boo This was the only submittal
and discussion of the distinction in earthquake potential

12

be&teen different classes of faultso Going back to the initial
submissions in l967, we had postulated a magnitude 6 3/4

I

earthquake an~~here in this region, including directly beneath

the site p

16

17

18

la

Th9.s reft.ected the state of knowledge at, that
particular- point,in historyo I don't believe we have evex

departed frcra Mat viewpointo A great deal of geologic dis,.

cuss'.on took place and the concepts of different classes of
faults arose< and ao th9.s question was addressed to that, point,

To my zeco3.lectiaq thex'e is pq~gnp $.n hgtvE8Cn

the erig9na3. apecifLcation ef the earthquake for this region,

which X believe is in the direct testimonyo

23.

gone on or

Po this was in a way an upgrad9wg of what ha@

25
No, I viewed it as a claxification. The
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geologists had intzcduced new infozmatf.on and iC was .aa,'', '

t

aMempt to gaantiXy +hat the 69.+ferent types qf faUlto might
C

)

be capable of i.n terms o%'e3.r eazUlqcM~e potent'.a1-.

9 5'ell, X 1ras just rather cu."'9.ops, Z Bmoc the

MRC asks an avrZul lot ox questions sometimes and +hen you

submit a ca3ccQ.ation, an analysis, oz whatever, which yau

7'-

8;,.
't

g,i

$ 0-"

MNaractszxRe

canaervative

r.ind ez mace

on the Bafe

as being consezva. 9ve evez~uhereo and 'grossly

under cezcain conc'>ticns, X gest wondered

xe ~ronder l;.hy that was really done. Zust to he

side) ~s that 9 td

Ne13., X 1raa unable I guess to devise a hetter

technique at ~%at par+icular point in history.

X lgouM pom4C ouc Cha'-:o my Pvxmzledge, no one

had pzopose6 any qQRntia.at9ve methods'o get Co tho GazthqQBJce

f9'.",
'4

20,'f

potential ."-rom the geological Ln~ormation other Chan the

'ery s~»~~listic approach o Zau2.t length-magn9.tl16e correlations

~hieh X firmly beHave are nearly irrelevant to the problem.
l

So X viewed 9C as one step in trying to bring acme nev info@

— mat9.on Co the problem, and if I had been aMe to refm<- e»t
'lors< I cezta&3.y MOG36 have done so~

Mell, I Chinri that does it.
NR. BRZQBT: Sxanh you, ger.Clean.

23:-

25"

I'KS o BOVK3$ Rppz'oxen.'!Gateway eight Qr ! Gn years

ago tbe $+tom9c Safety pzL8 Licen09..?g Board heard Gvicznc8
4

for Vle constrQcc ion permit foz'ipblo CGDyony Units X GEld 2o
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12

I

'-'.'030
I

Now this was prior to the discovery of HosgrIo And ~~vie've been

listening—- I should put has in a pexsonal X've been'

listening to the testimony from Ãr, Hamilton and Kr, MIX.linghim
+ ~4'n spar!cer runs and of course we saw reproductions of high-

If~en g —X don't know what you caXX, themo And we'e been
~ y.

'I

hearing more about seismology from this panel of witnesses,
'I 4

; and we'e hack a lot of Information given to us. about Hosgr9,o

- .. I'hink Neo Millingham said that he felt that
IfP

the sparker run boats hack Cx'aveled something'ike 37,00d,

miles gust, on Hosgrio
E

Ãe've heard.'about near fields and far fields
'

and the whole thing

Ot~ '

'l.V.

fp." t

SY MRSo 801'RRSs

0 Here can this Beard have confidence that the e Is
j

not a Hosgri 2 beyond the present-HosgrIV'

(Witness Smith) X thizOc this is basically the

A

18

20

21.'2:.

'3'4'ame

cgxeshion that we heard eight to ten years ago, and X

distinctly recall discussions in those days that whatever

approach was taken< one would have to assume that the earth
h

would not reveal all of ICs secrets at one time, and that new

information certainly was D.kely to come outo

So X think that there probably axe additional

faults offshore that have been perhaps not, noticed, The rea1

question is can any of this new Information be of such

significance. that it could affi ct the conc1usions for this
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4 )))

) r ',)

this plant.
)

A , (Nitness Bolt). X'd gust point out to you,
)

)))) h

Kelso Hewers+ Chat when you'ze weighing thi.s ~cation it seems
J

l'o

me~ as X di:d, that one has to asJ:. one's self,. does it make

any difference?'

* 9 That's vhat *'m asking

A- . And that's rshat ve've been tryi.ng .to say, that

'Ln the near'field the evidence i.s that, without going, through
) I )4 )''it all again, that ther are some limits on 'these"motions

)))

)'ndthat having reached those limitsg because %G rs'sre in
)

Ca13.fornia esientially and ve're not in Horth Dakota< have
))

A

J'ereached thoie iimits in specifications?

J \
*

)

~ -14,„
)

)

-15'."'.16-

"17

".And X Cx~~k the evi.dence.is that ~m h'ave. So
~ v

-. the presence of additional factors mould not essentially

: affect any Board decis9on, That's the way I look at .the), ~ I
)'piestion.

g
'

Thank you-, Moor the record shoes your posi.tion on

this,
1'9

2D't

21

Hro Hmuilhon2'

(Ritness Hilton). Coul.d X add one further
A

c)omment< gust, as it zelates to this cgrestion Chat you raised

-22, . of might, there he other Hosgri like faults that va have not

yet discovered? ~ ~ ~

I think it is use ful to point out that the off»

shore surveys that have been done in the years since the
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)

construction permits stere discussed have really not been
/

)

restxicted to'he Hosgr9. Fault at all Certainly the most
),

)

. detailed information thaG veIhave gathered has related to that
4

fau3.tp hut other, more regional surveys have also been run
v.

which have given us a vastly improved general understanding
)w

of the structure and the location of faults at distances off-
)

I

- shore, at least as far as t&e distance onshore to the San
)'

2Lndreas Pault,
'o ~re don't really have an unes~lored region

left to us noM. Ne have gotten — Actually'since'.,those years
\

much more detailed onshore mapping has been done and aims.larly,
'I

there 9.s a good, xmderstanding of the regional structure oM-

shox'e that does aliracterisa the places vhere faults are and

%fheze fSalts are not o

So X thinlc it is fair to say Chat >re'ave a
I ~ ~ )

pretty gocd understanding of the general structure that

precludes t:he existence of any fault that could be as large

as the Hosgri o as influential in the local design,.

A (%itness Smith) X cKcn'-t get a chance to fully
)'inishmy response which X +anted to get in the recordo

F

X Ch9zd: <Jxe situat9.on 9.s sim9.lar to +hat it +as

in the construction pexrn4t days in that estimates fox'he

puxpose3 of the design of nuclear power plants have to be

conservative enough that you have confidence that there isn'

going to be any nm data that is go9ng to change your

f
)

)I

).
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conclusions. He'8 aH. he uncomfortable.~zith that in geology

and seismology if that mere cuba.

. I tImnk that +as true in l967 X oMer as evi-

Cence that the procedures used ance the Cata available were
I

I

very much QM'ZerenC in X967> that the conclusions reached

Neze su-'f9»ciently conservative Wi.c~t «.n IpJ xiLLnd 448 discovery

oZ Che Hoagy 8.6 not tate us beyond the lan>ts of what had
r

baen considered in 3.967.

9' mould point out Chat Che geologic maps in those

Bays had a lot of red D.nes on Qxem for faults and out here

the mapa showered blue water, but no ss>smolog9.st mouM over

be3.iev8 that thB fau3.t stopped at the shoreline There hect

to be fault activity offshore

3 ~3L9.c9.t in the'crk that Dr. B8nioff RQQ I
did in those'ays twas the ac'sumption that there certainly

must be faults out there that the number and length and

F

20,.

?1, i

cHstrMution must loot something 3.ice it is on land.
T

2 F83.t ccR@ortQlle Ã941 Qe conservative est9.-

~ mates that vere Gone M those days> and I firmly believe Chat

Che Hosg i prove.Bed ua no Mfozmnt9.on to tU e us beyond the

envelope of the limits of mhat, was proposed in those days

X Chink me have reZ9.nei Che Cata and Ae pro

censures today.

~ PA,
„I

.c «25

h~8o BONKERS." Na hwu no further questiono,

h
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ebl8

.2

MRo NORTOHs Ne have no possible redirect after
F

all these questions.

MRSo BONERSs Are you suggesting the witnesses

be disney.ssed?

F

d

8'Ro HORTONs I thought. perhaps the Boazd's

questions may have zaised questions in the minds of the STaff

and the Intervenor X was waiting for that'I
BOMHRSs That's righto . X should have

checked with the other partieso

Mr Ple9.schaker?

MR, FMXSCHRKERs No further questionso

MRSo BONERS s Mro Tourtellotte?

15

questions,

MR. TOURTELLOTTEs X guess X have no other

arith regard to the last exchange X had with

20

2) .

Mro Nozton and Mr, Pleischaker, X would only like to say that

the Staff genera31y views the mattex of whether they do thei

gob or not as ",.o who gets mad at them, Xf,only the Inter-

venor is made 83ien maybe they'~ not doing the right gob

with the Applicant and if only the Applicant is mad,- maybe
a

they'e not doing the gob w3.th the Xntervenor,

And vhen both of them get after me, I kind of

fee3. like X'm doing it righto

(Laughtero )

KR. NORTONs Oz wrong.
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ebl9 (Lauahte ~ )

~ '

3

f,0

,'NR. TOURTELLOTTE: No, X +as describing hoes I -': .'

feel, not. ho@ you feel, Bruce. "

, 5K. NORTOii. Ãe would ask that these witnesses
l

1'e

d9.sm~ss d at this ~4e.,
M.A. BOW-RS: Any ob)ecti,one

MR. PLEXSAKMERc Bo objects.on,
V ~

1KB ~ 'BOHERS a „M~ Tourtel2,otte?,
I *

I

MR. TGQPTEL~~OTTEs Mo objection~
P

MRS. BORBSc Tho xi~asses are cUsad.ssed. And

4

~,

thank you.
n,

(7vitness panel ezcused )

-'MRS'OREAS: kate wilX plan to reconvene at 2!30,

(R.ereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the hearing in the

above-entitled matter xmas recessed to reconvene
I

at 2:30 p m, the same day,)

17

18

$ 9

Q
0

24
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2F agbl AFTERNOON SESSION

3

-(2:30 p;m.)

MBS. BONEBS: Ne'd like to proceed.

MR. NORTON". Mrs. Bowers, at this time-we'e

calling our next panel, which con ists of the author of the

71

8,

9'0

written testimony, Dr. John Blume. It's testimony that's in

Volume %to of the submitted testimony, the first 50 pages of.

text and then there are a number of figures attached thereto.
I'n

the panel with Dr. Blume are Dr. C. Allin
Cornell, Dr. 2. Bolton Seed and a carryover fxom the= prior

panel, Dr. Gerald Frazier.

Before giving a summary of the testimo..y, I
think it might be appxopriate to go over the

witn>sses'ualifications

with them and,probably have them sworn.

f6

MBS. BOWERS: All right. The record will show

that Dr. Frazier has been previously sworn.

Will the rest of you please stand and be

sworn'

20

21

Nhereupon,

GEMLD FBAKIER

resumed the stand as a witness on behalf of the Applicant, and

having been previously duly swoxn, wa" e:camined and tesified

further as follows;

Hhereupon,
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CD MiLXN COHNHLL~

"= H. HOLTON SEED'i

V I

4

'and

JOHN BLU&K
1 4

wexe called as witnesses on behalf

,l'

'I

of the App1icant, and,

~ S--

having been

as follows," n

. DIRECT'ZAMXNMION

'n

'.J g„

BY bcR. NORTON

first duly sworn, nere examined and testified

10.

44

h 4

Q
* 'Dr. Seed, your pro essional. qualificatians axe

set forth at Pages 79 through 61 of the volume previously

filed called, "tfitness Qual< f3.cations."
I

t

Do you have a set of those in front-of youP

A (Witness Seed}= Yes, I do.

36.'-

l7;-

Q And is that, a ti:ue and correct copy of your

prof ..sional gualificationsP

Yes

'0

2L

'Dr. Seed, could you very bxiefly e:cplain to the
I'oard,summarizing this —how your experience and professiona

qualifications lead you here todayP
W

Yes.

I hold several degree in civil enginee ing. One

from —a Bachelar's Degree from London University, a

Doctor s Degree fram London University and a Master "- Degree

from Harvard University.
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'

California at. Berkeley since .1950,
~tg ~

ment Chairman in Civil"Engineering

and have servect as'epart-: I
4 j

I i

for a period of seven '.

i'e been on the staf."., of the University of

years, 'between 1965 and 1971.
4

X'zre been invq4ve8 ~~3.i:h the design of nuclear

power plants on behalf of many organizations and been con-

',sultant to numerous organizations, currently including the
a

Executive Office of the President. of the United States,

the U.S. iJuclear R gulatory Commission, the Atomic Energy

Organization of iran, the Hest G rman Nuclear Regulatory

Authorities', the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Bureau

of Reclamation and a nenber of power companies in this and
r1

other countries including Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil,

Philippines, Switzerland and so on.
'

NP,. i%OBTON: At this time we would ask that

Dr. Seed s pro essional qualifications b placed in the

record as though read.
~ .

I

19

MRS. BO¹RS: The entire group of qualifications

have been admitted into ev'dence, so D . Seed's professional

qualif..cations wi3.3. be inserted in the transcript as if read.

(The document follows: )

P3





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )
)

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power )
Plant, Units No. 1 and 2) )

Docket Nos. 50-275
50-323

Applicants Ex. No. 7

December 1978

10

12

Qi xs

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
OF WITNESSES FOR

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Name: Dr. H. Bolton Seed

Title or Position: Professor of Civil Engineering, Geo-

technical Engineering, Department of Civil
Engineering, University of California, Berkeley

Degrees: B.S. Kings College, London University 1944;

S.M. Harvard University 1947; Ph.D Kings College,

London University 1948

Professional Experience: Dr. H. Bolton Seed is a member of
the faculty of the Department of Civil Engineering,

University of California, Berkeley, since 1950 and

has been engaged in research and instruction in
soil mechanics, seismic ground motion, soil lique-
faction under seismic excitation, soil-structure
interaction analyses for seismic response, seismic

design of large civil engineering structures, etc.

-78-
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12

Q xs

15

16

17

Dr. Seed was Chairman of the Department of
Civil Engineering, U.C. Berkeley, 1965-1971.

Foundation Engineer, Thomas Worcester Inc.,
Consulting Engineers, Boston, 1949-50.

Since 1953, Consultant on soil mechanics

problems and seismic design problems to:
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

U.S. Geological Survey

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

U.S. Navy

U.S. Veterans Administration
National Aeronautucs and Space Administration
Oakridge National I,aboratory

State of California Department of Water Resources

San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development

Commission

18

20

21

22

23

25

Bechtel Corporation, Consulting Engineers

Kaiser Engineers, Consulting Engineers

Stone and Webster, Consulting Engineers

Asphalt Institute
Shell Development Company

J. H. Simons Company, Consulting Civil Engineers

John A. Blume and Associates, Consulting Structural
Engineers

-79-
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12

Q xs

15

H. J. Sexton and Associates, Consulting Structural
Engineers

Agbabian-Jacobsen and Associates

R. E. Davis, Consulting Civil Engineer

Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Consulting Soil
Engineers

Dames and Moore, Consulting Soil Engineers

Shannon 'and Wilson, Consulting Soil Engineers

Law Engineering Co., Consulting Soil Engineers

Abbot A. Hanks, Consulting Soil Engineers

Compania Shell de Venezuela

etc.

Consultant during past year on seismic design

problems to:
World Bank

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

25

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Atomic Energy Organization of Iran
U. S. Army Corp of Engineers

State Rivers 8 Water Supply Commission, Victoria,
Australia

State of California Department of Water Resources

State of California, Division of Highways

State of California, Division of Mines 8 Geology

Bechtel Corporation

Woodward-Clyde Consultants

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

-80-
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10

12

13

14

Harza Engineering Company, Chicago

Tippets-Abbot-McCarthy-Stratton, New York

.Ministry of Planning, Nicaragua

East Bay Municipal UtilityDistrict.
Motor Columbus, Switzerland

Tehran-Berkeley/Pandam, Iran
United Engineers and Constructors

Metropolitan Water District of Zos Angeles

Fugro, Tong Beach

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco

Westinghouse-Hanford Company

Department of Interior - Panel to Investigate
Failure of Teton Dam

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

25

,0

-81-
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2Pcont'f
agbl BY ICR. HORTOIC:

D . Cornell, turning to you now for a moment,

your professional qualifications are set forth in the pre-,
I
1

v'ously filed vitness qualifications book at Pages 18 through

Do you have a copy o those in front of you?

(Plitness Cornel3.) l'm sorry, X don't have them

in front of me, l looked at them recently, however. I +as

$ 0

given them but. I don't have it vi "h me.. The mistake is my

own.

'12

(Document handed to witness panel.}

Yes, thar'c you, I have them now.

/
0 . Xs that a true and correct copy of your profession~3.

qualifications?

Yes, i t is.
Dr. Cornell, cou3.d you very briefly give us a

l7 quick thumbnail sketch of your professional qualifications.

which lead you to be here today?

A 2 have received degrees in architecture and

civil engineering from Stanford University, the Ph.D. degree

in 1964 in the area of structural engineering "~ith secondary

qualifications in the probability and statisti"s.
My professiona3. experience has included being

on the faculty of Stanford and later ~1.X.T., +here Z am no@

a fu3.l Professor o Civil Engineering.
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I

Ny. interest has been in the development-of
II

I'robabilistic'meJxodsfor use in -the design and construction '-. j '..'''.

I

setting design ~."riteria for var" ous types of" s ructures. '' =!".~';
I

'IVi. a sO SanVSd as.a corsnltanC So a:;var'isty '' ";:
sd."
d

of private'indu:;-try organizations, utility companies and.the

U.S. Governments includ'ng the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

9
d

30-

'f'3 .

aI I I
J'in this" same'a~d a as, applied to nuclear'owedr plants. "But,'

',I
I

my interest,ha"=,- in" fact, extended overE" other types of

structures's c>r.ll.
I

,'. Dr.'ornell, Drs Blume's testimony covers a vide
l

vc~giety of sub j'ect matters basically invo3 ving the point
I

where vr„- h'a-re paaf ground acceleration and it involves tke
I

J' ~

seismic ri.sk ar..alysis, probabili tic analyses of p ak ground

$
w-W

E? -I
OgE

IIII,"a"q'(
'

I,

motions, et 'c.'e<'.era, all t!m w'ay through response spectra,

., structu. s.3. re: pose and so or.

f
'T.

~" fS

20,

. 'It.'.; my viaderstanding that you have revietved

and contributec to t~:ose portions of,the testimony Chaling
/'

vith —
< ll, i'ith certain portions as opposed to all of

W

''
I e

t,hEe port:.)
I

W

Co'uld yw~ briefly tell the Board v~hich portions

you have contribu ed and can adopt a." your own'P

A I have been invOlved in a revia<r capacity. for.

PGGE on ( rimarily the seismic risk or seism"c '.~azazd =analysis

ar.d .the sociated submittals to 'i&C.

in~'olve went:.
I ~

That is my primary

a
d ~





agb3
2.

4

7.

8

9.

10,

12

14

15

16

17

A'll right„ 4

MR. NORTON: At this time, we would ask that:
4

Dr. Cornell's professional aualifications be placed in the

. *
'' '.,'6041,„,"';.;,.„

J )

Q All right.,
.e

',And Dr'.. Seed; the'ame ..question. " Except with you .",'.

,'1,',
it's my understanding that you have. been not involved with-

))

what'Dr. Cornell just described that. his involvement was .with,j',„'-'
I'

'and in addition you'v= not bedn involved wi& the damping
)

~',Cc~
aspect of the testimony, but you are prepared to adopt as'your";'.'.

'1\

=own the remaining testimony,,is that corrects
)'{ W )l

31

''*A';.,-. -(Nitness Seed) Nell X have reviewed Dr.'"Slime's ..".'..'.
I

+)

report and X accept, it in 'principal and,X'totally agree with
\

his main conclusions',regarding the Xntervenors'ontentions , i,
)

Three and Five.
)

As you say, X. feel that my field of competence
A

does not allow me to talk in detail about structural damping

capacities or about p obabilistic risk analyses;
*

0

18

19

20

transcript as tAough read.

MRS ~

BORDERS:

as though read.

a

They will be placed in the transcrip9
V

l

21 (The document follows: )
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13

14

15
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17
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

() 26

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
OF WITNESSES FOR

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Name: Dr. C. Allin Cornell

Title or Position: Consultant and Prof. of Civil Engineering

M..I.T., Cambridge
P

Degrees: B.A. Architecture, l960, Stanford University.
1

*

'!

- M.S. Civil. Engineering, 1961, Stanford University.
)

Ph. D. Civil'ngineering, 1964, Stanford University.

Professional Experience: Research, teaching and consulting
in earthquake engineering with special emphasis on

r=

probabilistic approaches to seismic hazard defi-
nitions.. Dr. Cornell has acted as consultant on

seismic design criteria and risk analysis for
several nuclear power plants in the U. S., on

air-craft crash risk analysis for nuclear power

plants, on seismic risk analysis and ground motion

for major dam projects, on wind-loading design

-18-
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7

8

10

'A

t
1

S
h

specifications for high buildings, on probabi-
wlistic „fire safety analysis; etc. The consulting

services. were rendered to U. S. government agencies,
'

h't

to utilities, to engineers/architects companies,

and. to special engineering consultant firms.
.,;' The book by J. R. Benjamin and C. A., Cornell

II

Pzobabi3;ity, Statistics and Decision for Civil, " '»,»:.„.."i"

Engineers", McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York 1970,

can be regarded as the standard text book in this
field.

12

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

24

25

IQ
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agbl BY MR NORTON:

6042,,'
C

I e
6

.7

'C

, Q '9.nally 'Dr. Blume,'we turn to you. X understand .

you'e going to give us a summary of your written -testimony
V ~

k

today. 'ut before doing that, I would like to have: you
A AI

E.
V

review your professional qualifications which, axe placed

in front of you there ar d ask you if they are a'rue and

correct copy of the same. '-"
f, » j;

A (Nitness Blume) They are correct.

All right.
l

Now Dr. Blume, X also understand you have some

typographical corrections to make to your testimony', is that

l3;,

corrects

A Yes. Some minor ones.

All right. Could you do that at this time2

16

IS:

20

2$ i

On Page 8, Line.12,. the word: "phrases," should

be changed to "phases.", gn other words, delece the letter
1 "r" in that word.

Or>. P'age 12, .Lire Two, the word, "zone " has been

used here in the conte-t of the .width, it has nothing to do

with the length and I think the best way to clarify that

now might: be to delete the word, "zone."

On the same Page 12, Line 25, I would like to add

24 >

the word, "effective" after the word, "peak."

On Page 17, Line 26> 1 chink the English, got

a li"tie m9.@ed up. Xt can be adjusted by deleting the three





agb2
2

words, "a host of,"

bI-a-n-y.

On Page

6043
I

~ )

IL

and substituting, the single word, "many," ..
I)

C
,I

Il'9,

Line 1, after the underlined word,

g

Xt should read:

another word, "is," after. this.

'I

"response," X would. like to insert: ",(spectral)".
I I

On Page 27, Lin'e 24, there's a word missing. '*,"
I

ll

"This is another conservatism." So we add

- On Page 30, Line 24, there,are two words inter-
I

changed in sequence, the last two words; Xt should read

"pliant under the hypothetical."
I

On Pac.e 44, Line* 8, after the word, "most,," X
I

would add the. word, "seismic."

i4

$ 5

That's all the corrections X have.

Dr. Blume, at this i:ime, wou3;d you

resume nf your professional qualifications and
'I

that 1'eads you here todayP

give us a brieft
1

t'xperience

Yes.

X have three degrees from Stanford Universit:y,
I

the last, being a Ph.D. in 1967, so X ~ess X'm the young

graduate of the .group here. X was a dropout for 30 years.

(Laughter. )

X'm a licensed civil and structural eng'.neer

in Californi;a, however,- X consider my specialties to include

the fields of structur'al dynamics, in which X hav done

pioneering work, and Ne field of earthquake engineering
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and probability and risk.

I was co«designer, const, uctor and user of the

world's first vibrating machine for dynamic research on large

buildings, bridges, ground and dans and I also participated

in the original recording of the strong motion of earthcpxakes

and the various tests on structures of different types.

i. I'e had the honor of having many awards for my

contributions in structural dynamics and eartbguake engineering;'.
1including'hree separate times the Leon S. Hoisseiff Award

of the American Society of Civil Engineers;, Ernest E. Howard

Aware, 1969; honorary membexship in —No, pardon me, I was

elected an honoxazy memhez of &e New York Academy of Sciences~~

I'm an honoxaxy member in the American Society of CiviX.

Engineers; in 1969 l was elected I was elected to tbe National(

Academy of Engineering and I hold various other distinc=ions

that I won'0 bother listing here today.

I'm currently serv'ng as President of the

Earthauake Engineering Research Institute 'wh"cx, al-hough

it is a national organization, has members from 27 countries,

over 800:".members total engaged in every field of the

earthquake engineering problem: in research, teaching,

industry and in government.

I'e served on a great many public committees

and panels in federal, state, local, and I'm on sevexal right
now that I won't bother listing. They'ze in the written
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testimony.

'; ',„6045'«

I

4
*

f «
'

\ 4

/« 4/I'e. been, involved with the.,nuctlear-fuel'ed power ".''

plants, ever, since their beginning in 6he sense iof .'earthguake,
«

engineerimg'. In fact; I recall doing', personally;doing, a",,
"„'«

I. /'

«s
«dynamic'nalysis anti setting nn the criter'ia icr the first.

'

plant in -Japan.way back in 1960.
/

«

;,- ..:! ..'",, "'.'..Our firm has been eiigaged in this hype''of w'ork ',:;::-:.„j'i,'
I ~ I,

cohtinuously ever since the start'og this type of opera ation
'

«Ill I

with nucle'ar plants. For several years, we also.4erved's
«

4

advisors.to'the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, formerly
"''called the AEC. *

4

I'

"* I think that's probably enough for now-.,

Q Dr. Blume,« is the John Blume Ltarthcguake Center'.
t,

of Stanford University named after you?'

Yes

end 2P

«
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6046,:,- -'h

Q Thah didn'8 have anything to do with youz Ph.Do

.iu 1967 ~ did ii:.
.a

A No connectiono
r I

i ~l.
Dr- Blume, how long have you been involved in

S

.the Diablo Canyon projects
s

A X guess from the vexy beginning. X was a con-,

,sultant; to PGGE in the early stages ah the same time the
'I

Clenches were being dug out a5 the'ite. So. X have been

not continuously, but. it. seems like in the las" couple of
J

years or so it.'s been almost continuously involved with this

planto

MRo HORTOH: A5 this time, iso Bowex's, we"d

like to have D™ Blume's personal qualifications — profess-

ional qualificationo placed in the transcript. as though read.

MRSo BOW'RS: The document. you'e identified
Cwill be placed in the transcript. as if read.

- (The pro. essional qualificativns of Dr. Blume

IS'ollow:)

20

23
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In the Matter of )
)

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )
)

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power ,)
Plant, Units No. 1 and, 2,) .,„;:-'

Docket Nos. 50-275
50-323

Applicants Ex. No. 7
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10

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
OF WITNESSES FOR

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

12

(~Q
14.

~ 15

16

Name: John A. Blume

Title or Position: President,

Degrees: Stanford University,
Engineering, 1967

=Stanford University,
Engineering, 1935

URS/Blume 1971-present

Ph.D. Structural/Earthquake

Engineer, Structural

17

18

20

21

22

23

Stanford University, B.A. Civil Engineering, 1933
C

Profession: Zicensed civil engineer and licensed structural
engineer in California.

Professional Experience: From 1933 to 1935 Dr. Blume worked

for the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey as a research

engineer in its California Seismological Program

during which period he codesigned, constructed and

used the world's first vibrator for- dynamic research

on large buildings, bridges, dams and the ground.





6.

8

J
V

'

.I "I
V

I,

!

He also participated in the initial recording of
h I

'he strong motion of structures of various types
II

induced by wind, pull tests, forced vibration,
explosives, and from. earthquakes. En 1935 ahd

1936 he was field engineer on the construction of
f

f

,

the- superstructure of the San Francisco-Oakland

Bay Bridge, mainly conducting the measurement
and'ontrol

of stresses =during construction. En the

period 1936-1940 he was an engineer with the
10

12

;Q i5
14

15

16

17'8

19

20

21

22

23

Q
25

26

Standard Oil Company of California, in structural
I

and earthquake design and as field engineer on

several large refinery plants. From 1940 to 1945
I V

he was Engineer-in-Charge-of-Design for H. J.

Bruznier, Structural Engineer, on emergency (war

Program) work on various Army and Navy projects
including gun batteries, mine casements, depots,

harbors, terminals, wharves and docks. He started
his own practice in 1945; the firm was incor'porated

in 1957, and in 1971 it merged with URS Corporation,

a professional services organization, of which he

is currently a director.
Dr. Blume has worked in and been the recipient

of various national awards for contributions in
structural dynamics and earthquake engineering.

These include the Zeon S. Moisseiff Award of the
Il

American Society of Civil Engineers three times,

II
I V
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10

12

(4l) 13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

23

24

25

26

~,I
I

~P h'n 1953, 1961 and 1969; the ASCE Ernest E. Howard

award; 1962; Honorary Membership in ASCE; Honorary

Iife Membership in the New York Academy of. Sciences;
P

election in 1969 to the National Academy of Engi-

neering; Honorary Membership in the Earthquake
P

Engineering Research Institute (1 of 4 in 30
',

years); and Honorary Member,. Structural Engineers

Association of Northern California.- He has served

as president of four major engineering societies
in California and is currently president of the

national Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
which has over 800 members engaged in all aspects

of earthquake engineering, in research, teaching,

industry and government.

Currently Dr'. Blume is chairman of the San

Francisco Seismic Investigation and Hazard Survey

Advisory Committee, a member of the state Department

of,Water Resources Special Consulting Board for
the Oroville Earthquake (regarding Oroville Dam),

member of the state Department of Water Resources

Special Consulting Board for the Safety of Auburn

Dam, and a member of the Consulting Board for
Earthquake Analysis, Department of. Water Resources,

State of California. He is a member of the National

Science Foundation Science Applications Task

Force, and recently served as a member of the





7

National Science Foundation Advisory Group on

Earthquake Prediction and Hazard Mitigation, and

of the National Science Foundation Research Appli-
cations Policy Advisory Committee. A few years

ago he served as a chairman of a National Academy

of Engineering ad hoc committee on all natural

hazards.

10

12

15

16

17

18

'19

20

21

22

24

Dr. Blume has conducted considerable personal

research and has written or co-authored over 100

papers, comprehensive discussions, books or chapters

of books, plus many hundreds of technical reports.
Nearly all of these writings have been in earthquake

engineering, in structural dynamics, or risk
analysis related,to earthquakes.

Dr. Blume's firm's experience with the earth-

quake aspects of nuclear-fueled power plants goes

back essentially to their beginning. He clearly
recalls developing the dynamic procedures for
analysis and design of a pilot nuclear plant at
Tokai, Japan, in 1960. Subsequently his firm
developed seismic design criteria for and conducted

dynamic analyses of many nuclear plants in the

United States and in Japan, Spain, Switzerland,

India and Pakistan.

Dr. Blume's firm has also served for several .

years as consultants to the Atomic Energy Commission

-10-
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10
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I

t

CI
4

I

I

'(now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) on the

review of many other nuclear plants for'arthquake '

resistance relative. to plant licensing. He has

done pioneering as well as extended work in dynamic

models of all types, computer programs, response ',,
'pectra,special time histories of motion, software>.",,.'.,':,.""ll,

'

'tc.,since the advent. of computer analysis of
nuclear plants for seismic resistance. He continues

to do extensive research in the. field of earthquake

engineering and structural. dynamics.

12

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
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BY i~&o NORTON

V'

r

'. 60.47;,

* f

Q - 'zo Blume,, it"'s my..madezstanding Ulat you have
g

a numb'f phoMgzaphs that are noh attached as figures,
/

bM are 'pho.hogzaphs which are il;llistzative of'ci:ual photo.-
t *

graphs of build"ngs aN3, stuff 'Slat axe illustzc"=U.ve anti dis~.:
1

cussed in $rouz testimony, xs WaG co rect'A, (IH.tasss Bi@ma) Yes
I

. 'FRo HORTOi4: Xf isa can .hake'usc a moment ice'11 „-'

have them,.marked so we'don'4: have to inrezzup'" the'lmxazy

pres Qntation to do 3.t Gt Wat ~~ Bl&a

I ve given everyone - %le Board Qhzee copiesg

ikie Ccu t Repoz i Gz Mzee cop3.es ~c d Counsel on'8 copy o
l.

if you ha1"e off tAe top piece of paper you will find as a-

fizsc photograph Mis one l'rn h&Ming up.

(Zndicat'ng.) .

And I th'nk if we all go through and"'marfc %em
e
f

one at a time in Me order &ey axe —ea didn'> wanL to mazR

diem out'f order

The fizsi one will he — lJxs. Bowers., 'X believe
4.

our next e:chibic number is G. Unfortunately the yoQDg lG.C'y

wit's the exwibiC lis- wen~ to 3.Unc&

Y~s this will be Ezh."ai.i: n.mbez ~ Z'm sczxy

ouz last one was 8. So die fizs;". +ho."~graph would of course

Se Appl3.cant. 8 Ez %xi «iN number 9 g %'in'.ch xs a physi"ogzaph of K

map showing th™ Bay ~=ea, Ci e Sea zancisco 3 ~q area
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6048;,

'Whereupon~the document. ""
7

referred to was marked as„
I

I

Aoplicant's Exhibit. 9,
4 ~

II foz idexltification o )

'MR, NORTON: The second one would be App3.icant's,

Exhibit number 10, which is a photograph showing the Paizmont,

Hotel after'he 1966 earthquakeo I
I

*

(Ãhereupon, the document'
4

I

referred to was, marked as

Apal9.cant~ s Exhibit 10

foz identification,)
" MRo NORTON: The next one would be Applicant',s

Ezhibi 11, which wi.13. be the Dewey Monmtent in Union Square~

and the Sto P ances Hote3. af'cer tLie 3.906 ca~qual:e.

(38iareupon, the, docum~~t

referred ho was m~~ ked as

AQplicant 8 Exlxx53.t 11

for .~dentifica: ion,)

MR. NORTON: The next one is Exhibit 12, which
7

is a photograph showing the St Frances Hote3. Mday, and the

Dewey Monument: todayo

(36xer upon, the doc~~~nt

referred to was marked as

Applicant's Ezhib& 12

for identificationo )





'.." -'-'~60,49
'I

I1R. MORTOA: The next one, Applicant"5 Exhibit
*

*

.13; is a picture of the Claus Spreckq3.s Building,iiumediatelp ".

after tive 1906 earthquake.

(Hhereupon< Ui 'document.
tip,4

referred to', iras inarked as
b ~

, Applicant"s "Exhibit 13
4

for identification+)'

AR. ZORTOÃ: The next one,'Applicant's Exhibit
F '.

1A> is the old. Palace Hotel and the Crand Hotel immediately
'

fo3.lowing the 1906 ee.ithcpxaRe.

"iI

t

p>

."(

1'Nhereupon,the document

referred to was marl:ed. as
t

. SlppliccLnt"s Exh33M.t 14

for identification+)

c,

YI

l ~

j'. j„

1

~ ~ ~ '
I

'*
'

', - ZR. NORTON: The next one, App2.ican84s Exhib9.t
1

.15, shcr~Iing,the ruins of the Palace Hotel after the fire in

the 1906 earthquake..

(P7he eupon.- the docmnent

referred to NCS marked as

Applicant': E-!aib t 15

f>r ideatif'ication..)

HRo 14ORTON: The nc.-- oz. s anoth r view of We

old Palace Hotel and <Q.e hfonad~oc3'uilding, and tAat would

be App3.icant.'s Exhibit 16o
'4 ~
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8.

* ', 6050 '.';i,.

(lHlereupon g the document . „ i

', referred to was marked as,<.;.

Applicant's Exhibit 16
I

for identificationo )

1Mo NORTON: Tlie next one is Applicant's Exhibit„

17, and it appears to be a picture that will have. to be
P

described by Dro Blume as to which building it iso Xt looks,'-,-';.
1

like the courthouse, the post-office, ke federal bui3.ding~-

the court of appeals, post-officeo

l0 QXTNHSS BLUiiE: Yes, that's the post-office and
h

court building.

'l2 HRo NORTON: All right,
'

That's a modern-day photograph, obviously,

judging by the vehicles in the picture

(i)hereupon, the document

17

'is

39

20

s.f

referred to was marked as

Applicant's Exhibit 17

for identification, )

MRo NORTON: Likewise the next one~ which is
Applicant's Exhibit 18, and it shows a modern picture of
San Francisco on 1'market Street, and that, might be more fully
described by Dr Blume during'is presentationo

($fhereupon, the document

referred to was marked as

25 Applicant'a Exhibit 18

for identificationo )
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5051
I

HR; MORTON: The nez5 one is the Hialko Building<

Appl3.canc Ezhib3.v nQI1638r 19 ~

{lfhereupon, the docum~mi

~

'eferred to ~ras marked as

Applicant.'s HYAM~it. 19

for identiH.cation. )

MRo HORZQH: The new< one is the Banco Da Roma,.
r

'urrently X'm not sure or" the name of &~e building,,'but it,'s
in this piclm.-a clearly iden~ified as the Banco De Roma

Building. Tha" will ba Applicant's =@bib.<%: 20. Z.~ like-
wise is a 190dsx'n picturE o

0 b

(@hereupon~ '&e docuraar~t."

r@~erred tQ was DlarlMQ as

Bppli~+ t.'s Exr..ibit 20

J6;-

v7

Nl

'J9

for idantifioa'@~on~)

'Phe next, one shows in the upper-

d tha'c again is a posh-3.906 picture +hie'x Dr., Blu-ne will be

discusskxg~ Applic~a~~'s ~xhibit. 21.

(K'~ezeupoh.~ ~be ~cement

MR+ 5'ORZOh:

.left. po>%4on one of Axe buildinefs shoivn says Bank oX Bmerica,

raferre<> 5o ~~as marked as

I')2
N)

Aaplican-54s FWibi8 21

"-or identifica'i: on.3

KRo NORTON: Applican~'s FYhibii 22 is a a~dern

pic~ure of the P3ood. Building, or ah leasQ posh-1906
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mpb6 I (Whereupon, the document

referred to was marked as

ApplicmC's Exhibit. 22

for ideD'cz.f icavil.onn )

51Ro NORTON: The nests one, Applicant. s Exhibit

23, is a modern picture, or a po t;l906 picture of the

~ipor3.uQl o '' .=*

(Whereupon~ the document.

referred Co 'Nas marked as

>pplicanh's Exhibit.t 23

for identification.)

12 t4R. NORTON: The next, one is the Hibernia Bank

Building Applicant.'s Exhibit 24o

(P)hereupon~ the document.
I

referred to vas marked as

I7

Applicant's Exhibit 24

for identification )

5&o WORL'OH: The next. one, Applicant,'s Exhibic

'25r is the Hinh Buildingo

20

22.'3

(hereupon, the documen'r.

referred to +as marked as

Applicanh's Exhibit 25

for ideneificationog

Y&o iCORTOIls The next. one, obviously io the

Golden Gate Bridge, Applicant.'s Exhibit. 26
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tt
~ '

ne-h taboo

'6053,,', "

O|hereup'on, hhe 'documeni:

referred 'to was marked as'
I t

J

Applicant's Exhibit 26

, for identification,) .
t ~,, t

,I ' *t'*

HRo MOR7OH The zcKt. One Ls Forh Poinhg hhs

App3icmxh Ezhibih 27 md 28 a-e Forh Poinh.

*

t

r

(IQGreupon g Qle docEGsxlhs

-Gferred 'Lo T'sere marked as
t

Z.pplicanh's Exhibits 27 ao
l

28 for iden43f2.catstone)

Yi"..NORTOH- Finally, t>a '.last. one is obviously
t

a modern day pichu-e, au a rial via@ of most of domnhoom

San Pz'ancisco~ Applicanh's Ei> bih 29

" 25
I

'..l6.
t

$ 7

BZ HR MOB9rOH~

(Whereupon, We documenh
t

referred Co'as marked as

"App3.icanh's Exhibit 29

for.idenhification.)

,$9

20

Q T. hope you'l be able to refer ho hnem no~< as

Applicanh's ezhibihs during your presmxhahion,

(Nihness Blune) Yes o

Nithouh furhher ado we'd like to ask 'D
~ Blume

t". 't,2g

3a flvs
to give a summary of his heshimony at hh9.s ~e.





3A wbl

Our testimony today is boing to be about the

. criteria used to evaluate the Diablo Canyon plant from the

Hosgri exposure; that is, given certain earthquake magni-

tudes and locations, what shaking would this cause, and

should be done'bout it.
6 Ne are not going to get involved in structural

'nalysis and the details of actual analysis', but, the inter-

'mediate step between the ground motion where you'v'e'een for

some chime and getting to the surface, and the interrelation-

10

12-

ship between the ground surface and the structures.

Now I had a long list of terms I was going to
8

define: I think it's in my written testimony. I'e heard

14

many of them discussed and I intend to skip them unless

the Board wants me to cover some of them. I'l note the

i6

ones I'm skipping, and if you'P like me to give our defini-

tion I'd be pleased to do so.

T7

'f8

I imagine you'e well familiar now with accelera-

tion, velocity and displacement. I'e heard the term time-

19

20

history used interchangeably with records of strong. ground

motion, so I won't get into that one.

23

24

2S

The words "instrumental acceleration" have been

used. I think I would like to point out what my definition

is. I'm referring to "instrumental acceleration" as the

peak absolute value of motion in terms of acceleration units

that would be measured by an instrunent in the free field.
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2

And by "absolute value" I mean it doesn't matter iC's plus

or minus, whichever is the greatest numerical value.
t

. This has been referred .to for this plant as

1.15g, or gravity units.

The term "effective acceleration" has been used

a little bit also. Xt's coming to come up over and over

again, X'm afraid. Xn the ternts. with which we will use
ll

lfit, effectiv'e accel'ezation is r'eferring to that ac'celeration
II

that the. designer uses to construct rr to 'anchox h's response

spectrum. X will define "response spectrum" in more detail

later. Xn other words, it, is that. acceleration which is

considered significant and is used to develop the r'esponse

spectxum for which t:he plant is designed.

The number .7=g has been used in that, regard

and has been. used in the reanalysis of the plant.

X don't think "natural period" has been discussed,

though it may have been. Xf you consider an oscillating body

'that moves'rom some extreme point on, say, the lef~ side

and swings over to the far xight side and then all the way

back to the starting point again on 'Me left side, that
r

complete oscillation is the period. The t'me to do that
/

oscillation is .the period usually given 'n "-pconds. And

'the term will 1 e used over and over
again.'ow

ever'ything structural has a natural period

of vibration, or. maybemany natural periods of vibration. Ne
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wb3 like to think of a pendulum as being the most simple type.

But buildings and instruments and plants a'nd piping and

all these things have various natural perio'ds of vibration.

The reciprocal of that, or, in .other words,

that number divided into l is called, the frequency or the

natural frequency. And it's usually given in terms either
I

~ of cycles per second or, in more recent years, in terms of

8 hertz, which stands for the same thing.

Damping has not been covered. very much. I vill
get into it in more detail later. But for a preliminary

definition let us consider the fact that energy cannot be

lost, it can transfer form from one form to another but it
'is never lost.

Nov if you start a body vibrating it has a lot
of kinetic energy as it's moving through the greatest

17

18

19

20

21

23

oscillations at the fastest speed. And the body would keep

vibrating forever if there vere no damping. In othe " vords,

damping is a form of energy loss or transfer. In the

vibrating body in the context that ve're speaking today

Mat leads to the gradual decay of the oscillations to the

point +here the motion completely stops. It's a form of

energy transfer, and there are various forms.

Stress and strain are often talked about. Xet

us take a brief sample of a bar in tension anchored at one

end and somebody pulls on the other end. This creates tension
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wb4 in hat bar.

The stress is the total force used to pull
that bar divided by its cross-.sectional area. Xn English

units it's usually given in pounds per square inch.
V

Strain on the other hand. refer to the amount.

of deformation of that bar in terms of the unit amount of

strain per unit length.
t

So we use these words interchangeab3.y ~Then

actually we shouldn'.

'Hew accoxc<ing to our classic law called Hooi's

Xaw, 'stress and strain are pro o tivzal, Thi is only true
'

in t¹ elastic range up to the point of yield; And yield
'is defined as the po"nt where it no longer is a proportional

situation.

Xn the design of a plant such as Diablo Canyon

under extreme earthquake motion design often mtends almost

'to 'Me yield point sometimes: it may go to the point ox

slightl~p beyond. !Ken one goes beyond the yie"d point there
J

is not ailure if the materi.al is ductile. And we then

RO

22

23

enter a whole'new world of structural and dynamic significanc
r

called -he inelastic range. And in this inelastic range we

have a tremendous amount of potential energy absorption that

X'm sure will come up later in the case.

Qi

Q

Xn Other words,

'its so-called yield'. point,

just because a stress caches
C

or the end of the point where it
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proportional to strain, does not mean, failpre, except for

a brittle material like glass.
~,

r "I r

Now I want to get in. o the response spectra. I
t

know it's been mentioned two or three times. But it's probabl'j-,.
~,(

one of the most important. things to be brought. up in the
J

case. And I'm going to put a slide on now that may help
r

me to explain the response spectra.
\'Q

Excuse me, Dr. Bl~~ e, please be sure to refer "'',:;"
l

to these now,as. they appear in your testimony,, which figure

10

f2

13

it is, so the record vill be clc.ar.

Al'1 right.
r

(Slide)

This is Figure A from the written testimony.

And I'e oversimplified this. I'e found over the years that :

16

the concept of a response spectrum is rather difficult. even
r

for many engineers. e,

Let us take here a time-history of ground motion.

18

20

2j

This is just drawn at random: it's not a rea1 time-history.

And we'e going to take a series of what I call "lollipops."
These represent, single mass, single degree of freedom

rvibrating systems,'ach one having the same damping charac-

teristics.
Now let,'s take the one on the far left.. In the

24
computer we villput as input first of all the complete

time-history and the ground motion, and then the characteristi s
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of this single osc'llator, its natural period o'f vibration

and, its damping. And then we w'll subject. that oscillator

to the effects ox the entire time-history of motion and

come up with a maximum result over that entire. period.
I

And that vill cr ate jus ,one point. right b low it hexe

on the diagram,

This will be repeated for each 'and evexy one

,of these, although in the computex we put them very; very

close .together. Each time this is done we find a point on
1

the, lower diagram'hich simply repxesents the maximum

response that would, be obtained by that particular oscillatox

'eing subjected to that particular ground motion.

Then if we merely connect all of these up with

a dashed line we have a response spec~ for chat given
" damping value and for that earthquake.

Naw X didn'5 mention the zero period. You see

the lower'cale is peri'od 'and over bore we would have the

zero period. That point right'there 9.s sQaply the same as

the. effective acceleration tha 's been -talked-about.

Now X'll got to the next slide.

"(Slide)

This is Pigure B from
W

merely an example; it has nothing

th written test,-'mony. Zt's

to do witn Diablo Canyon

plant. But we have h re an ex ~pie of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 response

diagrams fair a particular earthquake. This happens to be the
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El .Centro Earthquake of 1940 in the north-south —southeast

dixection.

The greek letter la".Ada merely represents the

damping ratio. The upper curve has no damping at all. The

So xight away X have to define what X mean by

next has 2 percent of critical; 5 percent; 10 percent, and

-20 percent.

7 "critical damping."

Damping ratios are usually given as either a
'

percentage or as a fraction of critical. And critical is that

10 damping at which a system would simply not oscillate. Xf

you disturbed it or pulled it over it would merely go back

12 to its starting position and not oscillate at all. That'

called critical damping.

So even though damping is a very complex system,

15

19

2D

we refer to it in this term which rea."ly represents a

viscous damping propcrtional to velocity. Xt s not correct,

but it's a very convenient method and it is universally

applied in the nuclear and other fields.
Now as you saw on the second diagram, actual

response spectra are rather jagged: they have peaks and

valleys, sharp peaks and. valleys. And we go through a

process called, smoothing,

Now there are various ways you can smo'o"' a

25

spectral diagram. One is to simply average t¹ peaks and,

valleys and go through a process where you come'p with a
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1 curve'hat's equivalent to roughly what you have. A more

conservative procedure that is too often done is to take

only the peaks and connect the peaks and draw the line.
'Another method is to take several earthquakes, instead of one,

perhaps eight or ten or more, and to run them for the same

oscillator and then for very narrow period bands to run

statistical analyses and determine average and standard

deviation points as required.

By various means we smooth spectra. Now the

reason for smoothing is very simple. Xf we didn', you can

see that the designer, in trying to apply that to an actual

case, would have a very,very difficult time. He also might

be tempted to get, into the valleys and avoid. the peaks.

So this is avoided by the smoothing procedure.

17

'l8

19

20

21

23

24

There are standard spectra. Regulatory Guide

1.60, for example, provides recommended standa'rd spectra.

We were one of the two firms that worked in the development

of that guide. X think it's an excellent document -or

typical average sites. But it, does not apply to Diablo

Canyon for several reasons.

One is, this is a rocky s'te. Another is tne

Hosgri controlling earthquake is so close to the plant.

Nevertheless the comparisons have been made by ACRS and

others.

Spectra can be scaled. This is another procedure.
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I

One can decide what aero pericd or effective acceleration he

.wants to work with, and then sca1a other records from other

earthquakes up or down depending on which way he wants to
I

go. And you can put a bunch of Prese together and average

them out. There are all sort's of w.=..ys of arriving at

spectra.

.7 A procedure that. is often used -in design is to
k

modify a time-history in such manner that it will'produce .'

given smoothed response spectrum.. This can be done.

perfectly legitimate. Ii it is not done, and if it, is

desired to use a time-history in analysis, you would then

be finding the peaks and valleys again .chat we Qo not'ant.
I

,.So pulses are added or subtracted at s'.rategic points in
" an actual record or in an artificial record in order that

$ 6

'f7

a time-history can be derived which, in turn; w'il3. a~~ ost
" exactly'atch any given response spectrum.

I'd like to discuss briefly now the history oN

thi's project insofar as response spec ra and design specifi-

'cations are concerned.

In our opinion -- and I think it is borne out.

by ample facts —there have been three designs, or, th..ee

'nalyses of this plant, not gust two.

The first I call the original pre-Ho..g-i design.

Then as'oon as PGGE and its consultants learned ablaut the

existence of 'che Hosgri offshoremd the fact that that had
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to be considered in addition to the prior earthqua3ce, there

was an initial Hosgri criterion developed by PG&E the

applicants, using- 6.5 as the magnitude. And T will show

you how that sordes a little later one.

Tfe are still of the opinon that'. that vas an

adequate design criterion, '6.5 maximum magnitude for that.

fault.
End 3A 8

10

17

18

19

20

24
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B HBB/mpbl Xn the lash couple or three years we'vs been

working to wham we now call the current Hosgri crit, ria ( S

based upon l.l5g instzxunental acceleration< 0o75g effective

acceleration, as xecommended by NRC~ and using a 7,5 magni-

tude earthquake as recommended by USGS.

8

Xn developing the criteria for the original

planta we considered four earthquakes as pzesczibed by

Drs Benioff and Smith: the Smi Andreas fault, 48 miles

C

I'

20'way with a magnitude 8 5„ the Nacimiento~ 20 miles away

with a maximum magnitude of 7 25, the Santa Ynez, 50 miles

12

25

16'7

away, that. is extended out into the oc an so that the

Santa Ynez would have been 50 miles away, a magnitude 7.,5;

and for the first him ever a local earthquake nonassociated

with any known fault considered 12 miles away to its focus

in any diz ction< including straight down underneath the

planta and having a magnitude of 6.75o
/I think this is very, very important in zeali

ing'hat,

we use this earthquake in helping to -explain why the

19," plant, can today m et, the present criteriao

20

21

MRSo BONKERS: Pazdom ms for in'hezzupt~ngo

You didn'5 give this a name. Xs this hypotheti-

24

25.

cal, a hypothetic.cal eaxthquaka7

NXTNESS 9LtPiE: This is entiz ly a hypothetical

eazthquakeo The only name we have for i.t is Earthquake D.

Ne call A, San Andreas~ B, Nacmiento, C, Santa Ynez, and
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mpb2 D was .Me one thaC was just floating around.

Por these various earthquakes we used aci:ua1

6

earUiquake records as models. Ne used the 1952 Taft. record,

north 69 degrees'west foz'ar~quake B. And for emMquMe
I

9 we used She 1957 San Prancisco record taken at Golden, Gate

Par3- on sandstone. had these wire ~ormalized after much
P

discussion and many meetings back in NashingMn vd.th BZC,
I'

~

"'han,-K4ey were finally nd~i alized to o40g for the 0 eartA-
J

~:

qua1 e at &e sero period ind .30 for the B earthquake

May wa have the next. s1ide> pleaseP"

(SlMeo }
tJ

This is Pig~~e 1 from the written testimony.

'f5

.-:l6

And X want. to point out first of all„- and very carefully,
at, .chis is for We operating basis eai~quake, nat the

safe shutdown or the double design'earthquake

You'l see the very sharp peak thah I'm pointing
to;= the highest. peak of the diagram ii for earthquake 04

.the one without. any known falr3.8o Bad it. comes up ~o a very

very sha~ peak and it. finally comes in at zero period to
'

o20g
1

The other curve~ the lowez curve, is for cart~i™

quake B, which is the Hacimiento situation, and that. was

normalized to ~ 15g p which you can see g a5 the zero pe iod

again'.

Mow the designers were forced to take whichever
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I

one of these governed any particular si~uation~ and I was
Sp

very very unpopular at, the tima for hav».ng come up >lith this — .
I,

t 'II

'hing,They thought it was crazy, I think.'uh ~ie had to do

i" in view of the report of.-this .seismologis'. There was no
II

I
t

way os of it„
t I

-, Ne had, to consMer Nro separate earthquakes as

governing that 'plant.o

Now double these values~ exact3.y Mice< were

that. would bring thisused for the shutdown conditions. So

up to o40gg which would, be the shutdown acceler» at9.ono But

'12

this'igh hump due to the local earthquake D has been extreme
j I

ly beneficial in the plant meeting the present. Criteria..

13 (Slideo }

14

16

17

21

Th s next. slide=is from page ll of the wri "ten

ny. Xt s g~t a po~Xon of the page, ~d it s~ows

the damping values that, were allowed in those days for the

original design Again X m repeating this old material.

because it. is very very insMuctive in e)cplaining why we have

,so much value in the p3.ant today.

The damping values allowed then were vary very

low as compared to what they are todayo For e:sample, today
t

this is seven percent'nd these are Qp to Mo or threey and
r

depending 'pon conditionso

25

., BY iGtq NORTON:

Ezcuse me, Dr Blumeo
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8

Nhen you say "these" ~siCh your pointer, it
~ doesn't mern much in the exit~~ record. '

'VO.tness B3.ume3,'hat's correct:~

Nell~ five percent for "che concrete structures

's no+ seven percent for boch cohere@a and'bolted steel

'tructures, whereas in those days you can see on this slide
I,

+Mat '~wo percent was used for bp3.cs;d stash'tructuzeso
1

The damping variat ons for pip9;ng are even much'

greater, sihich vill come out lat~~, X thiuk, in the testimony.

i0. Now when the Hosgri was discovered Dr. Sad.tb

$ 2,"

and Dry Jahns,. 1h. Eamilton, many others worked on the probl
J

feverishly~ And i5 was d=cided by them - aud T. concurred~

feeling T, had some bacl-ground of 35 years in the earthquake

f4

yV

field -» that 6 5 maximum vras a3.l Mat. could suppon".o So

: the second criterion ~~<as d=veloped based upon S.S maximum
P

magnitude~
~ ~

a 'depth Co

a normal surface distance of si:." ki3.omei:ers, and .

the focus of on3y five 'ail.ometers, +hach s qux<e

shallow

19

20

Phase result in a hypocentra2. distance >rhich

is the slant dis<anco.of the plant to Ae focus as lov as

eight Rilomete s.

Ne a3.sh arrived aC an effec ive acceleration

of,50g
3."m still of the opinion that thaC <<as a reason-

25
able vallle for %le given condiC3.ons o
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Mow, Co model Che conditions„
I

. another approach all together which I felS

'appropriate for a close-in situation where

6068
I ll

I

h

then, I used

would be more
I

E
I

w,e have a plant.

within a, few miles, two or three miles of a potential

'aarthq~~e 'of that size, 6~S,magnitudeo So aftex a study
*

I

of all the records available in the world at the time, X

I

II

rh

10

, finally used eight record components which had magnitudes
II

I J I I
I

''anging from 5o3 to 6o6. They were normalized to'' 5g.. By'

that I mean they wex'e scaled Co .Sg; as X mentioned a little
I J

while ago, we just scale up and down. And this led to a

composit array of eight. spectra on one diagram. And the

k

'1th $ 1

II

1 h

h

12

13

diagram was divided into narrow period bands

Each band had the data point analyzed statis-

tically Co arrive at a mean, a median, ~~ d standard deviationo
I,

J

And we proceeded, Co develop response spectra along Chose linaso
I

CI think Table 3.4 will help out in that regard,

17

18

19,

20

21

(Slide j

I'm now showing page 14 rom Me Cesti~ny,

a part of the page And this indicates the eight. ear>quake
'I

records that, we used Co develop the model for the conditions

at. the sit,eo

You'l notice in the third'olumn from tha

right side that the'picentral distances were 'in the ordex

I

25

of three ho eight, eight, seven, and three, which were very
I

close models Co what we'ra ~w23cing about, namely five or six
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'mpb6
1

I 2

kilometers o'

Another common factor; +as

Mesa records +as taPwn on rock, ~which
l

good modelo
/

,

X'll now shoe K>a r'a'sultso

that each one
oX'lso

made .zX a pretty- I .

(Slide.}

This is Figure 2 f"om the testimony. 'he upper'

curve labeled E-Hosgri, five percent, represents this nor

situation >zdI: by 5 e may, ea gave the designation Z to
th'is newly discovered Hosgri fault. eh~~ va first vorkad on

Ne, previously had 8 and D, and then ve gave

,$
8'6

~'1l>~

thi;s the designation R.
r

The upper curve sbe~rs five parcan damping, and
Y

the curve just. below t>at shows"seven percent damping And

0 '~'*we've* done tIiis because in the interim between the time of

the initial design and the present day everyone agreed that

five to seven percent seas a logical change in al3.omable

)9' damping values»
h

So~ for comparison purposes in'ha old desi.gn

22

23.

24
l

of 8 and 0, which are the Ciao dashed curves or d~e other

curves shou —they""e not all dashed on this figure —ve

can saa NaG there are places in <>a response of the pm~

namely from a period of about..l to .2 o= more vhera earthquak<

',. D< the original design criteria.<<as greater 'Chan ve had iu.th ',.
h
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P

the'brand new ear™Mguake Z for &e .Hosgri.

Mow this did not obtain throughout the entire

.length, but it did in the very vexy important azea of o1 to
2*where there is not only many 'important struct~nes, but'

many 9aaportant equipment, periods~ and freguencieso

(Slideo )

8

I will noir shower, page 15, pa~M 'of page 15 fxom
Ik

5

the testimony, which shows the new damping values whiOh were,: ';."''

allowed in Regulatory Guide 1.6l, and vere in general used
\

k.

throughout the country foz eazthquv3ce design of nuclear

j2

power plants.'ou'l see on the bottom line that. reinforced

concrete is new seven percent of critical damping. Conm~ g

13 up ve find bolted steel. structures also seven percent;:veld-

ed steel structures faux percent of critical," small di~a."eter

IS

$ 9

piping, two percent; and equipment and large diameter piping~
k

three percent
k

Now these values, which as X said vere acceptable,

and we will demonstrate that latex„ aze much greater than the

original values.

20 Now< srhat does this meanP

Damping is a very important parameter. The

greater the damping that you use in analysis, hhe lower We

response of the structure, the lower the response diagramo

Therefoxe you would'se 1'ess material, and you -would have a

25 ,lighter structure if you started out with heavy damping. " But
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'6071 ";
i

He started out with very 19.ght

damping. Years laher we'ound os. with new knowledge we coul
I

go to heavier damping. , So we had excess material provided in

Me s cruc4ure on 'today s s ~Cards e

, ~

So be<™ween t 1e ~To g be'~4feen the change iD, damp

S.ug aud the Zact that ue had that hump'fuom eauthguake D,

we had Nso very very important factors that. make i'c feasible

with some modifications to design -- to have a plant. that .

will stand not only whaC z>e consider a reasonable earthquake

like 6.5H> buc a very very conservacive earthquake.- 7.554.
v

X won't. Spend -..ny time talking ahoy the current

criteria ezcep'c Co show a couple of graphs la'cer ono

X wouM like to sav Mat the curren~ criteria
are Kiro-fold. one sec was made by Dr. Newmark for i~C.

Ano'U1er se'L was 'kade by myself axLd Dly office for Me

Applicant.. There were a great. many meetings at which these

things were 63.scussede

These sets were made completely'xidepend~atly.

19

„20'ngs. But, in general iR womd up that boA sets were pre-

Some compromises were made in the 'course of some of the meet.-

scribed and. the Applicant was forced to ana3.yze his scruccure

23

25

fox boM Che Bl~~e criteria and ice Nssmtark cr'teria, and

this really makes four designs now aha~ we'e wlking about.

X think whe ne:.".8 slide will be us"-ful.

(Slide. )
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', This is Figure D from'he'wxitten testimony,

and it gives4 us a comparison of the various curves." Now," '".
4

going back in time, we first of 4all had the original DDE
4

4 I

at.five'percent damping, which'is 'shown by the dashed and ''

~ I «I *

dotted line with the hump i'n'it.
Then we have the second go-around with the E. Hosg i"

for seven percent damping, and these can a3.1 be -compared due-
44

I

to .the change in allowable, damping values. And we see the ''j', ';

10

condition that. X showed on a prior slide, where they'e very" "

close together in general.

Then at the top we see the Newmark and the

Blume curves that we'e presently working with.

The Newmark curve is the one with 'the dashed line

15,

with the straight top, the flat. top, and for seven percent

dampinge

'7

38

And the Blume curve was derived by'using those
\

same eight earthquakes, rock earthquakes that 7 talked about

only simply scaled up from five to 7.75. lt was a scaling

20

process again. So we then have to account for all this

difference.

Well, fortunately', as I mentioned before very

25

briefly,'a great many of the very, very important parts of

this plant are so strong and rigid that they fall in the
'I

high frequency or the low period range, and there weren'

really too many things to be worked out although there have
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agb2 been very extensive alterations.

I think now I would like to turn off the ~Mhs

for a while. „

Contention Three states that 0.75g is not app'ro-

priate for the safe shutdown earthquake. X concur.. I do ~

not think it is appropriate because I think it is way too

'onservative. I'vp outlined what it is, it's 7.5m, 0.75g
P

effective and 1.15g instrumental.

10

I believe that Contention Three is perhaps mis»

leading in its very wording, because it refexs to the

maximum laboratory accelerazion as 0.75g whereas, in--fact,

it, is 1.15g.

1G

l7
I

l8"

20

RR I

I

I'd like to mention briefly that peak acceleration

is.not the only criterion. Xn fact, it is a very weak

criterion for plant resistance, spectral response is much more

meaningful and there are many other factors, such as re-

dundancy and ductility and reserve capacity and other things

that are even more important in many
cases.'t

has been mentioned that a response spectrum

does not bx'ing in the element of .duration or time of shaking.

This is true because the only thing plotted on these diagrams

is the maximum response. But I wish to point out that

shaking in the elastic x'ange under Hook's Law, again, the

duration is unimportant, unless you'e going up to thousands

or millions of scycles, it= doesn't make any diffe ence.

~,
'I





/
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Duration is only important when you have a failing structure

and then the longer it shakes, the more it fails. But when

you'e in the elastic range, it is not important.

Thexe axe various ways of go'ng from instrumental
I

to effective acc leration and I'm sure we'l talk about many

of these ouring this hearing. One simple ~ray is to count
/

the number of peaks such as has been done in Circular 672.

X thin!c Dr. Nevrmark started out with 1.15g and

estimated that about seven peaks wou"d be ineffective, and so
$ 0,

he came down to 0.75g at about the s venth peak, sixth or

seventh peak.

Re have done a very comprehensive study that is

18,

21

reported in DLL-30, one of our e:chibits that are on file,
in which we delib rately took'ecords: 18 to 20 records and

clipped various amounts of the peak off and hen rexan the

response spectral diagrams through the computer.

Xn gene al, we found that c ipping peaks or

augmen ing peaks, either way you go, produces a very, very

weak response ox change in the response spectrum. And what

,a structuxe really xeels is the response spectrum, not the

peak acceleration.
I

Xn general, we found we could clip as much as

30 percent off of al3. of these records and average only about

a five percent change in the response spectrum.
,/

Tn other words, random spike% —and |: dexine a
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I ..i
enezgy'r ~,short time durat'on and,,therefore, contain very little

A

even though they are high acceleration-'-are not really.

meaningful as far as structuxal response is concezned.
~ ~ I IM;~

Nop, to juscify going from aIi instrumental

spike as a very narrow .peak on an acrelerogram, . have very

acce'eration to an effective acceleration, there aze vaxious
P I

ways, I like o think of four basic situations. "One is

... observa'tion, very careful observation of what has really

happened in the xeal world and what has I.ot happened in actual

ear&.quakes .

Another 's theory and analys's. Ar:.d Z think that

cl'ipping study that I just.~".entioned is a good

that. Another is te'Sting and experiIaentation..

engineering judgment„- something we can.'t. seem

example of

And, final:ly,

to do without.

And those four are not mutually exclusive, necessaxily.

X would, now like to go back to the slides,

because my first example of observation, of looking at what

has happened and has not happened, is going to,be the .Great

San Francisco earthquake of

,,'arthquake very, very close
I

{Slide. )

1906, which was an,8.3 magnitude

to San P'-ancisco.

Th s is Z hibit ~iu!%36 ~ ~H.De q and it s simply

a map of the San Francisco Bay area. Thi xed triangle

.represents the heart of downtown San Francisco in tne olden
C

I

days in 1906 and the other red triangle represents the
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present Golden Gate Bridge, but we'l be concerned with Port

Point, which sras right there ta'. Me same location.
I

No.o this line on the left is the San Andreas .- ~ '.'-"";,).,;
~ ~

Pau3.t, one of the greatest known faults i'n the ~rho e world. ,i,,'".

The San 'Francisco eazthq:ie3ce,rat d 8.3 in those days and
I

V
4 !,

X think it's still about there for surface wave. magnitude, '

is supposed,;=to have had it',greatest. rupture up here iri ',-'-..

Nariq County., but actual.y it rupt'ured or over 200; miles'

as X recall.
'* I

And if we cid the same thing that ire do for
1
4

designing any plant, we have to ta'ce the nearest -distance to

a moving fault or a rupture plane, so we'r now going to look
A

at ~rhat happens to the buildings in San Francisco.

l'.ve made a personal study for many years of the

. 52 largest buildings in San Franci "co at t'hat time. Now

X 'wasn't there at that time, X want that to be clear,
V

abundantly clear

The nezt lide, pleas-'P

20.

Rl \

(Slide.)

'X have all sorts of records and 'things.

Here we have the Fairmont Hotel, the same one

23

that's there today, after it. had'een burned out; afte- the

fire, after the earthquake. You'~ see all of these other

buildings in the surrounding lots are completely burned out

., and the debris hauled away. But tlxey rebuilt, the floors and
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so on 'f the old Fairmont in the original shell;-.the original',
„~ ~

"J
J

,That building, as for every bu'lding'that I'm

going to show you briefly today, was not designed for any, -'-';
J'

earthquake value at all. ,Most of them accidentally had some
J

value due to either good engineering judgment. or to designing
r *''J

'.*, r

But none of them tcday, according to
calculations'ould

pass even an ordinary building code, let alone a nuclear

12'ode
like Diablo Canyon which is perhaps 20 times greater

J P

than an ordinary code, 10 to 20 times.

Next slide, please.

(Slide.)

This next slide is —shows the Dewey monument
Jstill standing in Union Square. But the main thing X wanted

17

18

20

'o
show in this old photograph was the Saint Francis Hotel.

f
J

- This part was under construction on the right
1prior to !the earthquake and this part was the existing hotel,

Next slide, please.

(Slide.)
21.

23

24

You'l3. see the sane buildings there today. Here'

the part that was under construction, it's still there, and

then here's the part that was already there and the Dewey

monument is still there. This is the new edition=.of the

25 Saint Francis Hotel in the background'nd this is a modern





phoi:ograph.
J

Mezz slide< p3.ease.

fO
T

20

-.23

25
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3C2 wbl (Slide)
F V

'ou see here the tallest building in SanFrancisco
E

burning after the earthquake. These are flames coming out:-

the windows. This is a 19-storey building called the Claus

Spreckels Building. Xt's at Third and Market Street. Xt.

had some diagonal steel members, ome of which failed. But

~

'he building itself stood up very we 1.
II I 'V

Next one, please

(Slide)

1

IP

lt

10 Ne have here a view of the Palace Hotel on

12

. Eire together with, X believe it is the Grand Hotel across=

the street also on fire. You'l notice that these buildings

are standing. They'e not. ruins at all until the fire burned

them out.

Next., please.

(Slide)

18

A view of the Palace Hotel after it was completel

burned out,. Xt, too, had, wooden floors. .The walls were

merely brick. But the damage that you see in the foreground

20 is"due to the wrecking, the deliberate wrecking -- by my
/

C

father, incidentally: you'ld see his name on this job sign

i'f you could read it. —deliberately wrecking this building

and getting ready to pull down 'the old Palace Hotel and

build a new one.-

25 Next, please.





wb2 (Slide)

This is the Monadnock Building in fairly good
!

shapes a It had,some cracks, but it eras not, destroyed..
Y

1

this is the Palace Hotel which, as I said before, was .

And

completely burned out.

Neat slide, please ..

(Slide)
4

A modern day photo

aM'. &fission. This building is

t

of the Post. Office at Seventh

on soft. ground. It h'ad

I

very, very severe shaking, and. the estimated damage was

'ess than 10 percent of the cost of the building.

Hext, please.

$3 (Slide)

A view o Market Street, a. modern view. This

building that. I'm pointing to, the tallest one in the

'icture,is the old C3.aus Spreckels Building with a new

architectural face. About 15 or 20 years they s mply put

a new architectural face on it, and that building is still
in use today.

Mezt., please.

(Slide)

The Rialto Building a. Yontgamery and Mission

-Streets. You'l notice this brick face building which has

a steel frame is practicall"p all windows and glass. You

would ca11 this a building that'ouldn'.t have a chance of
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The damage Was

2 about 15 or 20 percent.

3 Next slide, please.

(SU.de)

This X believe is Cbe Cola Building on Montgomery

StreeC, a big massive building with bearing +rails. This

picture was taken a fed years ago

it was put back in service.

Xt had some damage, but
1 ~ g

Of the fifty-two total buihRings that I studied-

and they were all of them all the big ones —only seven

12

13

'a'iled Co go back in service. 2Lnd, of those seven, four

were burned out completely by fire, one had terrible con-

struction, and the other two were a combination of fire and

earthquake failures'.

16

17

Next. slide, please

(Slide)

A view of Market Street during Che BART construc-

Cion, the underground railway. I point this out to'how the

f9

20

Flood Building on the left and the Emporium Building on the

right, both of which went through the earthquake as X will
show following.

22

23

Next slide, please.

(Slide)

There's the Plood Building today. Me found the

damage to be ctuite nominal. Or, raCher, we cHdn't find its w
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L 'ff-

'ound it ia She records. But wrhat ~oe have Qo:is'3.8 to make

calculations of the value o th9.8 hu9.Ming accord3ng to-
L

+cRRGzsl methods g Gztd %f8 xvou'16 figuxs for abode@ 2 percexlt of
I

1

gravity. And it s~oa8 chat eaz&qmnke.

Rext slide, please.

( )

The En,portu;a, st9.3.1 chezo '3.il- buss'ness. 'h3.a -
„

big"5'.M~<g VG8 ihlCQ QBPM~g812 83;igbtly 5QC put Rl@CR 9.QQO
f

I

serv9.ce. L

L

Nczt 83.idee

f ."~4"j f

f~

r,

L

f

(

The Hibernia Bmk, another type of huiMing.

'The acme had r;orna danm~ and the mal3.s ~ere cracked a Little
But there it, is.

Hest Slide.

tL (83.ide)

TQG oM MQ3t Bu9.3.833xg Rt

P9;foal

and M.GS9.on

18

20

2r

4't safer for paaestrians on the sC est. But the huiMing
P f

L

~ ~

Mart i>ae, g3.ease.

(Slide)

SMeets. Today they'e taken off the parapet wmlX to mad:e

,'ireii+ "through the e~~ thcpzake.

7 "% ROt 85'M1XBg the.8 to Shod'7 the COWGIRL Cate

Bz9.'dge but to shots pwu Port Poem~ unde" the GeM~+'ate

'Bridge. That's 4&e hz "cR huiMieg Chat you cern see en th™
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,lover left side of this piet'ure.

Sext slide

(Sible)

A view of the Port Point inside, shoving 'one of

the old cannons and these walls which are heavy brick walls,

of couxse, but not nearly as heavy as the concrete walls at

Diablo Canyon. And this structure was practically undamaged.

'As X xecall, only one wall had a crack in it.

10

Next sD.de, please.

(Slide)

Another view of Port Point.

,Port Point, if you remember the map I shoved, is
'only'our or five mi1es from the moving fault of an 8.3

earthquake.

Slide, please.

(Slide)

j7

18

This is gust a general view of San Prancisco

pointing out two things. One is the fact that nested amongst

aXl, these modern buildings you have the old ones that vent

" through 3.906.

The second point is that of all the buildings

22
you see here the design coefficient of base shear is roughly

23
in the order of 4, 5, 6 percent and/ Ln R fcv casesg may go

24
'o 8 percent. And we'e talking 75 percent for Diablo Canyon

for a smaller fault and a smaller earthquake than this city
25
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was sub)ected toand vill get again some day.

The lights, please.

HR. TOURTZLLOTTE: Mrs. Bowex's, for 'the rec4ord,

because X'm not certain that in. every case the slides vere-
4

identifi d, X 4&ink it would be impo'rtant to have it 'estab-

D,shed that they were discussed in the order in which they
I

vere nQIR48rede
C

Xs that correct'
4

MR. NORTON: Yes. They vere shown and di'scussed

in the same oxder in which we numbered them ear&.er.

4 44

4

4'

4

12

At tAis time we would move that those pho~mgraphs

be moved into evidence as Applicant's exhibits as marked.

4

4 4-

j3 HRS. BOHHRS: Hr. Kristovichf

HR. KRISTOVXCH: No ob)ect9.on.

HRS, BOWERS: Hr Tourte411ottec'

HR. TQURTE~~ ~l'E~ Ho objection.

HRS. BOHER8: Hell the sides that have been

f8

2C

xcxzxF 2~

22

24

ldentiHed by ambit numbers 'irill be admitted into evidence.

MR., NORTON: For the record, that's App3.icant's
4

Exhib9.ts 9 through 29.

(Nhereupon the documents referred to,

heretofore marked fax identification as

App1icant's Exhibits 9 through29, vere

received in evidence.)
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MXTHESS BLURB: The second major earthquake''that '

we used as a model, and this is discussed at grea~'ength in .

I 'J

some of. the- domurients- on file, .was the Nicaragua earthquake . '.
where the Hsso-oi3. refinery complext at 1Unagua in 1972 was

I

shaken very, very severely by an earthquake that killed
I

10,000 people
I'

,Xt so happened'that a record was made Iright at,'.»
,the o'il 'refinery plarit so we know exactliy: what the ground

I I - " !! I
4 *

motion. was by a reliable instrument It was in the order of
h

,39 and .34g horizontal and .33 veri tical. The plant Rept
Ii

operating. They had to shut't down artificially in order

to get to make. an inspection "'for safety purposes.'

The plant de ign, unlike the San Prancisco

buildings that, I just showed, varied depending upon when each

structure was er'acted, but in general, »we estimated, after
very 'close study, that the average value of the plant

'

structures wouldn't be over about lD percent. o'f gravity Zwd

yet We damage was- so miner that as I said, the plant Rept

'*, I~

I

\Q

2i;.

opexating.
!

There were a few stretched anchor bolts and a

few cracks in concrete foundations': but it. was amazing that

nothing went, out. This is explained in detail in some of ou=

2'

24

reporc 8 ~
~ ~

Another one; zplained in great detail is the
I

Huachipato steel plant in ChiLi which, in 1960, was subjected
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I I 'I

to a 7 5 magnitude earthquake on what we think is an examen
I

C

sion of a fault very similar to what we'e talking about only.
I

in the sense that it was probably very close offshore.'

..X haven't the time today to go into the'etails
; j

of this plant, but X wilX, summary.ze by saying that it shut "

I'

r
C

dawn for six days after undergoing this tremendous earth .

8

cgxake, The cost. of repair was ,4 of one percent of 'the
I'r— I

I

orig9.nal cost. Xt. consisted af many id.gh, nrarrow vessels<
I

chimneys and stacks and ovens and all kinds of things which,

rr 'I
yah I

)0 we have analyzed in great detailo

And backing into the value - He can aften do

12, this. When there aren't actual. records taken 'of"ground

14'.

$ 5;

motian we have used structures as instruments and computed

what the ground mot9.an might have been by knowing how the

structures reacted

17

'a again we find that we have a case where th
Ir

motion was apparently fairly severe and the damage was not

&t all catastrophic There were many errors made in'heir

e

$ 9

20

2i

. ctesigno They neglected buckling characteristics and they

neglected dynamics of structures but nevertheless the plant

only was dawn for six dayso

23

25

' think an the same subject we'l show the caxe-

taker's house'ow~

(Slideo)

He're looking at Pigure 3 from the written
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testQnonyi and X thiW everybody has to taRe a looR at tie.s

because you'e all heard how hard Pacoima Daaq shook'. l.2g
I

'I

xasasured motion, Tfell, this is the caretaher's house at the
4 pi Lj 'p t

mouth oK Pacoima Canyon, very close to the Ram,where the

moQ.on was measured, in fact it says here "viithin one half
j >, ~

mile of the ctam and iith9n one mile of the VA Hospital" .which

was thoroughly destroyed'and killed over 50 peop3.e.,

Anck yet ~re have'ere an oM-fashioned'.b'rick
c4

chimney which was undamaged and, neither was the. s"gucture

damaged o

'l3

Ia

78 '.

4

2l

So there are these things that X thing prove>
I"

and we can find many more of the@, that damage 9.'s not always
"s

what it's crached up to he

{Xsaughter ~ )

Modern buildings ar5 designed~ as X mentione8
C

rough>Y= to 05 to ~ l0 base sheaz coefficients and even
C

~
~

~ ' z ~ .+4

though in this short summary X can't go 9mto,. the differences
'I

heeseen base'hear eon~f3.c9.ents and ground ace lerat9.on
l V

)„':-

effective or instrumental - X wouM hope to- later:, . the
g

a% -,4

.. pomt is that for simple 'buiMings you can make a vair con,

pa'rison to sway,

Xf you go to the regulated structures such as

schools and 'hospitals-Pn California which are considered

a threat due to what happoned to.them «- 3.933 school

builctings were dimaged, and then in 1971, the hosp'.tais tiere
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damaged, so,they have enacted regulations which approximiteiy

double the values I gave to about .l0 to ,20,
I

I

How if we make the approximation that these are

4

v ~ g

'he same, these base shear coefficients are roughly the

same as acceleration for a simpXe structure< we find that

even the most modern structures, the most vulnerable,. the most .

7.9'mportant are designed to a fraction of what-we'e .taM> ing
II 'I

about at Diablo Canyon, and they are closer to-.lirger'aults,
~ ~

'

~
5 gt ~

potentially more active faults with more strain> azid they

10 are arround d with dense population like San Francisco and

'2<

13.
14'os

Angeleso
*I

— There are all sorts of unrecognized. safety

maigins in this pictureo All X can do today is to l9.st a few.

'he test, data that I made on the strength oZ

materials ax'e always done in a manner

(Slide.)

This is Pigu"e 4 from the written testimonyo Xt

is merely taken as an ezmnple, Pay no attention to these

equations or what they repxesent.

20 All X can say is this is a test, a laboratory

test, type pxocedure of certain values of concre'teo,'t could

be steel) it couM be ~cd't could be anything else, The

px'inciple is the samao

: 24

25"

What is done is to get test values sholem by these

little dots< and then they draw a line that eithe'r comes
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4

underneaCh all of Chem or perhaps camas under 95 percent of
I l '=*

them~ and they say All right> that's os value ' '-','.
f

Then they proceed to take that lower Une value -',
'l

and apply safety factors to 9.t,
~ r

, So there's a safety margin to start with, the <cay.

that is done.

(Slide )
r ii I

I

2Lno&er unrecognized safety margin lies in the ""',',
I, 544

fact that ve have to conside'r both horizontal co~onents as

being equal and apply tBxem in the analysis of a stmctuxe.
I

-(Slide )

This is P<gux'Q 5 Kfe~re noU looMng at f1.,0m the

f6

. testi1IMmy, and in th9.s figure wa see the ratio of Che average
4

hori"annal peaIc ground acceleration pardon,me. Xt should

be the ratio of &e mazimum to Che average hori..ontaX. peU~-

ground accelerat9on as a function of distance from the source.

X obtained this info~ation from literally

fe, ~ thousands and thousands of records taken Kop pardon meo

20

This is reaX earthquake. X thought X- had underground nuclear.

Hundreds of 'records ted:en. aU. Over <mH.fornia and wrest™m

Hevada over'this time p riod, 'S4 to 19VO, and averaging out

22 .

23

we get these points A@8, ve find Chat the maxim~ 9.s a1mays

greater than ~We average peak ground acceleration, ard Chis

increases arith distance.

Bui if we take a very short distance Isuch as 10
r
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kilometers, which we would have for Diablo Canyon, roughly,

you'l see Chat we have at least 13 percents meaning that when

we are forced Co Cake Nw peak horizontal values and use it
"n design in both directions, we are building in a conserva-

tism Chat natuxe doesn't have.

(Slide )

Another conservatism is shown in this Figure 6

fromm testimony
I

X've assed here a steady-state response of an

h,

12

13

14

$ 5

27

18

20

21

'oscillating
system, By "steady state" I mean that there's a

mechanical vibration being applied Co it, a harmonic forcing

unction t so Chat it buiMs up what we ca 11 resonance or the

maximum possible motion which could represent the perfect

tuning of the shaking of the natural period at the ratio one<

and we would. get maximumo

This assmaas, however, Chat two things are con-

stanto The one is the shaking frequency and the othex is

the natu-al frequency of the object being shakeno Nell,

neither case is true w9.th the real earthquakeo The earth™
~ H

quake motion jumps around. XC's not a constant periodo And

the period of the structure varies slightly, even in,the

elastic rangeo

Ãe know this fx'om various observations Chat have

24
been made, that concrete is not strictly linear even at vexy

low stresses, and there are period changeso
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/

So the mindi:e you s39.p oSf from'psrfect resonance

eAther way oM hhe peak you.v9.X3. HnQ enormous zechxchions in
.X'Gspon88i

12

J3

20
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Naa/mpbl 1 X think in order Co save time T.'m going 'Co

simply sum up my statements on the various unrecognized
» II

safety factors and say that there are many of them; X've

listed 22 in a paper Chat is i.n some of the filed
documents+'nrecagnized.safety

margins and safety factaxs that can

multiply out when &ey occur together, as they often dof ta

provide actual strength af a modern engineered structure

that is far times greater Chan given credit fox< maybe

several times greatero

X have sort of made it a personal cxusade to

get same of these things corrected. T.'ve written two or

three papezs on ito But it. vill take a long time,

Now X'm not criticizing Che NRC at all; I'm

criticizing the whole profession for
»

Curbing forces, such as earthquakes

applying extreme dis-

and wind and so on g

'

16

17

and nat, being realistic about the values they have to resis

these things.

(Slide )

20

Since this is a summary, wa have

The plot we'e looking at, Piguxe-7 from the

wry.'tten testimony~ is another subject. all together and X'll
touch upon it. bri.eflyo

22'ade three independent pzobabili.stic studies of peak ground

mot'ion occurring at the sita under Che assumption that the.-.e

wi11 be a 7 5 maximum earthquake~ and under various other

assumptions< the procedures shown hexa for procedure one was
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fx'om one of ouz xeports. X think that was Report DLL-3.1, if
4

X cemanban co "neatly . Pzocednna Neo aaa divided into tao
F

elements. This .is fx'om LL-45, 'D-LL-45o

. Xn the zepoxt LL-45 wa took ~co time periods.
I

~ ~,„1

One was 20 million years, -and'the other was 10p000 yeazsa

I obtained data from Mx. Hamilton that gave the'sld.p rates

on a13. of the faults in hhs xegion ovex those tax@ periods<
.c'ndwe pxoceeded to utilize that iu a very compXe" probabilis>,',,"',-,,'"

tic study that cannot be described today, but can be „'ater
if need be. And we came up with the answers you see here.

Then there was another procedua re followed -«

pardon me, that was i'n Report 43D —LL-41, those two time

periods a F"I~

And then in a thd.rd procedure, number three< ve
4

had the p3.ate tectonic boundary assumption which was men%i.on-~

ed, by Dr. Smith~ X believe< where he obtained dat'a fox'he
entire State of California Ne assumed. it bal.onged to the

tectonic plate and. then proceeded to distzibui:c. it propexly

to the Diablo Canyon site.

20' To sum up, .we find that foz 1o15g,'' wh'ich would
A

be right about haze< wa can coma down through 'haze~ and you
r

get, the different: answezso Aud they amount to return periods
5, 6-ranging from roughly 10 to 10 o Xn other wozds, 100,000

25 .

'to maybe a million years average retuxn period, dspen'cL'ag o<

whd.ch assumptions were made in the pzoceduxeo
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Now independently Zwg and Newman did another

report for NRC, and they came up with resuLts in the order

of «which straddlecL ours, if T. recall~ and X don'.t remember

their exact numbers, but X do )mow that they had two extremes

which straddled one of our zepozts, and we were quite pleased

with thato

Summing up, we feel that the average return

period in very'ound numbers for the 1.15g at the site provid

ing and assuming that 7.5M could occur, which is one of the

prime assumptions in this, is about 100,000 years

Now even if that happens —
. and there is a big

f2 -"if" there - this is not failure at all. All that means is
n

that you gust get up to the design level and start to test

your design hypotheses and your design materials, Beyond

that point there is this great inelastic world that. X mention™

ed< and this value of all of these unrecognized safety factors'.

I

ia

19

20

these various studies on an average of once every 100<000

ye'ars if you could support a 7o5Yi you might begin to test the

structureo

21

. 23

24

X'll now'imply show you some of the design

values that aze usedo

(Slide )

Here we have the case where tau is equal to zero,

and you'l hear more about tau, That has to do with
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.soil-sCmc8ure interaction and the reduction in the high

frequency range foz the size of the foundations.. But in this
>

case there is no zeduc'cion. And -~we are the spectra for
various.aamping used for the various smMl s~muctuzeh coming

into ~ 75, the effective accelera.M~ono

Next slide, p3.ease?

(S&de }

The same ching with eau equals zero for the

Newmazk curves.

"'Ne:rt slide, please?

(Slide, )

This is parC of page 43 from &e >iziMen test3.-

atony mh5.ch compares some of the eau factors .Ma< were used

Ne have here the so-called 33.ena criteri and the so-call'ed

Nempark criteria The peak ground accelerations after
reductions for hau for Me containment. became .67 in our case:

=-and- 60 foz the Ne>)mark. case. Por the auxiliary building it,
.became ~ 63 against .55 ~ Poz We 'curb~<e buihding, .'.54

against .50. And for oMer buildings r~hich you just. sm

they are both 75

Xn other cords, evan with Mis tau reduction

procedure the Nark method is slightly diffezen'i thin our

me@xoQ, again done complete'ly in'dependently.

Nyct, slide, please?

CSlide.)
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Thi,s shows figure number 10 from the testimony

(Slide )

hrought into —no, this is the vertical spectra Figure '10

shows the vertical spectra whi.ch is sisply two-thirds of the~

~horizontal, which has been pretty much of a standard practice
<

throughout the count@ye
I

Next slide< please?

Thah's the Newmark set. for two-thirds for the

verticalo

13.

The next, one?
~

'Slideo )

Here we have a tau situation. This is our curve

for the containment, and the intake structures, which happen

to have the same tau valueo The tau value is based upon the

Lerigth or size of the foundation and the shear value~ the

shear velocity of the materiaL at the sita, which was assumed

at. 3,750 feet.'per second for this puzposeo.

19

0Kah .cM.s amounts to, as you can se, in the

,high frequency range these start M bend down and come in
about, o67 as compared to coming in at, o75 wheze a eau is not.

1
H

used

Tau is an expression which simply refers to the

time it. takes for a wave to pass the length of the foundation.

24

25

Next slide?

{Slideo)
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That's the Nawmark set for tau Gcpx818 vo04o Xt
4

'comas. in at .60 haze.

Next onePI

(Slicei )

~au is 052 used for the auxiliary*"building>

Xt 'comes in to .'63 in our case.
I'-

Xn our case there',no effect beyond about 4
~ t

II

- second., Ou here there's no change wh'atsoever, but less than

.4 second. They do peel in a little lcmrer'and, come down to
I I

I'hisvalue o "

~„

By .the way, this is Pigure 14 X'm ta3.<ing abouto '-, '.;
I

Next one? r

(Slide )

X don"~'sae the figure number, but it's foz @he

,auxiliary buiMing, the Newman set.. Xt "comes in to;55.
- ~

I don't thhQc we'l have to go through ~Axe rest
of those in view of the time elect. But the point. is that
.for every type of structure we have comp3.ete sets 'of design

spectra. Ne have Garaging values that were agreed to ~ And

a complete analysis'as bean conducted for both the Mammrk

and the Blume criteria fox all the structures.

2

I
I ~

Another panel, the one to folio'.i, will get into
I

.tha details of how the analyses ware done and what ch spaci+iI."

results were. Xn'many cases there h'ad to ba rem dial .measures

som :of tham vezy cos ly, in order to bring che s'tzuctures up
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mpb7 to the standard showno

I would 'like toy in view of the, time ™
t

time about up?

.Yeso
4

6098
I (

is my
It., ~ '4'Q j*

~
''

I

I

/„

(

A Shall I, summarize here?

$0

.
='I think, Dr. Bluma, we'ra going to have some

more direct when we gatt this panel back on Xn other words>

I will have some questions for you. And if you want to'rief
V

I ~

ly summariie now, fineo But. wa can also do it: when th9.s

panel comes back, in which case you will have had an oppox

I t+ ~ 4

I

4

j2

tunity to read the transcript and perhaps could give us a

five minute capsule at that time to get everybody back

aboard~ because that will be a few days down the zoad And

it might ba a good idea to do it that. wayo
t

A Nell, in view of the hour, maybe that'.s the
4)

P

best. way to go,

9 All r9,ghto

m. PORTO@: mrs. Bowers, at this time we'

$ 9

20

21

like to ask that. this panel be released until Nednesday

morning at 8:30o

Xt's my understanding that Dro Silver and Dzo

Graham-wi3.3. be here Monday morning. Dr. Cornell is from I4IT,
(

of course~ and he has some business to aMend too .And rather

than have them on a floating schedule where maybe they go on

Tuesday afternoon and maybe not, we would rather specifically
1
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hring Amn hack at 8:30 Nednesdayo AnV. X. suspect ~ h c'iill
J

take most of trio days with Dz. Silver and Dro Graham in'any —.

event, and'it could even te3ca longer, X suppose~ But X

don't really see any zeal need for Mesc p opia to wait

around ~or .We new~ tE:ree dayso

MSo BONHRS: Mz. Ei istovich, any objection?

MR EHXSZGVXCH: No objection.

VMS. BGttLHRS: I4r. TOurtellot e'P

LLRo TOUR%'PLwOTTH: No,

MRS BGNBHB: Hell< thm> ve'll recess this
\

panel of miV>esses until 8:30 Nednesday w>ming+

MR. NORTON: . Xf ~me Silv r-Graben cross is Qonso

Xf note o o rs

MRS o BG~i'lERS" Pi Leo

(TQQ pc>QQl tQEpozarily azcusedo )

MR . BOETBZB" Tet'me check with Q~e parties:

Xs Mxere any reason for us ."o —m'y un inished

9kLttazsP

R3. HOPXQH: Yes, tJ;eze is one 'chingo
l

Ve mig& as well put Dr. Blu~ae's .f; a~mony in
I

toe~ay's transcript 'as ~hough zead, if there is .no objection„-

rather than ptxt't in at the heginn~~g of nez." ~re 1r.'s testi-

MR. HRXSTG IXCH: No objection.

~IR TGURTE~LGT>E Ho ob3eczxon,
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TESTIMONY OF
JOHN A. BZUME
ON BEHAZF OF

PACIFIC GAS AND EZECTRIC COMPANY
DECEMBER 4, 1978

DOCKET NOS.'0-275, 50-323

My name is John A. Blume; My qualifications are

set forth in Exhibit 7.

10

12

o 13

14

15

16

17

18

My testimony is about the criteria used to evaluate

the Diablo Canyon plant for the postulated Hosgri 7.5M

earthquake and how those criteria including the response

spectra were developed.

Basic Terms And Definitions
Before proceeding with my testimony on specific

points, it may be desirable to discuss some of the basic

terms that will be used repeatedly in these proceedings.

Although many of these may be familiar to all interested

parties, there should not be differences in definitions or

interpretations that could lead to misunderstanding.

When the ground moves resulting from an earthquake,

20

21

22

23

24

25

Qj 36

the movement of anything else such as an automoble. An

accelerating automoble is increasing its velocity (miles per

hour) and also moving a distance (miles) which in dynamics

we- call displacement. Earthquake motion, unlike the at:to-

mobile motion, reverses back and forth many times during the

time duration of a strong earthquake. Thus the acceleration,





2

velocity, and displacement not only vary with time but have

opposite directions. Records are made of ground motion

using instruments and recording systems which delineate'he
, actual motion of the ground and how it varies with time.

These records are called time histories. Acceleration is

10

often measured. The maximum 'or peak acceleration, whether

moving in one direction or the other, during. the entire
record of strong motion is called the absolnte ~eak

instrumental acceleration, or often simply instrumental

acceleration.

It has become more or less traditional. for earth

12,

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

scientists and many engineers: to consider the peak acceleration
.of an earthquake at a given location. There is often confusion,

however, between the peak acceleration as measured by the

instrument,,"instrumental. acceleration" and the acceleration

value that might be used in developing the criteria for the

analysis or design of a plant which hereinafter is designated

as "effective acceleration.." The peak instrumental accel-

eration, which usually represents an extremely short duration

spike or pulse on a time history, need not be used directly
for design purposes. The reasons for this are many and will
be discussed subsequently.

The effective acceleration used as the basis for
the evaluation of the Diablo Canyon plant for the hypothetical
'7.5M earthquake on the Hosgri fault is 0.75g. However, the
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peak instrumental acceleration from,-which that value was

. derived is 1.15g. This is an important point.
Records of ~stzon motion or time histories of

4 motion may have duration of from a few seconds for small

5 events, or for large events at great distances, to as much

6 as a minute or so for nearby great events. These records

usually require some minor corrections for instrumental

characteristics and other matters after which they are

carefully digitized and processed.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

The tezm natural ~cried oz natural period of
vibration will be frequently used. The natural period is
the time required for an oscillating body to move from any

2

given point away from and back again to that same starting
point. A pendulum for example may.swing from the highest

point on the left- side to the highest point on the right
side and back again to the highest point on the left side.

The time required to do this is its natural period, usually
given in seconds. Structures, equipment, piping systems,

'1g etc., have natural periods of vibration including not only a

2p fundamental or basic mode but various other modes. - These

21 periods are considered constant in the elastic state for all
22 'l pl' 2

''
. *2 2 ~E* f 2*

23 tion is simply the reciprocal of the period, and is given in
24 ~acies ~ex second, now termed hertz.

D~am in is related to the energy change during

vibration and it varies for different materials and structures.
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Energy is never lost but it changes form. The kinetic
energy of motion of a vibrating body or system, is. reduced by

energy converted to heat through friction and the internal
stressing of materials, and by other means. The rate or

degree of this. loss of kinetic energy is called damping. If
there were no damping at all an oscillating system would

y. f th yt * ~t'l d~d 't id
not oscillate and, upon being displaced, it would simply

return to its static position. Although damping is a very
complex subject and has many forms, in earthquake analyses

viscous damping is generally assumed and it is given as a

ratio to or percentage of critical damping, which in turn is
that damping value which could just prevent oscillation.

As materials are loaded they deform. For example,

a steel bar anchored at one end and subjected to an applied

pull, or tension, at the other end,, lengthens. The applied

tension or force creates stress or force per unit area of
cross section of the bar. The lengthening or deformation

creates strain, or deformation per unit of length.
The elastic state of stress is that in which the

21

22

23

24

25

26

strain or deformation'is or may be considered as directly
proportional to the stress or the loading.

The inelastic state oz the ductile ~zan e is that
range of stress or loading beyond the elastic state or

beyond the ~ield ~oint, whezein stzain oz deformation

increases more rapidly than stress or loading. The properties
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

25

in the inelastic state may range from brittle to extremely

ductile depending upon the materials and how.they are used.

l'l ~ ~y l ly y

concept in the analysis and design of nuclear power plants

for earthquake motion and will be referred to repeatedly.

If a complete time history of motion is used, as the distur-
bance input, it is possible to calculate the maximum response

of a simple one-degree-of-freedom elastic, damped oscillator
when subjected to the entire time history of motion. Such a

simple oscillator might be represented by a single rigid
mass on a vertical stick having stiffness but no weight, or

a "lollipop" shape. The results of such a calculation would

produce only one point for a response spectrum curve and

that point would be for the natural period of vibration of
this particular oscillator with its particular damping

ratio. If a whole series of oscillators of the same damping

aze subjected one at a time to the same ground motion record,

and if each oscillator has a different natural period, there

would be a whole series of points for a plot of spectral
acceleration versus period such as shown in Figure A.

Connecting these points would provide a "response spectrum"

for the particular ground motion record and for the particu-
lar damping of the oscillator. If the same procedure were

repeated using oscillators with other damping values, a

whole family of spectral curves would be obtained foz the

particular strong motion record. Figure B represents a set
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10

12

fO 13

14

15
0

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

.6

of such spectral curves for the '1940 Imperial ValZ,ey earth-

quake recorded at El Centro, California. Of course these

extensive calculations are done in computers.

Most 'acceleration response spectra made from an

earthquake record are rather jagged with many peaks and

valleys. Zt is customary to obtain smooth curves for use in
analysis and design in order to avoid the. problems associated

with these peaks and valleys and to avoid sensitivity in
response caused by minor variations in natural period.
There are various ways this "smoothing" can be done. One

simple way is =to draw the smooth curve through the jagged

one either by averaging .the peaks and valleys or, as is more

often done, to almost envelope the peaks. A better way is
to not rely upon one ground motion time history but to use

several appropriate records representing as near as possible
the conditions under consideration.- This results in a whole

series of response spectra for each damping value which

series can then be treated statistically by various methods

to obtain an average curve for all, the records used as well
as other curves representing any statistical deviation from

the average that may be desired; This procedure has the

advantage of not only providing a broader base of information
but of providing probabilistic distributions at any period
value or statistical confidence level of interest.

Response spectra can also be constructed artifically,
or they can be obtained from standards like NRC Regulatory
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Guide 1.60, or from ratios of spectral values to either
ground acceleration, velocity or displacement, depending

upon the period or frequency under consideration. A most

convenient procedure is to consider the ~d amic amplification
factor, DAF; as the ratio of the spectral response at any

. given period, damping, and statistical confidence level to
the effective acceleration. It so happens that. effective
acceleration used to construct spectral curves is, the same

10

13

14

15

16

18
! ~

19

20

21

22

23

25

~8 36

f 1~~d~ I * ~ d

I ~f* . ff '*l' ll f
sometimes referred to as zero period acceleration or anchor

point acceleration. Using the DAF factor for any desired

confidence level, one can readily adjust. spectral curves to

any specified effective acceleration. This is sometimes
II

referred to as ~scalinthe :acceleration value.

'esponse spectra may be in units of acceleration,
velocity, or displacement, each of which may be plotted
against period or frequency and on linear or log scales. In
addition, a useful device is a 4-way log paper on which one

can read spectral acceleration, velocity, and displacement

plotted against period or frequency on one diagram. An

example is Figure C.

It is often convenient in analysis to use a time

history instead of' response spectrum. However, as discussed

previously, time histories produce spectra with peaks and

valleys. To overcome this problem a time history is selected





to best represent the conditions of the problem and it is
then artifically altered, usually with additions of pulses

of proper sizes and at strategic locations in the time
'omainto cause the spectrum made from the modified time

~histo to closely match the prescrihed spectral diagram.

This work has to be carefully done and, of course, with
computer aid.

An Overview Of Diablo Can on Earth ake Criteria

10

12

13

14

It seems desirable to provide in somewhat more

detail than has been covered thus faz, the earthquake design

criteria for the Diablo Canyon plant.. They may.be derived
into three phrases or sets as follows:

1. The original (pre-Hosgzi) criteria
2. The initial Hosgzi criteria
3. The current criteria employed for the Hosgri

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

reanalysis
The first set is self-explanatory. It was developed

before the Hosgzi fault was found and was used as the basis
of the construction permit and much of the actual construction.

The second set was developed by PGandZ and its
consultants immediately after the Hosgri-became known to
them. It was replaced before adoption, however, by the

current set of criteria. I am still of the opinion that the
second set is adequate for the conditions as they are now

known and would provide reasonable assurances that the plant
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I 3

can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety

of the public.
The third set, the current Hosgri criteria, is

based, upon 7.5M-on .the Hosgri with 1.15g peak instrumental
/

acceleration .as proposed to NRC by the U.S. Geological

Survey, and with 0.75g effective acceleration with some high

frequency reductions for the soil-structure interaction
effects on large foundations.

Ori inal Criteria For The Diablo Can on Plant

Various studies were made to obtain data for the

establishment of the original Diablo Canyon seismic design

criteria. Dr. Richard Jahns and Mr. E.C. Marliave conducted

13

9
15

16

extensive geologic studies,'nd Drs. Hugo Benioff and Stewart

Smith conducted detailed seismological studies. From this
intensive work four basic earthquake faults'- or earthquake

sources were determined as follows:

17 A. The San Andreas fault; 48 miles away, maximum
M = 8.5

<'sl

1 g
B. The Nacimiento fault; 20 miles away, maximum

M = 7.25

20

21

C. The Santa Ynez Fault extended; 50 miles away,
maximum M = 7.5

22

23

D. Local earthquake, unassociated with any known
fault, with the focus 12 miles away in any
direction including down; maximum M = 6.75

At the time there was no knowledge of the under-

water Hosgri fault.
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Given the above, it was determined by our firm,

9

10

12

Q 13

s

16

17

18

20

22

23

24

25

26

URS/Blume Engineers, that of the four postulated earthquake

conditions two of them,. namely conditions B and D, controlled
the design criteria. Condition D —having a hypothetical
earthquake not associated with any known fault and with a

hypocenter taken as only 20 km (12 miles) from- the plant in
any direction including straight down -.- was unique and this
6.75 magnitude earthquake so close to the plant definitely
controlled the criteria for the high frequency range of the

response spectrum. I decided to use two earthquake records

as the basis for the shape of our design spectra. The Taft
1952 earthquake, N69'W record was used as a model for earth-
quake B, and the 1957 Golden Gate 'Park S80'E record taken on

rock was used as the basis for earthquake D. The Taft
record was for N = 7.7 recorded about 42 km away from the

epicenter and the S.F. Golden Gate Park record was for
M = 5.3, about 8 km from the epicenter.

The zero period acceleration or the effective
acceleration for these earthquakes was taken as 0.15g and

0.20g for earthquakes B and D, respectively. Thus, two

response spectra were developed for each of the damping

values under consideration and the operating design criterion
was to use whichever of these two curves governed. This

1

first two-earthquake spectrum was necessary in view of the

earth scientists'eport on the non-fault-associated earth-
quake D. En many respects the hypothetical earthquake D

-10-





anticipated a Hosgri-like- earthquake. Figure 1 shows these

operating basis design curves for 2% damping based on earth-
quakes. B and D. Two times these accelerations were used for
the. safe shutdown condition, .then termed the "double design

earthquake," DDE.

10

12

..j) 13

14

The acceptable damping ratios used at the time

were in most cases much smaller than those found to be

pzoper today by NRC criteria and common. usage. Low damping

values lead to high computed response and more material in
design. The plant built to those criteria has far greater
strength to resist earthquake demands than such design

criteria would indicate. The damping ratios used in the

original design were as follows, shown as percent of
crt.Meal damp'.ng:

Vital Piping 0.5% except. the

16 Primary loop, which was 1.0%

Welded steel structures 1.0%

18

19

Bolted steel structures
Concrete structures

2.0%

5.0%

20

21

22

23

Et is to be noted that the peak effective accel-
erations for the original plant were 0.20g foz the Operating

Basis Earthquake and 0.40g for the Double Design Earthquake

or the DDE. These values spring from the unassociated

earthquake D.

25

26

-11-
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The Initial Hos ri Criteria
When the Hosgri fault zone was discovered offshore

3 from, the plant, the same team of earth scientists (with the

exception of Dr. Benioff and Mr. Marliave who were then

deceased) plus Earth Science Associates studied the Hosgri

information in great detail, and the conclusion wag reached

that the maximum magnitude the Hosgri could support based

upon all the evidence, was in the range of 6.25 to.6.5. The

normal distance to the Hosgri fault was about 6 km. The

1O depth to the hypocenter was conservatively taken as 5 km.

Thus, the minimum hypocentral distance was about 8 km. This

was at the time designated as earthquake "E."

,Q 13

14

16

17

18

19

In view of these. conditions and the rock site, I
considered all the available larger magnitude, close-in

. strong motion records then recorded on rock, as a logical
basis for modeling the Diablo Canyon-Hosgri situation. Ten

such records were considered including the Koyna Dam records.

Subsecpxently, however, it was'earned that the Koyna Dam

records had been altered in some manner and they were rejected

2p for that reason. Using the 8 remaining records as outlined
below, response spectra were made for each from the normalized

time histories.'hese results were scaled to 0.50g which,

23 after much study and analysis in accordance with modern

24

25

26

attentuation procedures, was considered by PGandE and its
consultants to be a conservative peak acceleration to be
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14

15
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used for the given magnitude, 'distance, and site conditions
so as to provide criteria for reasonable assurance of safety.

There are today many procedures and equations used

for developing site acceleration for a given earthquake

magnitude location. As part of the intensive work done in
the study of the Diablo Canyon plant, the Blume "SAM" pro-
cedures were updated with all available earthquake data for
California and Western Nevada, and also in view of'all other
new information available regarding the relative motion on

rock and soil. The updated procedures were: SAM IV for
magnitudes of 6.5 or less, and SAM V for magnitudes greater
than 6-1/2. This SAM procedure has been described in a

paper given at the Sixth World Conference on Earthquake

Engineering in January 1977. The use of the procedure is
described in report D-ZZ 11,. and the entire World Conference

paper is included as Appendix D-11B of that report. It is
my opinion that this is the most appropriate method available
today for conditions such as at the Diablo Canyon site.

The magnitudes for the 8 earthquake records used

, were the greatest recorded to date on rock stations and

range from 5.3 to 6;6. The conditions are quite representa-
tive of the 6.5M earthquake close to a rock site such as

being considered for the Diablo Canyon site. The Pacoima

Dam record was used without modification for the response of
the rock ridge and the adjacent dam. The following table
pzovides data about the 8 records used.

-13-





(km)

Epicentral
distance Comconent

(km)

Peak
Accel-
eration

Helena 1935
Helena 1935

6 5 Helena
6 5 Helena

3to8
3to8

EW

NS

0. 16
0.13

Daly City
1957

Daly City
1957

5.3 9 Golden Gate
Park

5.3 9 Golden Gate
Park

N80W

N10E

0. 13

0.11

Parkfield
1966

Parkfield
1966

5.6 7 Temblor 2
'.6

7 Temblor 2

S25W

N65W

0.33

0.28

~ 10

12

San Fernando
1971

San Fernando
1971

6.6 13 Pacoima Dam 3

6.6 13 Pacoima Dam

S14W

N76W

1.17

1.08

is The 8 response spectra were divided into period

bands and each period band treated statistically .in order to

obtain its mean value and its standard deviation. As a

final step, smooth curves were drawn through the points

representing the various period bands for the peak effective
acceleration of 0.5g and for a confidence level on the curve

19 shape of about 80 to 90%. The resulting curve for earthquake

20 "E" is shown on Figure 2 together with the prior DDE curve

governed by earthquakes B and D. The 5% curves are drawn

22

23

for comparison purposes only.
However, damping values had been re-evaluated in

24 the period between the original design and the discovery of

25 the Hosgri. While 5% was actually used for structures in
design, 7% was later considered proper for the DDE or SSE





(1975) and was in fact in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61. If the
~ curve E in Figure 2 is lowered to the 7% value (shown by the

dashed .line), the 7% curve E exceeds the B-D curve only
P

where there is no. important structure or system and/or where

more strength was provided than required by B and D.

The new damping values in Regulatory Guide 1.61 to
r

be used with. earthquake "E" for the safe shutdown condition
were:

Equipment and large diameter pipe 3% of critical
10

12

is

Small diameter pipe ($ 12 in.)
Welded steel structures
Bolted steel structures
Reinforced concrete structures

2% of critical
4% of critical
7% of critical
7% of critical

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

It was found that the plant qualified for these E

criteria. without any physical modifications. However, more

stringent earthquake criteria were then suggested by the NRC

staff upon advice from the. U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).

The Earthquake Criteria Employed
For The Hos ri. Reanal sis

The USGS recommended that the NRC postulate a

Magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri fault and consider

the ground motion for near-site events, as set forth in USGS

Circular 672 for derivation of an effective engineering

acceleration. Dr. Newmark, a, consultant to NRC, proposed

that the peak instrumental acceleration for a 7.5M earthquake

-15-
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of 1.15g in USGS Circular 672 be assigned an effective
acceleration for the purpose of developing, response spectra

of 0.75g with certain reductions for large foundations.

Although I remained, and do remain, of the opinion that the

initial Eosgri criteria of 6.5M and 0.50g effective ground

acceleration were more than adequate for the Hosgri exposure,

PGandE agreed to reevaluate the plant on the basis of a

hypothetical 0.75g peak effective acceleration together with

the spectral modifications in the high frequency range for
the averaging or filtering effects of the large, massive

foundations on the high frequency ground waves. These high

frequency adjustments were termed Tau factors, and will be

discussed in more detail subsequently.

Com arison Of Desi Criteria

17

The following table shows data proposed and

utilized in the design and in the re-evaluation of the

Diablo Canyon plant for the Hosgri conditions:

18

19

20

22

23

Q 25

26





Original
- design
criteria

Initial
Hosgri
criteria

Current
Hosgri
criteria

Governing fault or earthquake

M
max

Min. hypocentral distance, km

Peak instrumental acceleration

Peak effective acceleration

Structure damping ratio

Peak S for above ratio
a

Eq ItDlt

6-3/4

20

0.40g

1.5g

Hosgri, "E"

6-1/2

0.50g

1 ~ 3g

Hosgri

7-1/2

l. 15g

0. 75g'=

1.8g-

10 Note: The spectral shapes'are different for the above criteria and there-
fore proportionate values cannot be used; see response spectra.

12

15

- Reduced in some cases at high frequencies for Tau factor.

Figure D shows spectral curves as follows: the

original 5% damped DDE curve, the 7% damped "E" curve, and

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

the current 7% damped curves (Blume and Newmark) for the

M = 7-1/2 earthquake with no "tau" reduction factor. There

are other current curves which will he covered subsequently

along. with tau factors which provide allowances for the

mitigating effect of large foundations.

CONTENTION 3

Contention 3 is that the 0.75g acceleration for
the safe shutdown earthquake is not an appropriate value. I
concur —it is too conservative! I make this 'statement on

three counts: (1) the 7.5 magnitude is conservative in my

opinion; (2) the 0.75g is conservative even for the 7.5M;

and (3) there are a host of other conservatisms or

-17-
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. unrecognized safety margins in the .analysis procedures that
are overlooked in the .current design and review process;

i.e., there are safety factors piled one upon the other

leading to probabilities. of failure that approach the

vanishing point. Normal building codes require design

forces equivalent to only a fraction of 0.75g for even

greater earthquakes and for very dense populations. The

earthquake disasters and great loss of life around the world

are from buildings that wouldn't stand 0.075g; in fact, most

have no code requirements or engineering design whatsoever.

It is not to be overlooked „that the peak

instrumental acceleration associated with the 7-1/2 magnitude

is'ot 0.75g but 1.15g. Thus, the contention itself may be

misleading »- the maximum vibratory acceleration assigned to
the Diablo Canyon site is 1.15g, not the 0.75g stated.

It seems desirable to note at this point that peak

acceleration per se is not the sole criterion for analysis
or-design of this or any other plant. There are many other

parameters that are equally or more important as, for example,
I

spectral response acceleration, damping, allowable stresses,

ductility, etc. In fact, it is possible to omit peak ground

acceleration and go directly to spectral response. However,

the inclusion of peak accelera'tion has become a traditional
approach and one that expecially appeals to earth scientists
and others who record ground motion with instruments. I
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not. ~eak ~round acceleration.

There are various procedures-in getting from a

given instrumental acceleration to an effective acceleration.
The number of cycles of peak motion are sometimes. considered

, and several of the highest, "spikes" on the record are dis-
counted as having no structural significance. Observation

and judgment must enter this process because the measured

data are sparse in some areas. We have made studies which

show that extensive clipping of peaks from the time history
records has only a minor effect on peaks .of response spectra
which are the real indicators of structural performance.

(Report D-IZ30. ) T,ikewise, time history peaks can be.aug-.
mented with similar results. If an acceleration peak or
spike has very short duration, the energy involved is small.

This can be visualized in view of the fact that the time

integral of acceleration is velocity, and the kinetic energy

of motion-is velocity dependent. Random spikes that lack

periodicity and have short duration are apparently not

effective in dynamic-amplification nor'therefore in structural
response.

Instrumental Versus Effective Acceleration

It gradually became clear as reliable strong

motion records were obtained that peak instrumental ground

acceleration, even for moderate earthquakes, was considerably

greater than the base shear coefficient values of buildings
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that had survived even much stronger earthquakes. The

difference was so great that it could not be reconciled with

typical safety factors or the elastic" dynamics of the problem.

The definition of this problem and its extension to response

spectra, together with the first attempt to reconcile recorded

motions with building performance, was by Blume (1958). It
was shown that (a)- earthquakes were stronger than they had

been given credit for, but (b) most buildings were also much

stronger than conventional analyses would indicate. A

procedure was proposed to reconcile the kinetic energy of
the earthquake demand with the stored energy and work

capacity of real, complex buildings. (Blume 1958a, 1960,

1961.)

It is essential to clarify at this. point that
"effective" acceleration is not the same as the base shear

design coefficient except for a completely rigid mass, which

is rare if indeed one ever exists except as a theoretical
model. Most structures have many degrees of freedom, or

modes of vibration, and they, and the ground under them,

have some. compliance. The result is that peak ground accel-

eration, instrumental or effective, should not be used

directly in design. Effective ground acceleration can be

used to construct response spectra or to proportion time

histories of motion for use in analysis. However, for
general purpo es,.cX .discussion only, peak ground accelera-

tion can be compared herein to base shear coefficients of
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17
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23

assumed rigid structures. Real structures have base shears

that depend upon the characteristics of the structure as

well as the ground motion.

There are many reasons, some well known today and

some'ot yet generally recognized, why effective acceleration
would be less than instrumental peaks. (Report, D-ZZ 26.)

Those considerations which apply to the Diablo Canyon plant
will be discussed. . The reasons can generally be explained

by one or more of four approaches, although the data for
I

these may in some cases be sparse. The approaches, which

are not mutually independent, are:

o Observation of what has happened and what has

not, happened

o Theory and analysis

o Testing and experiments

o Engineering judgment

For examples of observation, the damage,.or lack
of same, from three major close-in earthquakes will be

considered. These three cases have in common the fact that
under the rules and procedures being followed for the Diablo

Canyon Plant, none would qualify; in fact, they wouldn'

come anywhere near qualifying and would be ezpected to be

total losses.

24

25

26

The first case is the great San Francisco earth-

quake of 1906 (M =- 8.25) with the moving San Andreas fault
about 10 miles from downtown San Francisco. If used with

-21-
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the current (Hosgri) procedures to design Diablo Canyon for
a location. in San Francisco, the peak "Instrumental" accel-

eration would no doubt, exceed the 1.15g assigned to the

Hosgri and the "effective" acceleration would no doubt

exceed 0.75g.

However, of the 52 major buildings in downtown San

10

12

is
14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

Francisco (none specifically designed for earthquakes forces),
all but 7 were repaired and put back into service. Most are

still in use today. Of those that did not go back into
service,-4 were destroyed by fire and at least one was very

poorly constructed. The tallest building, of 19 stories,
is still in service today. A few of the surviving buildings
sti31.in use include the Central Tower, the Fairmont Hotel,

-the old part of the St. Francis Hotel, the-Post Office
Building at Seventh and Mission, the Ferry Building, the

Monadnock Building, the Emporium, and the Flood Building.
The old Palace Hotel. had rather minor earthquake damage but

its floors were completely burned out subsequently. Fort

Point, only a few miles from the moving fault, had only
minor. damage. None of these buildings would be able to
stand, on paper, by conventional analyses more than 5% or

10% of Diablo Canyon's "effective" acceleration of 0.75g and

the resulting spectral response accelerations.

The second case is the ESSO refinery complex at
Managua, Nicaragua, which was subjected to the 1972 earthquake

that killed some 10,000 persons. The magnitude was 6.25 but

-22-
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the moving fault was only- about 3 miles away- from the refinery
and:the focus only,about 2 miles. deep.' The accelerations

were recorded on a modern instrument right at the ESSO

refinery —the peaks were 0.39g EW, 0.34g NS, and 0.33g

15

14

vertical. The plant structures and vessels had various

design levels ranging up to a maximum of 0.20 base shear

coefficient, and averaging about 0.10 to 0.13 under old

Uniform Building Code criteria. For some of the more rigid
structures these coefficients could roughly be compared to
"effective" acceleration. — For other structures, comparisons

should be made to the greater spectral response accelerations,

properly adjusted. There were all sorts of vertical vessels,
'I

pumps, heat exchanges', pipes, buildings, tanks, foundations

and instruments.
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26
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The ESSO plant had only minor damage. Xt was shut

down for inspection and then started up again in less than

24 hours. For more details, see report D-LL 35.

The third case is. the Huachipato Steel Plant, near

Concepcion, Chile, which was subjected to a 7.5M eazthcpxake

on Nay 21, 1960 that caused about 0.4% damage but no collapses.

The plant was shut down for 6 days.and was then back on

normal operations. See report D-LL 35 for details.
The epicenter was about 80 km south of the plant

but the fault extension is only about 15 km from the plant.
Because a larger earthcpxake occurred to the south of the

May 21 epicenter on the following day, and because the steel

«23 «





1 . plant is to the north of the first epicenter, there is
reason to believe the plant on Nay 21 was right opposite the

10
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16
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20

21

22

23

moving fault. The plant was apparently subjected to motion

not much different than Diablo Canyon would have if the

Hosgri could in fact rupture opposite the plant from a 7.5N

earthquake.

The plant design was on a static rather than

dynamic basis for coefficients estimated to.have been in the

range of 0.10 to 0.30. However, not only important dynamic
I

phenomena but buckling phenomena were not fully considered

in the design and much of the damage is attributable to
'hose factors. A rather generous equivalent design coeffi-
cient would be 0.12 at 1-1/3 times normal stresses. There

is no record of the instrumental peak acceleration. However,

an extensive study of the plant by me (Blume, 1963) led to
the development of the most likely spectral response accel-
eration diagram (Report D-LL 35). The probable spectral
acceleration value at the period and damping of the most

critical structures is 1.2g and.the probable effective
accelerati'on was 1/2 to 1/3 of this.

There are many cases of weak structures surviving
earthquake motion. The caretaker's house at Pacoima Dam,

Figure', is a classic example. Obviously, peak acceleration
is not the sole criterion for damage.

2 ~

Q
The major new structures in San Francisco, Oakland,

Los Angeles and in other earthquake regions are generally

2d





10

designed for base shear coefficients- in the range of 0.05 t~

0.10. Special structures like schools and new hospitals

have about. double that value, all 'at L/3 increase in allow@

stresses. Allowing for the stress increases to yield value:

and'. for the differences between accelerations and base sh'ea

coefficients, modern buildings would have effective acceler

tion values based on conventional methods in the range of
0.15g to 0.25g. Yet, these cities are subject to more

instrumental acceleration than Diablo Canyon because they

are closer to major faults and have alluvium materials in
most locations rather than-rock.
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Observations clearly indicate that design by

current. procedures to any level approaching 1.15g or even

0.75g is not indicated even for the most critical engineere

facility.
Unreco ized Safet Mar ins

Reference needs to be made to unrecognized safetyi

factors oz safety margins. Such matters are very important

in reconciling recorded instrumental ground motion with

damage, or lack of same, and in reaching engineering opinic

Many of these unrecognized items aze unrecognized. in the

sense that they are only just beginning to be understood,

and many in the sense that they are not allowed under curz~

design procedures oz standards including NRC standards for
this plant. It is with the latter context that this sectii

of testimony is basically concezned. The subject is relev
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to the matter of 0.75g effective acceleration or 0.75g

tau-reduced acceleration because when the plant is qualified
at 0.75g it is in fact qualified at a greater value because

these safety margins are ignored. I shall only list some of
the most pertinent unrecognized "bonus" values in the system.

This is not intended to be any reflection on the NRC review

process or reviewers, but on the state-of-the-azt and tradi-
tional practices. These same pzactices should not be extended

g from say a 0.075g design practice to a 0.75g design practice

10 for equal or less earthquake exposures.

~&1'' ~ 1 d
'

thy conventional practice is to make tests, to plot test

O, 13

14

values on a graph, then to draw a line or curve that repre-
sents the lowest values of these test points, and finally to

15 establish safety factors based on that line or curve.

16 Figure 4 is an example, taken at random, for some concrete

tests the exact nature of which is immaterial to this dis-
cussion. The point is that the equation to be used is based

19 on a line that sub-envelopes all test point; i.e., the real

20 average value is greater than recognized, say in the range

of 15 to 30 percent (Report D-LL 18c).

22 (1) '~ ' '1' '

23 manner that very few test values for the material supplied

can fall below that value without rejection of the while

25

26

lot. Thus the suppliers provide extra margin to avoid this
severe penalty. The average value of steel and concrete
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greatly exceeds the specified value. Real test values have

been used for much of the re-evaluation for the Hosgri.

However, conrete increases strength with age in a nonlinear
manner.. The concrete at Diablo Canyon is now 6 to 10 years

old instead of the 28.-day or 90-day ages 'at which the, concrete

tests were made. This age gain has not been allowed in the

re-evaluation, and yet it is. there- in the-plant concrete;

the gain could be in the range of 20 to 60 percent.
Wd dd d*'* l~ dd d

motion are used in analysis it is customary to assume that
both components are equal to the peak prescribed ground

acceleration and aze thus also equal to each other. The

facts are that in, measurements of actual ground motion the

minor component orthogonal to the major component is invari-
ably less than the major component; generally much less. 1n

other words, they aze not equal. Figure 5 is the ratio of
the maximum to the average peak'cceleration, normalized to
M = 6 for plotting convenience, plotted against hypocentral

distance for all recorded California and Nevada earthquakes

in the period 1954-1970. At short distances such as 10km

(Diablo Canyon is 8km normal slant-. distance to the Hosgri)

the ratio R is 1.13. This is equivalent to the small com-

ponents, being only 77% of the large component M. Yet in
analysis s is taken as 100% of M! This another conservatism,

and it could provide excess strength in the order of 10 to
30 percent.
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(d) Analysis procedures assume constant natural
periods or frequencies'f vibration for structural and

mechanical systems. In reality, there are small variations
in period even at non-damaging stress levels. This is due

~ to the nature of materials, especially concrete, and to
other factors. 'hese small variations are quite effective
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in preventing resonance and in decreasing dynamic amplifi-
cation. To demonstrate this principle, Figure 6 is a plot
of part of a resonance curve for a 7% damped oscillator
responding to a steady state harmonic forcing function. At
perfect tuning,= the ratio of the forcing frequency and the

natural frequency is 1.0 and the response is maximum or

100%. However, if the natural frequency varies only slightly,
say 5%, the response is about 80%, or 20% less. Thus the

assumption of constant natural periods is conservative and

could. lead to overdesign in the order of 10 to 30 percent.

I > l. *.~H f

weal

1 h

been used in the re-evaluation. This, in the first place,
is generally considered conservative compared to coupled

system analysis. Moreover, the floor response spectra have

been computed for constant periods. Nevertheless, the

spectral peaks have been widened to allow for possible
differences in natural periods from those computed, but
without any reduction of the peak response value. Thus

there is greater area under the response curve and thus move

energy introduced into the disturbance than would be expected

-28-
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from the earthquake. The amount can be estimated only on a
I

case by case basis but can be considerable.

(g) Il~~g * d 'l ',
whereas for any one earthquake (or even for several earth-
quakes) the actual spectra are jagged with peaks and valleys.
Because the smooth curves tend to envelope the peaks, this
introduces another conservatism or safety margin into the
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system. The earthquake peak response may fall where a

valley should be, in fact, this is quite likely. This

conservatism may lead to 10 to 20 percent overdesign in many

cases. (g)~l'l.*Id�'I.(I'gd
.energy in the inelastic range) have not been. allowed with
the Newmark spectra, i.e., the response must, be completely
elastic. There is thus a great reserve capacity in the
inelastic range to absorb energy with even a very slight
damage which has thus not been tapped. This is very con-

servative. Every tall building in a major earthquake has to
enter the inelastic range to survive, even under the most

modern buildin'g code requirements! And yet the Diablo

Canyon structures are to remain in the elastic range under

much more severe earthquake criteria. There could be reserve

capacity for this item estimated at 30 to 100 percent.

(h) Seismic stress in most members and elements

is only a part. of the total stress picture. For example, a

pipe has internal, pressure, a concrete wall supports loads
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from above. The only exception is bracing designed solely
for lateral forces of wind or earthquake. It has been shown

in report D«LL21 that members or elements designed for other

than seismic stress alone have much more reserve strength
for seismic loading than they are given credit for. This

may amount to several hundred percent of unrecognized seismic

value. The reason for this involves the allowable stresses

under each type of loading and the fact that more material
is provided than would be needed for seismic purposes only.
This item can vary from no extra value (for braces) to

several hundred percent.

In view of the above conservatisms in analysis

procedures, as well as others, it. is clear that there are

unrecognized safety margins (if properly considered on a

joint probabilistic basis using mean values and deviations

from the mean values) such that when the plant is qualified
at 0.75g effective acceleration, its most likely capacity is
greater than 0.75g by as much as several hundred percent.
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Reference has been made to certain reports with
the designation D-ZZ preceding the report number as, for
example, D-ZZ18, D-ZT26, etc. Other references will be made

subsequently. A word of explanation may be helpful.
During the intensive study of the plant the under

hypothetical 7.5M and 1.15g/0.75g criteria, special investi-
gations were made and, in some cases, extensive research
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conducted on specific aspects of the problem. There were. so

many of these studies that a designation system was used.

The D refers to Appendix "D" of Amendments 50 and 53 of the

Hosgri Report, and the LL to the special series of studies

and reports by URS/Blume Engineers.

These various reports are available for reference

to more complete details than can be provided in this testi-
mony. The reports have been available .to the NRC staff and

the ACRS subcommittee as well as 'others. They are part of
the public record.

Some of the D-ZZ reports which are most pertinent
to this testimony will be briefly described. These reports

pertain to observation, theory and analysis, and testing and

experiments, all of which provide input to professional

engineering judgment. An asterisk in the margin indicates
that some of the results of the report have been, or will be

discussed in this testimony.
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'-ZZ5

*D-LL6

*D-LZ9

Blume; "On the Adjustment of Response
Spectra," concludes that because of the
conventional method of floor response
peak widening and of constructing
response spectra spectral diagrams used
in analyses and design overestimat'e the
actual earthquake input to a structure
or system at various periods.

Blume; "Material Strength," reports on
the strength of steel and concrete and
shows how the strength of concrete
changes with age.

Blume & Kabir; "Data on Damping Ratios."
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*D-LLll

'D-Z,L-8A

*D-LL18B

Blume; "-Probabilities of Peak Site
Acceleration from Assumed Magnitudes up
to and including 7.5 of all Zocal Fault
Zones."

Blume; "On the Major Component of Hori-
zontal Ground'Motion Versus the Other
Component."

Blume; "Effect of Natural Period Varia-
tions. "

*D-ZL18C

*D-IL21

Blume; "On the Transition from Test Data
to Desing Equations."

Blume; "Seismic Stress Versus Total
Stress."

10 *D-LL26 Blume; Instrumental Versus Effective
Acceleration."
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*D-LL28

*D-LL30

*D-Z,L35

D-LL36

D-LL37

Blume; "The 100-Year Earthquake."

Blume; "The Effect of Arbitrary Varia-
tions in Peak Ground Acceleration on
Spectral Response."

Blume; "Performance of Industrial and
Power Facilities in Major Earthquakes."

Blume, Somerville and Czarnecki; "A
Comparison of Observed and Estimated
Peak Ground Accelerations and their
Probabilities." This shows that records
taken in San Zuis Obispo (of small
earthquakes) have peak ground accelera-
tions quite compatible with the corres-
ponding magnitude estimates from report
D-LZ11 and from another independent
procedure.

Blume and Kiremidjian; "Recurrence
Relationships by Fault Units." This
report concludes that the recurrence
rates used in D-LLll are conservative as
compared to those obtained in another,
independent effort.

25

26

*D-Z,Z,39 Blume; "On the Attenuation of Ground
Motion by Zarge Foundations."

~3 2
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*D-ZZ 41 Blume; "Probabilities of Peak Site
Accelerations Based on the Geologic
Record of Fault Dislocation."

*D-Z,Z,42

D-LL43

*D-ZL45

Blume; "The Effect of- Variations in Peak
Ground Velocity on Diablo Canyon
Structures,and Equipment."

Blume. "Discussion of Attenuation Equa-
tions," regarding SAM4 and other
attenuation equations.

Blume; "Plate-Boundary and Diffused
Areal Probabilistic Considerations."

10

14

D-ZZ46

D-Z Z47

Blume and 'Kiremidjian; "Data Sets and
Their Treatment in Obtaining Attenuation
Relationships." A comprehensive dis-
cussion of the data and its treatment in
relating magnitude, distance, accelera-
tion and probabilities.
Blume and Kiremidjian; "Near Field Data
Effects and Further Treatment of Attenua-
tion Relationships." An extension of
D«ZZ46.

15
*D-LL49C Blume; "Damping Versus Strain in

Reinforced Concrete Shear Walls."
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Consideration Of Velocit And Displacement

Report D-LL42 shows that peak spectral acceleration

is the basic control in analysis and response of essentially
all the plant structures and important equipment and piping.
The reason for this is the great rigidity and resulting
short natural periods of these items. This in turn means

that the peak velocity of the ground (and of the spectral

curves) and peak displacement could be assumed to be greatly
increased over the criteria values with little or no effect

Q(
25

26

on the plant. Thus there need be no concern over long

period motion with greater amplitudes than assumed.
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Probabilistic As ects Of Peak Ground Acceleration

3

10
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During the course of the reevaluation of the plant
for hypothetical 7.5M Hosgri earthquake, the question of
probability of occurrence of average return period for the

peak accelerations was:discussed at various hearings.

URS/Blume Engineers conducted three independent and intensive
probabilistic studies of the peak ground acceleration which

have been reported in Appendix D, Amendment 50 or 53, in
particular, reports D-ZZ 11, D-ZL 41, and D-LL 45. These

provide data that is quite useful as an aid to judgment.

All reports are based, on the assumption that the Hosgri

could produce e~quakes up to and including 7.5 Magnitude.

In D-LL 11, an earthquake magnitude recurrence

curve was drawn based on data obtained by Dr. S. N. Smith
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for the period of 1930 to 1975. The area considered for
these data consisted of 54,000 square kilometers surrounding

the site of the plant. In our probab'l'stic study, and with
the concurrence of Dr. Smith, we divided this total areal
activity equally to four fault zones, namely the Hosgri at
6 km normal distance from the plant site, the Nacimiento at
25 km, the Rinconada-Ozena at 33 km, and the Santa Lucia

Bank at 50 km. The activity rates in this particular analyses

were determined by regression analysis of recorded data.

The faults were very carefully modeled as a series
of small discretized segments, and the conservative assumption

was made that all of, the energy of each earthquake would be

«34»
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assigned to the fault rupture segment closest to the plant.
Magnitudes of from 4 to 7.5 inclusive were considered in
increments of'/SM. The attenuation from each source to the

site was obtained by the SAM attentuation equations

(Appendix D-11B of report D-ZZ 11) and the sum of all the

possible combinations of events was obtained to provide the

probability of exceedance of any ground acceleration at the

site.
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As an independent approach to the same problem and

in order to compare results, the history revealed by the

geologic record of fault slip over long periods of time was

used as the sole source of earthcpxake activity for report
D-ZZ 41. Fault slip data were provided by D. Hamilton.

There were some other differences from the prior report in
that a larger area was considered, 13 faults including the

San Andreas were considered instead of the prior four local
ones, and various other parameters were studied. The work

was done for two alternative time periods going back from

the present 10,000 years in one case and 20,000,000 years in
the other case.

A third study was conducted for which the activity
rate during a 45-year period through 1976 over a 3'ide
strip extending diagonally for most of the length of Cali-
fornia was obtained by Dr. Smith and provided to URS/Blume

for the study. In report D-LL 45, the assumption was made

that all of the activity in the strip was related to the
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tectonic plate boundary, which activity was simply prorated

(subsequently) to various lengths of the. strip that might

3 affect the Diablo Canyon site. For a given total activity
that would affect the site in at least a small degree,

various combinations of activity distributions were made to
the faults and to the diffused areas. Ten faults were

considered.

Figure 7 compares results for all three studies.
In this figure "Procedure 1" refers to Report D-ZZ,"

10 Procedure 2" to D-LL41, and "Procedure 3" to report D-LL 45.

A convenient summary of the average return periods in years

for 1.15g or greater peak instrumental acceleration is given

in Table I. All of these studies assume M = 7-1/2 can and

15

will occur on the Hosgri.

TABLE I - SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RETURN PERIODS
FOR 1.15g INSTRUNE2PZAL ACCELERATION

17

18

19
/ ~

20

21

22

Report
Reference

D-LL 11

D-LL 41

D-ZL 41

D-LZ 45

Data Time
S an, Years

10,000
620x10

Method or
Basis

Regression

Fault Slip
Fault Slip
Plate boundary;
Diffused

Average Return
Period for 1.15g
or eater, Years

54,000

74,000

29,000

132,000

23 D-ZL 45

24

Plate boundary.
to 10 faults

661, 000

Q 25 It is my opinion that the study of fault slip over

the last,,10,000 years is the most reasonable basis, and it
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. agrees quite well with the recorded events in recent decades.

This would give 74,000. years as the average return period
for 1.15g acceleration>at the site for the given assumption

4 of 7-'1/2 M maximum.

Ang and Newmark (1977) also did a Diablo Canyon

probabilistic study by other procedures and obtained for
1.15g instrumental acceleration average return periods of
from 67,000 to 83,000 years with various models. These

results straddle the 74,000 years noted above and provide an

10 excellent independent check.

12

13

14

18

.In view of all the conservatisms and assumptions,

it is concluded in simple round numbers that 1.15g instru-
mental acceleration (if 7-1/2 M is considered possible on

the Hosgri) has an average return period of about 100,000

years. This. by no means indicates plant distress —only
the first plateau of the evaluation criteria beyond which

there are the many unrecognized safety factors.
The=effective acceleration, 0.75g, is that asso-

19 ciated with 1.15g instrumental acceleration. Therefore, it
20 has -the same average return period —roughly 100,000 years.

In other words, even if the Hosgri could produce M = 7-1/2,
the 1.15g instrumental and the 0.75g effective accelerations

23 have an exceedingly remote probability of occurrence.

In overall conclusion about peak ground acceleration,

25

S
based on analysis, judgment, and the review of work by all
the other consultants, I consider the 0.75g effective

«3 7»





acceleration, which-corresponds to the assumed, 1.15g instru-
mental acceleration, to be very conservative for the review

.of the Diablo Canyon plant for the Hosgri exposure. In
fact, assuming 1.15g.instrumental acceleration at the site,
I would consider 0.60g effective as more than adecpxate for

. this nuclear plant in view of all the conditions and the

many unrecognized safety margins.

COÃHWTION 5

10

12

13

i 14

15

16

My conclusions regarding Contention'5 aze:

1... The seismic loading conditions used for the

Hosgzi evaluation are, in my opinion, extremely severe and,

in fact, have vanishingly small probabilities of occurrence,

even over tens of thousands of years assuming capacity of
the Hosgri to produce. 7.5 magnitude. The spectral values

have. even less probability of occurrence than the 0.75g

effective acceleration because the spectral shapes per se

18

19

20
ll

21

22

23

24

25

zs

are well above the mean shape values and thus compound the
I

margin in the 0.75g.

2. The allowable stresses, the allowable damping

values, and the almost total elimination of ductility in
combination with the severe loading aze also very conservative.

3. The statements under Contention 3 are also

pertinent in large degree to 5, and reinforce the overall
conclusion that the analysis criteria for the Hosgri are

extremely conservative in all respects. Others will

-38-
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2

10

12

demonstrate that these criteria have been met in. analysis

and/or by testing or strengthening measures.

Basic Res onse S ectra

The first major step after the determination- of
0.75g as the effective acceleration was the development of
response spectra for various damping values, as well as the

damping values, per se. It will be assumed for this partic-
'

ular section that. the damping values would conform to NRC

Regulatory Guide 1.61. The justification foz our acceptance

of these values and the conformance to them will be presented

subsequently. Development of the response spectra was

undextaken independently by Dr. Newmark and by me, the

former for NRC and, the latter for PGandE. It was decided to

15

'16

use both sets of spectra in analysis;. whichever would be the

most conservative for'ny structure or element would govern.

This in itself was a unique, conservative procedure.

IL
Sp

17

18

20

21

22

23

There are many ways to develop a response spectrum.

One is to match its shape (not its amplitudes which are

scaled) to the shape from a particular, appropriate earthquake,

and then to smooth the curve to avoid sharp peaks and,valleys.

This was done by me for the original plant except that two

earthquakes were used, one to model earthquake D close in,
and the other to model earthquake B at greater distance.

25

Q ~s

This too was a unique procedure. Another method is to use

various empirical ratios of acceleration, velocity and

displacement. Still another method is to follow a recog«

-39-





nized or a standard shape such as in NRC Regulatory.

Guide 1.60.

8

10
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'16
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18
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20
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. 23

25

8 zs

After much study for the Hosgri condition, closeby

and on a rock site, I used 8 closeby, rocky-site records for
.the largest earthquakes recorded under such conditions.

These records were described previously. Nore records would

have been used if good records were available. It was felt
that this presented an excellent model for at. least the

important higher frequency part of the spectral diagrams.

The spectra for the 8 rec'ords naturally varied within each

period band of interest, but the results for small period

bands were treated statistically to obtain median, mean and

standard deviations for each band. The results were plotted
and smoothed; however, because of using,8 records statistically,
little smoothing was required. All data points were scaled

to 0.75g zero-period acceleration. Allowances were then

made in the middle and longer period range for the fact that
therein peak velocity.and peak displacement tend to increase

relative to peak acceleration with increases in magnitude.

The hypothetical 7.5N was greater than the magnitudes of the

recorded events so appropriate increases were made.

Ny final spectral diagrams. for the 7.5N Hosgri

evaluation are shown in Figure 8 for the case where tau = 0

(no reduction for foundation size) and for elastic conditions

(no ductility allowance). Note that all curves approach

0.75g at zero period. These curves were to be used for

-40-





miscellaneous small structures. Figure 9 shows= the Newmark

curves for the corresponding conditions.

The damping values were to be"'as NRC Regulatory

Guide 1.61 which allows 7% damping- for bolted'steel or

reinforced concrete structures under'xtreme '(shutdown)

conditions.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
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21

22

23

25

6

Ny curves. were made in contemplation of, an allow-

able ductility excursion up to 1.3, or a deformation- 30%

,greater. than the yield point deformation, if and where

needed to meet the spectral values. The effect of this is
to slightly reduce the requirements because it (properly)
allows for the work done not otherwise recognized. Normal

major. buildings undergo ductility excursions of several

hundred percent in major earthquakes. However, the Newmark

spectra were to be met with no ductility excursion. Thus

the two sets of curves should not be compared directly. It
was agreed after several meetings between the NRC staff and

PGandE that my proposed ductility reduction be allowed only
to the point of not falling below the corresponding Newmark

curve value with no ductility, and further that the most

conservative o'f the Blume and Newmark results would govern

each analysis made. Thus two analyses had to be made. The

Newmark criteria were generally the most conservative. The

vertical spectra have 2/3 of the horizontal spectral accel-

erations and are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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S ectra Ad'usted For Ear e Foundations Tau

7

As previously noted, we considered 0.75g as a very

high zero period or effective acceleration ~for the given

conditions and, especially, in view of the many unrecognized

safety margins in the analysis and review system. When the

tau factor reductions were proposed for large foundations

they seemed. to constitute a step in the right direction and

one that would lead to more reasonable values. It was

g recognized, of course, that the tau procedure is a simplifi-
10 cation of a very complex wave motion-structure action problem.

It can be looked upon as an "engineering equivalent" such as

is traditionally used for various loadings and conditions

as., for example, wind forces, rail and truck loadings on

bridges, live* loads on building floors, current forces on

zg wharves and docks, etc. There is ample evidence of the

excellent performance of large building foundations in
earthquakes. The tau factor is a manifestation of this.

18 No one who has ever been to sea or has been around

1g boats and ships in rough weather would deny that large ships

do not "feel" the waves, seas, and chop as do small boats.

21

22

There aze 6 degrees of freedom, three translational and

three rotational, all of which can be felt in the small

23 boat, and only a few ( generally) can be felt in a large

ship. The amplitude of motion is less in the large ship,

especially in pitch, yaw and roll. The large ship "irons

6 .s out many waves," "averages," or "filters" them. The analogy
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20

to Diablo Canyon and other large structures is a good one

except, of course, that the soil or rock has much different
properties than water. The effect is there, regardless of
the soil and rock properties and regardless of the refinements

in analysis.

The larger the foundation and the shorter the

traveling wave length, the more effective is the so-called
.. tau reduction. Therefore, it is more effective at high

frecpxencies or shozt periods than elsewhere. In fact, the

reduction varies from a few percent at zero period to nothing

at about 0.4 or 0.5 seconds period in my spectra and to
slightly longer periods in the Newmark spectra. These

spectra'nd the reduction apply only to'horizontal transla-
tion. The- vertical spectra have no tau reductions.

The values of tau determined by Newmark and by me

varied slightly due to different approaches, and so did the

peak ground accelerations (PGA) or zero-period accelerations
associated with the tau-factor for each structure. Table 2

shows the values used.

TABZZ II - TAU AND PGA VALUES

Blume Criteria Newmark Criteria
22

23
Containment and
Instake Structures

Tau

0.04

PGA

0.67g

Tau

0.04

PGA

0.60g

24
\

25

Auxiliary Building
Turbine Building
All Other

0.052

0.08

0. 63g

0. 54g

0. 75g

0.067 0. 50g

0.75g

0.052 " 0.55g
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, -:.My curves for the containment and intake structures

are shown in Figure 12 and the Newmark in Figure 13; for the

auxiliary building. in Figures 14 and 15 respectively;.and

for the turbine building. in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.
Torsion or twisting of a structure, about its

vertical axis occurs when -the center of mass and the center

7'0

12

Q(
13
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16

18

20

21

22

23

24

25.

Io

- of rigidity do not coincide. This has long been recognized

and provided for in most building codes.

In the last decade or so, the building codes have

also required an "accidental." torsion to be considered by

the introduction of an assumed eccentricity or artificial
distance between the center of mass:and the center. of rigidity
at each level. As a coauthor of these requirements, I know

that the accidental torsion provided for in building codes

-had as one of its basic purposes the increase of the polar
moment of inertia of rigidity or torsional stiffness for
'"core" type. building with all most of the lateral resistance

at a central core, and, as the other purpose, to provide at
least some torsional value when the building inevitably
reaches the inelastic stage in seismic response and loses

its structural symmetry. In the case of Diablo Canyon,

there is large initial polar moment of inertia of rigidity
with the heavy exterior walls, and the structure will probably

never go into the inelastic range. Thus for Diablo Canyon,

and,for, similar plants, "accidental" torsion is not required

for the same reasons as for ordinary buildings.
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It is obvious, however, that foundations that are

long compared to the ground wave lengths not only tend to
average or "iron out" those waves that cause translation but

may also be affected by certain types and directions of
waves so as to induce some torsional response. In other

words, even a symmetric structure can have its foundation so

affected by waves that are not symmetric along the length or

depth of the foundation. Another simple explanation of this
phenomenon is that the ground motion is not applied at a

point,, as the codes imply, but at all underground surfaces

with changes in amplitude, angles of incidence and of azimuth

as functions of =time. Building codes do not recognize.this.
Torsion has been provided for in the Diablo Canyon

Hosgri review by assuming eccentricities of mass and rigidity
wheze none in fact exist. In view of the fact that these

structures- do not need this as do ordinary buildings, it
constitutes a zeal adjustment and bonus- for wave-induced

torsion. It is an "engineering equivalent" procedure, as is
the tau-factor.

Another factor to be considered in torsion is that
the foundations of each structure are not only large but

adjacent to the other foundations; in fact, the overall
plant, with Units 1 and 2, constitutes a very large contig-
uous area which cannot be compared to isolated structures
free of any neighbors.
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Attenuation of high frequency motion by large,

deep, rigid foundation structures is real and should be

considered. Torsion effects are also real, although not

always significant, and they exist'whether or not "tau"

reductions are taken for translational motion. In view of
all factors and'he many unrecognized values or margins, it
is my. opinion that the tau reductions and the torsional
criteria applied are both proper and adequate for the

current state of the art.
D~am in
There has been much discussion in the ACRS meetings

about damping values. The values in NRC Regulatory Guide

1.61 which have been in use for several years, for many

plants, were questioned. As a result of this, new data were

obtained and studied and old data were reviewed. Reports on

damping values, D-LI 9 and D-ZZ 49C, were prepared by URS/

Blume Engineers.

Two facts regarding this complex subject are

particularly important. One is that" elements with friction
between parts, such as bolted steel joints or concrete with
minor cracks, have considerably greater damping at the same

strain levels than where friction is not possible, as, for
example in welded joints or in uncracked concrete. The

second point is that damping increases with strain or defor-
mation. These two factors are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Another important consideration is that a





structure not only receives energy from the moving ground

but returns some of it to the ground; this is often termed

radiation damping.

. Another point that is "often. misunderstood is that
5 it is not necessary to develop high strain levels throughout

6 an entire structure to develop high damping levels. Local

high strain: levels can be quite effective in absorbing the

kinetic energy of motion, as shown by tests.
Various tests and measurements of damping have

10 been shown in report D-LL 9 and in report D-LL 49C. Table EXI
e

11 shows- damping results, from nine test series, for two levels

13

,'Q 14

of strain —at micro levels and

point. At the yield levels, all
at or about the yield
test results are at or

above 7% of. critical damping; 7% is the value used at about

15 yield level in the Di'ablo Canyon structure analyses.
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TABLE III - SUMMARY OF DAMPING VALUES

At micro levels
of stress and
strain

In the yield
range of stress
and strain

10

CVTR Reactor

EGCR Reactor

22 Concrete Buildings

Bridge Piers

Models of Bridge" Piers
Models of Coupled Shear Walls
Models of Coupled Shear Walls

Models of Shear Walls

Scales Building Models

6 to 9g

1.5$ to 5X

mean 5.6g
1.25 x mean 7.0$
3.4$ to 16.6$

(average 8$ )

2$ to 4g

2$ to 3g

7%

10%%d at 1. 1 x yield
8~ at 0.9 x yield
7$ to 10~

up to 9g

15 The tests of the shear wall models (Figures 18 and

19) are particularly interesting for, two reasons —they are

of reinforced concrete shear walls, as is much of the Diablo

18 Canyon structures; and the base, and also the support of the

19 base, of the wall test specimens was such as to essentially

20 eliminate all radiation- damping to the soil. The latter
point is significant for those who contend that radiation
damping is present in much testing of damping. (Of course,

23 the Diablo Canyon structures as compared to these models,

24 will have the benefits of any radiation damping even though

25

26

it is not credited. )





Figure 20 shows the wall test results. The line

10

"average curve" was drawn by the test authors, and the 7%

line was drawn by us for comparison purposes. = The 7%
damping'alue

occurs at a strain level i;n the reinforcing steel of
about 0.16%, well below the yield value.

Figure 21 is a different plot of the same data.

This shows that 7% damping is achieved at about 75% of yield
stress in the bars and that at yield the average test value

was 9%, all without radiation energy loss to the soil.
Similar results are available for bolted steel

buildings and frames.

Q 13

14

15

16

17

It is my opinion that 7% of critical damping is
conservative for Diablo Canyon structures, subjected to the

hypothetical 7-L/2M Hosgri earthcpxake. The value could be 8

to 10% at such extreme loading.

Application Of Current Criteria
For Hos i Reanal sis And Safet

18

19

,20

21

22

23

25

26

The response spectra and the damping values were

applied to each structure as appropriate to obtain the

moments, shears, axial forces and stresses at various points
in the structures. This was done by others and the results
provided in terms of the stresses obtained as compared to
the stresses allowable under NRC regulations. In some cases

"overstresses" were found and physical alterations have been

or are being made to the structures involved so as to meet

all the criteria.
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13

14

In addition, "floor response spectra" were developed

to represent the amplified motion at some upper level, or
floor, where piping .or equipment is attached or anchored.

This procedure will also be described by others.
I

It is my opinion and testimony that these criteria,
starting with the hypothetical. 7.5N Hosgri earthquake and

working down through 1.15g peak ins~nental acceleration,
0.75g effective acceleration with the tau factor adjustments,

and with the damping specified, are very conservative in
view of all the conditions, =and-that when these criteria are

met there is much more than a reasonable degree of engineering

certainty that the plant can be operated without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public from'or induced by

earthquake motion.
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Figure 8- The Pacoima Dam caretaker's house at the
mouth of Pacoima Canyon. This older structure, with
a brick chimney, was not damaged by the shaking even
though it was within one-half mile of Pacoima Dam and
within one mile of the Veterans Administration Hospital.
The degree to which the ground shaking here might have
differed from that at these other sites is not known.

From: "Engineering Features of the San Fernando
Earthquake," P. Jennings, Ed., California
Institute of Technology report EERL 71-02,
June 1971.
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(Fig. 18C-2 in D-LL18C)
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